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INTRODUCTION 

The day of the Super Bowl game (the "Game" or the "Super Bowl") is .A.JTierica's unofficial 
holiday, a day when the attention of an entire nation is focused on the Game in one region 
between the championship teams of the American and National Football Conferences. The most 
highly anticipated annual sports event in North American sports is also a time for festive 
celebration and civic plide. Super Bowl games comprise 9 of the 10 most-watched television 
programs of all-time, and as such, -hosting the Game is an opportunity for cities to present 
themselves at their very best to a worldwide television audience of unparalleled scope and 
magnitude. 

The Super Bowl is the NFL's championship game and our most important opportunity to 
celebrate with our teams, fans, and business partners. For the host region, it is also an economic 
engine that can accelerate the development of local infrastmcture improvements, enhance 
community pride, and generate hundreds of millions of dollars in economic impact. 

The National Football League is pleased and excited to offer interested cities and their NFL 
member clubs the opportunity to host Super Bowl LII. This document provides the minimum 
bid specifications for hosting this prestigious event, and contains essential information that will 
assist interested cities in developing competitive proposals. Please be sure to review these 
specifications carefully, as some have changed since those released for Super Bowl Land LI. 

TI1e partnership of many sectors of the ·community is essential to the successful hosting of a 
Super Bowl. It is, therefore, strongly recommended that a Bid Committee be formed to prepare 
your proposal. T11e Bid Committee would be comprised of representatives from your NFL 
member club and its Stadium (the "Stadium"), local and regional governments, the convention & 
visitors bureau, and one or more key business leaders (the "Bid Committee"). A chairperson 
should be appointed to represent the leadership of the community. 
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TIIE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE 

The NFL Events Department is the lead entity responsible for "lhe planning, management and 
execution of the Super Bowl, working closely with many other NFL departments, including 
Communications, Broadcasting, Football Operations, Finance, Security, Legal, Marketing & 
Sales, and Consumer Products. 

The National Football League will oversee all aspects of the game and its related activities, 
including stadium operations and space p1arming, hotel accommodations, media and team 
operations, hospitality functions and social events (e.g., NFL House, NFL Honors, Tailgate 
Party), on-and off-field entertainment, fan and sponsor events (e.g., NFL Experience), television 
programming, and youth events, among many others. 

The NFL shall own exclusively, on a worldwide basis, all rights relating to the commercial 
exploitation of any kind to the Super Bowl and all official events, including without limitation, 
all rights to appoint sponsors and licensees. Subject to the execution of an agreement between 
the Host Committee and the NFL, the NFL wiil grant rights to the Host Committee enabling the 
Host Committee to use the tenn "Super Bowl" in its name and logo, such logo to be developed in 
conjunction with the NFL at!d subject to NFL approval. As part of the rights granted in 
accordance with this Bid, it is acknowledged and agreed that the NFL shall have approval in its 
sole discretion of all Host Committee sponsors, commercial affiliates and donors. 

A series of philanthropic and community :impact events will be coordinated by the NFL's 
Community Relations department and NFL Foundation, the league's charitable foundation. The 
NFL will also work with the Host Committee (the successor entity to the Bid Committee) to help 
identifY outstanding non-profit agencies in the region that specialize in health & wellness 
programming for underprivileged youth and families for consideration as NFL Foundation Super 
Bowl Legacy Grant recipients. These community philanthropy grants are made with intentions 
to leave a lasting legacy of Super Bowl L or LI and will be awarded during Super Bowl game 
Week. 

The NFL will work closely with the Host Committee (as defined below), club, stadium, and city 
to ensure that the Super Bowl provides a positive and rewarding experience for all involved, as 
well as a major showcase for the region and business community. 
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THE ROLE OJF THE HOST COMMITTEE 
& COWlMUNITY 

The active support of the host region and key members of the business community is essential to 
the success of the Super Bowl. 

The selected conununity will be responsible for forming a Super Bowl Host Committee, which 
must be established as a legal corporate entity and fully functional no less than tvventy-four (24) 
months prior to their assigned Super Bowl (the "Host Committee"). The Host Conunittee is 
responsible for assuming and fulfilling the obligations agreed to by the Bid Cormnittee. An. 
effective Host Committee will serve as an extension to the NFL in the local community, as the 
city's ambassador to incoming Super Bowl fans, guests, and corporations, and as a manager of 
local resources such as city services, event venues, accommodations, and thousands of 
volunteers. 

The Host Committee should be chaired by a business leader with significant local influence, and 
governed by a board of senior local business and government personneL Committees should be 
formed to manage essential functions such as: Conununity Outreach, Marketing & Promotion, 
MWBE Outreach, Hospitality, Transportation, Philanthropy, Fundraising (i.e., sponsorship and 
donor programs) and Government Relations. 

The budget for the Host Committee should include the retention of an executive director and a 
full-ti.t"ue staff of event and marketing professionals, rent, furnishings, equipment and supplies to 
suit a high-functioning business office. The Host Committee will be responsible to fund and 
manage events that have traditionally included a Super Bowl Media Party (for 2,500 domestic 
media and 1,000 international media), a $1 million donation (which will be matched by the NFL) 
towards NFL Foundation Super Bowl Legacy Grant Initiative, city decorations including, but not 
limited to, an aggressive Super Bowl street banner program, and all other obligations and offers 
set forth in the NFL's Super Bowl Bid Specifications and the committee's proposal. Budgets for 
Super Bowl Host Committees in recent years have ranged from $12 million to $50 million, 
depending on Bid fulfillment requirements and regional objectives. 

The hosts of the 2018 Pro Bowl have not been identified at the time of this writing. If it is 
determined that the Pro Bm,vl is to be played in the city awarded Super Bowl, the Host 
Committee will provide the same support and service as for the Super BowL Notwithstanding the 
above, and unless otherwise offered by the Bid, the NFL will assume responsibility for the out
of-pocket operational stadium costs of the Pro Bowl. 

TI1e Host Comm.ittee must maintain a close partnership with the hotel community to secure hotel 
rooms and function-space, and with local government to fulfill a variety of obligations, including 
the adoption of anti-gouging resolutions, establishing clean zone ordinances, and coordinating 
municipal agency par 1c1pa wn an assura 

It is the Host Committee's mission to work with the NFL and all available local resources to 
showcase and beautify the host region ("Host Community") to inbound visitors, media, and the 
worldwide television audience. TI1e reputation and image of the Host Community rests squarely 
in the hands of the Host Committee. 
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SUMMARY OF l(EY EVE~~TS 
(Events~ Times and Dates are Subject to Change at the :NFL's Sole Discretion) 

SUPER BO\VL LII 

January 31- February 4, 2018 

Sunday, January 28 

Tuesday, January 30 

Wednesday, January 31 

January 31- February 4 

Thursday, February 1 

Friday, February 2 

Sunday, February 4 

Sunday, February 4 

Sunday, February 4 

NFL Experience 
The NFL's interactive football theme park, hosting 
150,000+ fans over two weekends 

Arrival of the Al~'C & NFC Champions 
Super Bowl Media Center opens 

Media Day 
Approximately 1,500 members of the media, 7,000 fans 
and both teams participate in a media event at the StadiUt11 

NFL Foundation Youth Bowling Clinic 
A free event offered for invited, undersei:ved youth from 
the Host Community (closed to the public). 

NFL House 
Exclusive members only high-end hospitality experience 
for NFL Insiders 

NFL Foundation Super Bowl Legacy Grant Awards 
Media Event 

NFL Foundation Super Bowl Celebrity Bowling Classic 
A ticketed!VIP evening party, for up to 700, at a bowling 
venue that serves as a fundraiser for NFL Foundation. 

NFL Friday Night Party 
A business party for approximately 1,200-1,400 invited 
NFL guests, typically at an intriguing site that is unique to 
the Host Community 

NFL Foundation Super Bowl Celebrity Golf Classic 
A ticketedNIP daytime party that serves as a fundraiser for 
NFL Foundation for up to 500 

NFL Tailgate Party 
A pre-Game party for up to 10,000 invited NFL guests in 
walking proximity to the Stadium. 

NFL On Location Hospitality -15,000 total guests 
- In-Stadium guests (6,000) 
-NFL On Location Venues (9,000) in walking proxinlity 

Super Bowl 
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BID PPJ:PARATION 

Yom bid document (the "Bid") must be divided into the following sections: 

Section 1. 

Section 2. 

Section 3. 

Section 4. 

Introduction 
The first section will serve as an opportunit-y for the Host Communit-y to introduce 
its unique qualifications and reasons for desiring to host the Super BowL The 
fom1 and content of this section is at the choice of the Bid Committee. 

Bid Specifications 
Tllis section will contain an unadulterated copy of the Super Bowl LTI Bid 
Specifications as they appear in this docun1ent beginning on page 16, with the 
signed written declaration of acceptance at the end of each subsection. Each 
specification is material and essential to a successful Bid. If, however, your 
proposal must include exceptions to these specifications, they must be fully 
disclosed and described, in detail, following each declaration. Any reference to a 
proposed exception must identify the Bid requirement by section and subsection. 

Response Questionnaire 
A fully completed copy of the Super Bowl LII Response Questionnaire must 
follow the section of Bid specification declarations. You will be asked to provide 
specific, detailed information regarding the Stadium and Host Community 
essential for a thorough analysis of your Bid. The response questionnaire must 
include signatures where illdicated from the chairman of the Bid Comnuttee, the 
member club, and the Stadium to fully validate your proposal. 

Bid Enhancements 
This section provides the Bid Committee with the opportunity to describe 
enhanc~ments that can mliquely position your Bid for success. The fmt page 
should contain a bullet-point list of all proposed enhancements. Subsequent pages 
should describe these enhancements' in full detail. All enhancements to be 
included in final bid submission. No post final bid submission negotiations. 
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Bid enhancements should be separated into three categories-
(1) Revenue Enhancements: Opportunities for the Super Bowl to realize 

additional revenues; 
(2) Cost Avoidance Enhancements: Opportunities for the Super Bowl to offset 

or avoid expenses; and 
(3) Experiential Enhancements: Additional opportunities to enhance the Super 

Bowl experience for fans, teams, owners and business par111ers 

Section 5. Exhibits & Descriptive Information 
A variety of required descriptive documents and infonnation should be provided 
in tllis section, including floor plans for the Stadium and other event venues, 
parking facilities, maps, historical weather data, etc., as required by the Bid 
specifications. 

Section 6. . Letters of Commitment 

Section 7. 

A commitment letter from the relevant Stadium authority and/or team owner 
indicating agreement to honor the obligations of the Bid should appear as the first 
letter in this section. Also include letters of support for your Bid fron1 state and 
local government, business leaders and others in this section, including but not 
limited to concessionaires and other key parties involved in the Game. 

Agreement Documents 
This section should contain many of the contracts that will be required for 
execution prior to the awarding of Super Bowl LII. The most important among 
these is the Host Committee Agreement, which should be thoroughly reviewed by 
the Bid Committee and their attorney. The Host Committee Agreement must be 
signed before the presentation to owners. Once signed, the Host Committee 
Agreement will constitute an irrevocable offer to the National Football League 
and NFL Properties LLC (collectively, the "NFL"). It will be countersigned by 
the NFL if the bidding city is selected. 

The agreement section should also include signed hotel and transportation 
agreements. These agreements will be countersigned by the NFL if: (a) the Host 
Community is selected for a Super Bowl; and (b) if the services offered by the 
third parties satisfY the requirements of the NFL, in its discretion. Hotel contracts 
should be submitted in a bound fonnat and on a thumb drive. 

If your bidding group is not a legal entity, you must either form a corporation or similar 
entity to undertake the responsibilities of the Bid, or present an agreement from a third 
party (e.g., the Convention & Visitors Bureau, Sports Commission) that agrees to assume 
these obligations. Such third party must sign these forms, where applicable. 

12 



BID JPROCE§§ 

Phase 1: Application to Bid 

Applications to Bid were distributed to N?L Clubs in August, 2013. A completed Application to 
Bid must be submitted and approved by the Super Bowl Advisory Committee (the "Advisory 
Commit1ee") in writing before work may commence on your Bid. The application includes 
several minimum conditions which must be met before approval is assured. Excepting any 
exclusions granted by the Advisory Committee, agreement to the conditions ofthe Bid 
application is binding and may not be amended or altered in the final bid. It is acknowledged 
and agreed that commitments made and set forth in the Bid Application shall be incorporated 
into the Bid. 

Phase 2: Submission of Preliminary Bid Documents 

Three (3) copies in 3-ring binders and two (2) electronic copies (on USB flash drive and 
uploaded onto the dedicated Smartsheet website) of the preliminary draft of the Bid (the 
"Preliminary Bid") should be submitted no later than April 1, 2014 to: 

Frank Supovitz 
Senior Vice President, Events 

National Football League 
345 Park Avenue 

New York, NY 10154 

All hotel contracts should be submitted at this time in a bound format and ou a USB flash 
drive. 

Phase 3: PreliminarJ Bid Document Review 

The NFL will review your Preliminary Bid and advise the "Bid Preparer" identilied in your 
response questionnaire whether additional infonnation or assurances are required. 
Representatives of each Bid Committee will be invited to a full review of their Bid with NFL 
staff, which may be conducted at the NFL Office or via conference call, at the Bid Committee's 
option. League staff will provide guidance at that time regarding the preparation of a final 
presentation for NFL ownership. Notwithstanding the above, League staff are available for 
consultation to Bid Committees throughout the bid process. 
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Phase 4: Final Bid Submission 

The Bid Committee will have an opportunity to revise its Bid followi11g the Preliminary Bid 
Document Review for final submission by a deadline (in May 20 14), to be established at that 
time. Five (5) copies in 3-r.ing binders and two (2) electronic copies (USB flash drive and upload 
onto the dedicated Smartsheet website) will be required for the NFL League Office, to be 
submitted care of Frank Supovitz. Only one copy, so marked, must include the Agreement 
Docmnents. 
Note: This submission will be final. No further negotiations will occur. 

You will also be provided with a list of the NFL club owners and/or presidents to whom you 
should send copies of your final Bid. Do not include the Agreement Documents or Exhibits in 
these copies. There are approximately 35 names on this list as of the distribution date of this 
document. 
Note: We will work with the Bid committees to determine an agreed upon mode of 
distribution to the NFL club owners. 

Phase 5: Presentation to the Owners 

Each Bid Committee will be invited to offer their presentation to the full NFL membership at an 
Owners Meeting, currently projected for May 2014. The NFL Events Department will prepare a 
series of analysis documents objectively comparing the benefits and challenges, including both 
operational and financial matters, presented by each Bid. A summary of the analysis relating to 
their individual Bid will be shared with each Bid Committee to authenticate its accuracy. 

Each Bid Committee will be offered a private meeting room at the Owners Meeting hotel for 
their exclusive use in preparing for their presentation. In addition, each Bid Committee will be 
given the opportunity to rehearse their oral presentation and to screen their visual aids in the 
general session room at a time to be al1!1ounced, typically the evening before the final 
presentation to the owners. 

The Bid analyses will first be presented by NFL Events to the Advisory Committee, comprised 
of owners and senior league executives, for their consideration and direction. Further guidance 
from the Advisory Committee, if any, will be provided privately to each Bid Committee. 

At the time set for the presentations, each Bid Committee will be admitted to the owners meeting 
individualiy. A maximum of five (5) members of the delegation will be admitted in the meeting 
room for the presentation, including a maximum of two (2) speaking presenters. The inclusion 
of celebrities, persons of renown, regional government leaders such as mayors, governors, 
senators, congressmen and other dignitaries is prohibited, even if they are members of the Bid 
Committee. T11ere is no prohibition regarding the involvement of such personalities in 
videotaped components of the presentation, or as active members of the Host Committee after 
the Super Bowl has been awarded. The Bid Committees will be given a time limit of fifteen (15) 
minutes each to present their proposals. After the last Bid Committee has departed the owners 
meeting to retum to their meeting room, 1\TFL Events will present the comparative analysis to the 
full ownership group, followed by a final presentation of five (5) additional minutes from each 
team owner representing a bidding community. 
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A vote of the full ownership group will follow to determine the wirming Bid, followed by a press 
conference to publicly announce the selected Host Community. 

T11e NFL reserves the right to document atJ.dlor broadcast various elements of the Bid 
presentation process, at its sole discretion. By participating in the Bid process, the Bid 
Committee grants and agrees to obtain the consent of any individual involved in the Bid 
presentation the right to let the NFL and its designees use their name, likeness and demographic 
infonnation free of charge in any manner and for any purpose in any media now known or 
hereafter developed as it relates to the Bid Presentation. 

Additional details regarding policies and procedures for your final presentation will be provided 
in a memorandum at a later date. 

Phase 6: Bid Approval 

Each Bid Committee will be notified of the results after the ownership vote. An mmouncing 
press conference has typically been staged following the vote, at which the winning Bid 
Committee will participate. 

n~e award of a ~uper Bo:'i'l does not infer absolute ac?~P_t:-nce by the_ NFL of all aspects o~ t~e 
Brd. As the Brd Committee undertakes the responsrbrhtres of hostmg the Super Bowl, rt rs 
ncumbent upon the Bid and/or Host Committee to confer frequently with the NFL before 
obligating the League in any way to the contents of the Bid (e.g. site of Headqumiers hotels, 
social events, grant qualifying non-profit organizations, etc.) 

Once approved, the Host Committee will be obligated to all representations contained in the Bid 
Application (which is incorporated herein by reference), the Bid and any associated addendum. 
If, for any reason, the Committee is unable to fulfill an obligation of the bid, payment of a 
financial equivalent by the Host Commiii:ee may be required. 
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SlJPER BOWL LIT MINIMUM BID SPECIFICATIONS & 
REQUIREMENTS 

Meeting the minimum Bid specifications outlined in the following subsections are essential to a 
successful Bid. Please indicate the Bid Committee's agreement to meet or exceed these 
requirements by :in.cluding an unaltered copy of these Bid specifications in the second section of 
your proposal, and by signing the declaration following each sub-section. Any deviation or 
exception :from these requirements must be noted and described in full detail on separate sheets 
irnmediately following each declaration. The l'JFL reserves the right to accept any portion or 
reject any portion of the Bid. · 
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JL STADIDM 

A" Stadium Configuration 

1. Seating Capacity 
The NFL requires a minimum fixed salable seating capacity of seventy-thousand 
(70,000), inclusive of club and fixed suite seating as represented in the regular season 
game day seating ma11ifest. 

2. Temporary Seating 
Only temporary seating which is deemed acceptable by the NFL, in its sole discretion, 
will be pennitted. Any approved temporary seating will be installed at no cost to the 
NFL. Such seats must be in compliance with all applicable laws and be of a suitable 
standard commensurate with the quality and standards of the NFL Super Bowl 
viewing experience. In addition, the NFL requires independentdocumentation that 
supports the Bid Committee's proposed temporary seating plan which must include 
the following considerations: 

1) Proven successful prior installation/completion of proposed number of seats; 

2) Compliance with ADA and Accessibility Codes (including provisions for 
seating, attendants, and spectator services (as detailed below); 

3) There must be existing, sufficient or plmmed restrooms and concession stands, 
merchandise stands, and other similar spectator services in close proximity to 
service the capacity in each aTea 

4) Standing room is acceptable if typically manifested for the home club's 
regular season games. 

The Host Committee will be responsible for the cost of temporary seat installation 
and the installation of-temporary support facilities referenced above; however, the 
NFL will manage all aspects ofthe installation including, but not limited to, the 
supplier/installer RFP process, vendor selection and all aspects of operations 
(scheduling, installation, inspection, de-installation, etc.). 

Ail seats must be a minimum of 19 inches wide with seat backs and arm rests. Suites 
containing stools with unobsuucted views are acceptable, provided that the NFL has 
the right to approve the number of stools to be used. 

The Bid Committee must guarantee a net number of salable seating in their proposal, 
as calculated above. The Host Committee must be prepared to recompense the NFL 
for any shortfall bel:\veen the guaranteed number in the Bid and the actual availability 
on Gameday if the NFL determines that the seating cannot meet the fan experience 
standards of the Super Bowl. 
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In the case of stadiums that are under construction at the time of the bid, the 
following conditions vv'ill apply to any proposed temporary seating that is not part of 
the stadiumihost Club's manifest forregular season NFL games: 

1) Seating must be "prefabricated" and built during the construction of the 
stadium 

2) Prefabricated sections must be designed to fit into a specific position in the 
stadium 

3) Design and construction must be done in consultation with the NFL and/or 
their designated contractors 

4) All seating proposed for the Super Bowl must be fully installed for the first 
regular season NFL game hosted by the new stadium to allow the NFL and 
their designated contractors to verify compliance with the above specifications 

5) Any costs associated with the above provisions will be the responsibility of 
the Host Com1nittee and/or host Club, however the host Club will retain all 
revenues from the sale of these seats at designated test events 

6) The NFL reserves the right to deny approval of any seating installations that, 
in the sole opinion of the NFL, do not provide a Super Bowl standard fan 
experience 

3. Ticket Revenues 
The 1'\fFL will control and receive 1 00% of the revenues from all ticket sales, 
including ticket sales in all suites. In addition, the NFL must have exclusive access to 
all club seats. (See Section II for more details on ticketing.) 
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4. ADA Seating & Accessibility 
The NFL requires the Stadium to be in compliance with applicable American 
Disabilities Act statutes, plus all local, regional and state regulations in effect as of 
the date of the Game, including without limitation ADA-accessible seating for 
physically disabled patrons and their companions. 

The Stadium, through the Bid Committee, must disclose its history of compliance 
with disabled access, the ADA regulations and any previous or pending actions or 
suits and ensure compliance for the Super Bowl (Exhibit 1.9). The NFL will not be 
responsible for any imposed costs thatresult from the Stadium's non-compliance with 
ADA standards in its condition prior to the onset of Super Bowl construction or for 
temporary construction as a result of attempting to meet specs required by the Bid. 

5. Climate Control/Inclement Weather Planning 
The 1\TFL requires a climate-controlled domed Stadium if the historical average daily 
temperature over a 10-yearpedod in the Host Commu..nity on the week ofthe Game is 
below 50 degrees. The Host Committee will be responsible for any costs associated 
with developing and implementing any inclement weather plans including, but not 
limited to, snow and ice removal. 

In the event that the NFL and the Super Bowl Advisory Committee approve the 
submission of a bid by a region with an open air stadium that does not meet the above 
temperature minimum, the installation of a }.)1<L-approved under-field heating system 
will be required at no cost to the NFL. 

6. Stadium Field Condition 
The NFL requires that a natural grass field must be re-sodded for the Super Bow 1 at 
no cost to the NFL. An artificial surface must be replaced or reconditioned, if in the 
NFL's sole opinion, the surface is not in top quality condition or is worn from other 
events. Purchase and installation of a new surface, if required, would be at no cost to 
the NFL (including the development of a backup field, if necessary). The field shall 
be planned, selected, installed, and managed by the NFL. The postgame removal or 
disposition of the field, if necessary, shall be at no cost to the NFL. The NFL will not 
be responsible for costs associated with any damage caused as a result of normal 
Super Bowl use (including but not limited to increased foot traffic, rehearsals, 
painting, pre-game, halftime, post-game and the game). If the Super Bowl field will 
not be retained for use during the next NFL season, the NFL or its designee will have 
the exclusive right to use the field for marketing and promotional purposes. In 
addition, the NFL, at its cost, shall have the right to remove portions of the field for 
any purpose, including for the sale oflicensed products and to retain the revenues 
derived from such sales. · 
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7. Electrical Output 
The NFL requires the Stadium be equipped to provide at least 6,000 kVA electrical 
loads within the stadium and 5,200 kVA electrical loads on the site premises 
(including those areas inside the secured perimeter to be designated for or 
programmed for fan entertainment activities such as Game Day Fan Plaza, NFLOL 
and ail NFLOL venues, but excluding NFL Expelience and Tailgate- see VII.F and 
VIII.E respectively). TI1ese electrical capacities are based on historical electrical 
loads required to host the Super Bowl and shall be used by the NFL at their discretion 
for functions including broadcasting networks, media, facility operations and team 
related functions, NFL hospitality functions, pregame ceremonies, and the halftime 
show. The NFL and its designated contractors will conduct extensive power load 
testh1g in preparation for the Super Bowl, with associated costs waived or paid for by 
the Host Committee. 

Unless otherwise specified in this document, the NFL will pay for electrical costs as 
noted in the I.B.6 regarding utilities. While the NFL will pay for power consumption, 
access to power supplies, whether existing or temporary, will be provided at no cost 
to the NFL. Further, any supplements to the existing power system necessary for 
compliance with specifications in this document will be provided to the NFL, 
broadcasting networks, and the media for the Game and related events at the Stadium 
at no cost. This includes all costs as~:;ociated with the distlibution of power, including 
all cabling, wiring, etc. as well as costs associated with temporary power sources (i.e. 
generators) proximate to operational areas and compounds. 

8. Television!Broadcast Signal Distribution 
The NFL requires the ability to extend the in-stadium broadcast signal via cable to 
support the television monitor system throughout the venue and all Super Bowl 
operational areas and auxiliary press work areas. Such a system may require a signal 
for an additional400 television monitors at no cost to the NFL. The NFL reserves the 
right to replace existing monitors with NFL-branded or sponsor-branded monitors or 
cover any branding at the NFL's option and expense. 

9. Field Lighting 
The current high definition standard for :field lighting is at least 270-foot candles of 
horizontal luminance and 180 foot candles of vertical luminance, evenly from end 
line to end line in all directions. In order to account for future advances in broadcast 
technology, the NFL requires that field lighting meet the needs of the broadcasting 
network, as detennined by a quality survey by the NFL and the broadcasting network. 
If the NFL and broadcasting network determine that supplemental lighting is 
necessary, such lighting must be provided at no cost to the NFL or network. 
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10. Public Address System 
The NFL requires tl~at the Stadium possess a public address system that meets the 
minimum specifications and features to ensure all spectators, guests and media will 
have access to audible PA feeds, up to 2018 standards. The stadium's audio engineer 
must be available at no cost to the NFL. If the Stadium does not have a full-time 
audio engineer, contracting with a qualified individual OT firm will be required, at no 
cost to the NFL. · 

If the public address system must be supplemented, either permanently or tempormily, 
to achieve these minimum requirements, such improvements must be provided at no 
cost to the N""FL. Please see the questionnaire for reasonable standards as of2013. 

1 L Press Box Sound System 
The NFL requires that the press box sound system meet the following 
minimum requirements as described below. Any existing and supplemental facilities 
required to meet these mininmm standards must be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

a. Clear and intelligible sound w1iformly distributed via a speaker system over 
all areas of the press box; 

b. Capability to accepting inputs from the Stadium announcer, the press box 
(statistics) am1ouncer, and the referee's microphone; 

c. If the press box has windows that open to the Stadium, the system must 
provide coverage above the normal noise level of the crowd and the stadium 
public address system; 

d. Sufficient audio cable pairs rUlllling from the press box area to each side of the 
playing field to accommodate the coaches' intercom system as well as 

~ production microphones; and 
e. The Stadium shall assist the NFL in moving control cables and control units to 

other positions for the Game. The cost for moving cable and control units 
shall be borne by the NFL. This will also apply to cable and con~roller 
relocations for the stadium P A announcer, clock control, scoreboard and video 

/ board control, replay booth, etc. if required. 

12. Video Control Room 
The NFL requires that the Stadium video boards and control room are equipped with 
the latest technology to enl1ance the fan experience and is inte1faced with the Stadium 
public address system. Playback of videos, graphics, and aninlations should be 
capable of being switched or controlled from the video control room. Digital fascia 
or signage boards should also be accessible for entertainment and informational 
purposes. If the video control system is not acceptable for the Super Bowl standard 
of event presentation, any modifications, additions, or additional staffmg 
requirements will be provided, at no cost to the NFL. 

Please reference the questionnaire for the minimum requirements. 
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13. Stadium Locker Rooms and Training Areas 
For each competing team, the NFL requires locker rooms and related facilities 
sufficient for sixty-five (65) players, with a separate training area for the team, a 
separate equipment room, a separate office/locker room for the head coach, and an 
additional separate locker room for up to twenty (20) assistant coaches. Both team 
locker rooms shall be similarly and equitably equipped with standard NFL-quality 
lockers. Any/all equipment and accommodations available for a regular season NFL 
game must be available for the Super Bowl. If any equipment or accommodations 
exist only in the home team locker room, the equivalent must be provided in the 
visiting locker room at no cost to the NFL or participating team. 
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14. Ancillary Space 
The 1'-lFL requires space in the Stadium for Pregame and Halftime Show functions as 
well as Football Game Management operations. The number of spaces and 
approximate sizes are listed below. The Game Management spaces shall be located at 
field level in close proximity to the field tunnels. If the Stadium does not have 
adequate intemal space for these functions, they will be planned by the NFL in 
temporary facilities or adjacent to the stadium. Such temporary facilities, if necessary, 
are to be provided at no cost to the NFL. Space requirements are listed in the 
questionnaire. 

15. Construction & Renovation 
No construction or renovations to the Stadium shall be in process beginning one (1) 
month prior to the Game. Any plans for Stadium construction or renovation on 
stadium property before Super Bowl L or LI must be fully disclosed and approved by 
the NFL. TI1e NFL, at its sole discretion, may require the Stadium to replace lost 
revenue resulting from such construction or renovation, cover the costs of installing 

·temporary struc:'rures, or reimburse the NFL for expenses incurred in restoring the 
Stadium's aesthetics through banners, coverings, or other decorative elements in the 
event that any planned construction is not complete and in finished form by one (1) 
month prior to the Game. 

B. Stadiu?J Operations 

1. Definition of Key Dates 

a. Super Bowl Period: Thirty days prior to Gan1eday through twenty-four (24) 
days after Gameday. 

b. Exclusive Period: Fifteen days prior to Gameday through the day after 
Gameday. 

c. Lockdown Period: The period when the Stadium is under security lockdown, 
anticipated to be ninety-six (96) hours prior to kickoff. 

2. Stadium Availability 
The Stadium, including all parking and all structures on the Stadium grounds must be 
made available to the NFL rent-free during the Super Bowl Period for site preparation, 
construction, hosting of event(s) and for dismantling of construction and move-out of 
equipment. It is understood that the NFL may not be fully completed with site 
remediation until approximately 24 days after Gameday. However, the NFL and the 
Stadium shall mutually agree to a schedule for load-in of other events while the NFL 
is completing its £nalload-out. The Stadium agrees to preserve 20,000 square feet of 
site space in the NFL's contractor compound until twenty-four (24) days after 
Gameday. To this end, the Stadium is obligated to infom1 the NFL of any events 
bei1ig held at the Stadium in the thirty (30) days following Gameday. In addition, the 
Stadium will be made available for preliminary work prior to the Super Bowl Period 
such as temporary construction, pre-hanging, and other essential preparatory activities 
on a mutually-agreeable schedule. The Stadium recognizes that some construction 
work may be in progress during the Super Bowl Period, and as a result, the normal 
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seating manifest may be disturbed and/or reduced in the event that the Stadium also 
hosts Playoff games, specifically a Conference Championship Game tvvo weeks prior 
to the Super Bowl. 

The NFL will endeavor to minimize the impact of construction and other Super Bowl 
preparations on the normal seating inventory for any Playoff games hosted at the 
Stadium, as well as on potential reductions in parking, club seats, merchandise sales, 
food and beverage concessions, and other areas, but accepts no liability for such lost 
revenues, or displaced and/or relocated season ticket holders. 

While there is no current pian or l'!FL obligation to do so, in the event the Pro Bowl is 
played in the same stadium as the Super Bowl within the same season, the Stadium 
must be provided rent-free to the NFL. The NFL and the Host Committee will 
collaborate to determine the extent of game day operations costs. The l'!FL and the 
Stadium will work together to address the Stadium's lease dates, should the hosting of 
the Pro Bowl affect the Ienl(ili of the Super Bowl Period, Exclusive Period, and/or 
Lockdown Period. 

3. Operational Control 
TI1e NFL will retain the right to detennine and approve all aspects related to Stadium 
operations occurring during the Super Bowl Period, as defmed above. This would 
include, but is not limited to, approval over staffing and vendors, space allocation and 
utilization of meeting rooms, storage and tent space, novelty and food and beverage 
concessions, parking lots and any structures, temporary or permanent, on Stadium 
property. Operational control will be temporarily returned to the Stadium during a 
period to be mutually agreed in the event it also hosts Playoff games, specifically a 
Conference Championship game, during the Super Bowl Period.' In the event that the 
NFL agrees to permit the Stadium to conduct events during the Exclusive Period, the 
operational control of the Stadium will be coordinated between the NFL and the 
Stadium. The foregoing notwithstanding and for purposes of clarity, it is 
acknowledged and agreed, that at all times, the entity that manages or controls the 
Stadium must provide the Stadium in a safe and suitable mam1er. 

4.-. Exclusivity 
The Stadium will be closed to the public, media and all other non-Super Bowl Game 
related staff during the Exclusive Period, except as approved by the NFL in its sole 
discretion. During the Exclusive Period the NFL wi11 have right of approval over any 
existing stadium tours operating as well as access to working areas and construction 
areas. Stadium and approved stadium contractor employees will typically be 
permitted their customary access to the Stadium until the beginning of the Lockdown 
Period. 

The NFL will have the exclusive right to schedule public or private events at any 
location in the Stadium, on the general stadium grounds, or within the security 
perimeter (to be established at a minimum of300-feet surrounding the Stadium- See ) 
"Stadium Perimeter") during the Exclusive Period. The NFL also requires that no 
other events be staged any1:vhere on the stadium grounds p1ior to the eighth day after / 
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Gameday. No other event may begin loading into the Stadium during the twenty-four 
(24) day NFL load-out period without the express written consent of the NFL. 

5. Stadium Cleaning 
The Stadium will be provided fully clean with all facilities in good working condition 
at the beginning of the Super Bowl period at no cost to the NFL. A final cleaning of 
the Stadium, at no cost to the "NFL, will be scheduled in coordination with the NFL 
within two days of the Super Bowl Game. Intermediate cleanings during the 
Exclusive Period as necessitated by NFL Super Bowl preparations will be the cost 
responsibility of the 1-\fFL. Coordination, scheduling, and approval for such cleanings 
shall be done jointly by the NFL and the Stadium. Intermediate cleanings for the 
purpose of other approved, non-NFL Stadium events shall be the cost responsibility 
ofthe Stadilim. 

6. Utilities 
The NFL will pay for electricity, water, gas and sewage cos.ts incuned during the 
Exclusive Period as a component of Super Bowl Staffmg and Expenses. These utility 
expe:o.ses. will be calc.ulateci"as the ~difference between Stadiumconsumption in "stm1d 
down mode" (non-Super Bowl operating mode) and Stadium Super Bowl specific 
utility consumption. Such costs may be determined by comparing utility usage, bills 
and invoices for the Super Bowl Period to dark (non-event) days at the Stadium 
during the same time frame from prior years. The NFL shall only be responsible for 
actual costs (such as the lowest rate paid by the NFL team) with no additional costs or 
mark-ups included. The NFL will not be responsible for any costs associated with 
approved, non-NFL Stadium events. 

7. Furniture, Furnishings and Equipment 
Existing inventory in stadium fumishings, fumiture and equipment shall be provided 
to the NFL at no cost. The NFL will have control over the allocation plan for the 
'existing inventory. The Stadium must provide an inventory no later than two years 
prior to the Super Bowl game date. · 

8. Communications Requu:ernents 
a. Voice, Data and Internet 

The existing voice and data communications netvvork infrastructure (wired 
and wireless) including the use of the facility's Intemet and telephone services 
will be made available for use by the "NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs 
encountered to upgrade the facility's infrastructure and services including new 
or updated switches, increasing the number of telephone, data or fiber lines 
serving the facility, or increasing Intemet service into the facility, if required, 
in the NFL's sole discretion, to host the Super Bowl, will be provided at no 
cost to the NFL. No branding related to the above mentioned items will be 
allowed when utilizing the network. 
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b. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The Super Bowl requires the latest technology for providing comprehensive 
wireless com1ectivity for the NFL and our fans. The Stadium must meet the 
NFL's 2018 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi coverage and capacity at no cost 
to the NFL. The standards are expected to the ability to provide a carrier and 
device agnostic infrastructure delivering ubiquitous cellular and Wi-Fi 
coverage and capacity to supp01i all fans, media, game operations and 
supporting staff in attendance. The system should be open and available free 
of charge to all attendees and capable of supporting the latest mobile and 
video streaming applications. The Cellular Distributed Antem1a System 
[DAS] should provide coverage for all major cellular carriers (e.g., Verizon, 
AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile and/or any other carrier who may have a large 
market share in the arena). For the purposes of clarity, in addition to meeting 
the technical specifications outlined in this document, the Stadium hosting the 
Super Bowl must be on par with the standards set by the top three NFL 
stadiums in tenns of connectivity and service for all public areas, including 
the seating bowl. Any upgrades necessary to meet this requirement will be 
provided at no cost to the NFL. 

- . 

The NFL will control the installation of any temporary methods to increase 
cellular and/or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage for Super Bowl and related events, 
which must be provided at no cost to the NFL. All plans for installation of 
permanent equipment after the start of the 2017 regular season are subject to 
the NFL's approvaL No branding related to the above mentioned items will 
be allowed when utilizing the network. Throughout the Super Bowl events, 
including the week ofthe game and Gameday, the NFL will maintain full 
control of the wired and wireless networks and have final approval on all 
services and applications that will be enabled on these networks during that 
time. 

As part of the Bid response, the Stadium should submit the details of their 
cunent cellular and Wi-Fi system capabilities including current coverage and 
capacity, as well as a description of what would be required to provide 
ubiquitous coverage and maximum capacity tlu·oughout the stadium. 

c. Television/Broadcast Signal Distribution 
The NFL requires the use of the television CATV/IPTV distribution system 
and the ability to extend the television broadcast signal for the NFL Network 
and our other broadcast partners via cable to support all Super Bowl use areas 
at no cost to the NFL. Such costs may include, but are not limited to, 
expansion of the cunent system to allow for additional television monitors at 
the NFL's discretion. The NFL reserves the right to add or replace existing 
monitors with NFL-branded or sponsor-branded monitors at the NFL's option 
and expense. 
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9. Stadium Condition/Post Super Bowl 
The NFL will leave the Stadium in "like condition" after the Super Bowl recognizing 
nmmal wear and tear of an event of this magnitude. The Stadium will work with the 
NFL to determine a list of items requiring completion, repair, or restoration. This list 
will address items that are the direct result of the Super Bowl and NFL activities, and 
will be updated by the Stadium and reviewed by the NFL on a weekly basis during 
the Super Bowl period. The NFL reserves the right to provide the services necessary 
to complete such repairs and activities through its service providers and contractors. 
The NFL will also have the option to request that the work be completed by Stadium 
service providers and contractors, in which case the 1\IFL and Stadium will work 
together to determine the associated costs. 

In addition, the Stadium shall document all NFL costs associated with Stadium 
cleaning, labor assignments requested by the NFL, projects requested by the NFL to 
be completed, and potential damage (as reviewed daily), and shall meet with the NFL 
weekly to review. 

C. Insurance 

1. Certificate of Insurance 
The Stadium, at its own expense and not subject to reimbursement, shall carry and 
maintain dming the entire term of this Agreement insurance pro grams contained in 
Section C, provided by insurers rated A.M. Best, A-VII or better. A Certificate of 
Insurance evidencing such program must be delivered to NFL within thirty (30) days 
of the date of execution of the Stadium License Memorandum of Understanding. 
Such policies must contain express conditions that: 1) NFL be given written notice 
within thirty (30) days of any modification or termination of any program of 
insurance, and 2) the Stadium's insurance providers agree to waive auy rights of 
subrogation they may have against NFL. Failure on the pmi of the Stadium to 
procure or maintain required insurance shall constitute a material breach of contract 
upon which NFL may immediately tenninate tllis Agreement. 

2. Liabili\.-y Insurance 
The Stqdium' s insurance will be primary and NFL' s insurance, if any, will be non
conb:1butory and excess. When providing the required limit of insurance using a 
combination of primary and umbrella and/or excess policies, the Stadium will 
confinn on the certificate of insurance th.at the umbrella and/or excess policies follow 
f01m to the primary insurance and will drop down in the event of exhaustion of the 
primary insurance. Such liability insurance will name the National Football League, 
NFL Ventures, L.P. and its subsidiaries, NFL Ventures, Inc., the League's thirty-two 
member professional football clubs (the "Member Clubs"), and each oftheir affiliates 
and their respective officers, directors, agents, shareholders, employees, sponsors and 
licensees as additional insureds. Such insurance must include: 

a. Comprehensive Commercial General Liability insurance, on an occunence 
form, with a combined single limit for Bodily L1jury and Property Damage, 
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including Products Liability (including completed-operations coverage), 
coverage for contractual liability, independent contractors, broad form 
property damage, personal and advertising injury, m1d no exclusion for 
beverage alcohol liability, and no exclusion for liability arising from food
home illness, in an mnount of at least One Hundred Million Dollars 
($100,000,000.00) per occurrence and One Hw1dred Million Dollars 
($100,000,000.00) in the aggregate; 

b. Commercial Automobile Liability insurance (which includes all owned, 
leased, hired and non-owned automobiles), including coverage for bodily 
injury and property damage, endorsed for all owned, hired and non-o-wned 
vehicles in an amount of at least Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) per 
occurrence; 

To the extent that the stadium owners, managers or Host Committee is self-insured for any 
portion of the required amounts above, the Host Committee shall either post a Perfonnance Bond 
in the amount of self-insurance, or procure a "fronted" liability policy, provided by an insurer 
rated A.M. Best, A-VII or better. 

3. Yiorkers' Compensation 
The Stadiurri. will carry: (i) a program of workers' compensation insurance in an 
amount and form which meets all applicable statutory requirements, and which 
specifically covers all employees who provide services by or on behalf ofthe Stadium 
and all risks to such persons under the Stadium License Memorandum of 
Understanding, and (ii) employers' liability insurance in an amount of at least Five 
Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00). 

D. Super Bowl Staffing and Expenses 

As a benclunark, Super Bowl LII stadium operational costs are expected to exceed $2.5M 
during the Exclusive Period, including Super Bowl Gameday. These expenses are necessary 
for the preparation and operation of the stadium m1d the stadium security perimeter in. 
advance of the Super Bowl and on Gameday. The Bid Committee will be asked to indicate 
their contributions towards Super Bowl Sta:ffmg and Expenses in the bid question11aire. 

Expenses include but are not limited to the following cost categories: 

1. In~house Security 

2. Private Security 

3. Crowd Management Staff I Guest Services 

4. Maintenance and Construction 
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5. Janitorial and Cleaning (Housekeeping) 

6. Electrical Usagef(Jtilities 

7. Water and Sewage 

8. Ticket Takers 

9. Stadium Ushers 

10. Video Board operations staffmg 

11. Parking Supervisors and Attendants 

12. Traffic Control 

13. Vendor Coverage (e.g., standby elevator, HV AC, refrigeration, telecommunications, 
and other repair personnel) 

14. Grounds Crew and Field Preparation 

15. Fencing not otherwise provided for in the Bid 

16. Temporary construction not otherwise provided for in the Bid 

The NFL and the Host Committee will collaborate on a payment schedule whereby certain 
vendors or contractors will be paid directly by the Host Committee up to the limit of the Host 
Committee's contributions as defined by the bid. In some cases, the services outlined above may 
be provided by third party service or equipment contractors that do not typically work in the 
stadium. 

E. Stadium Labor & Consumables 

Ii1 the case where the NFL will be required to pay for services or recompense the Stadium, 
the NFL will pay for pre-approved, actual out-of-pocket costs for labor- supplies, and 
materials or equipment rented by the Stadium during the Super Bowl Period with no 
additional mark-up or administrative fee. 

F. Security 

1. Security Perimeter 

a. The NFL 3l1d Super Bowl, in cooperation \Vith state, local and federal 
authorities, requires the installation of a minimum three hundred foot (300') 
hardened secmity perimeter around the exterior Stadium walls up to 96 hours 
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prior to Game kickoff. This may affect access to the stadium, parking field 
capacities, the operation of neighboring businesses and offices, and/or may 
cause the closing of proximate city streets. The NFL shall control all aspects 
of the security perimeter build out. The lead law enforcement agency for the 
Game will designate a law enforcement executive who will have "command 
and control" of all law enforcement personnel" assigned inside the secure 
perimeter. 

b. TI1e }Iost Committee shall be responsible for securing up to 14,000 lineal feet 
of 12' to 16' concrete barrier (Jersey Barricades) to fmiifY the secured 
perimeter around the stadium. This mcludes all round trip shipping, 
transportation, delivery and installation costs. The Host Committee must also 
provide sufficient quantities of reflectors to comply with any/all DOT 
requirements. All of the above will be provided at no cost to the NFL. 
Installation of the barriers and reflectors at the stadium site will be managed 

. by the NFL and/or their designated contractor. 

2. Third-PartyJ:Non-affiliated Businesses & Operations Within the Perimeter 
Businesses and other non-Stadium operations (e.g., restaurants, retail locations, public 
parking facilities, utility plants, goveilliuent faCilities, etc.) that fall inside of the 300-
foot security perimeter must agree to close operations 96 hours prior to Game kickoff. 
Any accommodation, whether physical or financial, that must be made for such 
neighboring businesses or other non-Stadium operations that must be so closed on 
Gameday or otherwise affected by the perimeter on non-Game days, will be the sole 
responsibility of the Host Committee. 

3. Vehicle and Cargo Inspection (V ACIS) Locations 
Super Bowl security procedures require all vehicles entering the secured perimeter to 
be subject to screening procedures (commonly knovvn as V ACIS). A location in 
close proximity to the Stadium will be dete1mined in consultation with local law 
enforcement, and federal agencies (FBI, Department of Homeland Security, etc.). All 
costs for securing, preparing, and operating the VA CIS location will be the 
responsibility of the Host Committee. This includes, but is not limited to, rent, 
paving, staffing, power, etc. 

4. Securi1:y & Guest Services Contractors 
The NFL shall have the right to select a contractor to provide any or all security and 
guest services labor for the Stadium and stadium grounds during the Super Bowl 
Period, and will be under no obligation to retain the Stadium's incumbent 
contractor( s). 

5. Stadium Access 
All Gameday access will be by ticket or NFL-issued credential only. The NFL shall 
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establish and manage the access plan for the Stadium and Stadium grounds during the \ 
Super Bowl Period, and will have the right to create its own system to manage and 
issue credentials. Stadium employees will be required to submit to background checks 
to receive Super Bowl credentials. Super Bowl credentials will be issued for worldng 
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purposes only, and the NFL is under no obligation to issue credentials to Stadium, 
team, Host Committee, vendor, or local government pers01mel, with the exception of 
law enforcement, and will evaluate each request on a case-by-case basis. To avoid 
significant inconvenience to tenants, it is strongly recommended that tenant offices 
inside the Stadium, including the Host Committee, if housed there, be closed or 
relocated during the Lockdown Period. 

G" Field Preparation & Painting 

1. Field Preparation, Restoration, or Replacement 
The NFL must be consulted and have input into field preparation plans from the 
awarding ofthe bid through the Game itself. No changes to the composition of the 
field surface (from natural or artificial turf, for example) other than renovation or 
restoration may be made between the submission of the Bid and the Game without the 
approval of the NFL. If such approval is granted, changing or retrofitting team 
practice facilities designated in the Bid to match the new surface composition will be 
provided at no cost to the NFL. Please see section I.A.7 above for details regarding 
the replacement of the field for the Super Bowl game. 

2" Field Painting 
The NFL must have the exclusive and umestricted right to paint the field according to 
the Super Bowl Game theme, including painting the end zones, 25-yard lines, and 
mid-field with Super Bowl, League and team logos. In the case of an artificial tmf 
surface with inlaid logos, this may necessitate replacing portions of the field or the 
entire field at no cost to the NFL. Removal of any/all paint will be done at no cost to 
the NFL. 

H. Club & Restaurant Facilities 

The NFL must have exclusive and complete control over all club, restaurant, meeting, and 
hospitality facilities at the Stadium or on the Stadium property during the Exclusive Period, 
which shall terminate in this. regard 48 hours after the conclusion of the Game. 

I. Signage & Advertisi11g 

It is the responsibility of the Stadium and host club to ensure that all sponsorship and 
adveliising agreements executed after the submission of the Bid provide windows of 
exclusion for the Super Bowl Period, and that existing agreements expected to be in force 
during the Super Bowl in question are modified in writing to fulfill the obligations set forth 
below. 

1. In-Stadium Advertising Signage 
Except for architectural sig11age relati11g to the naming rights sponsor of the Stadium 
(i.e. "XYZ Stadium"), the NFL will be provided with a clean stadium, free of 
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advertising of any kind, including rotating and electronic signage, audio and visual 
advertisements and displays. To the extent that Stadium or team sponsor signage 
exists in the Stadium, the NFL will have the right to cover or temporarily replace this 
signage at its 0\'Vll option and cost No new sig11age, including, but not limited to any 
naming rights sponsor, shall be allowed to be put up after the Team's first regular 
season home game of the yeai· they host the Super Bowl, unless otherwise approved 
by the NFL. NFL will not be responsible for the costs related to covering such 
s1gnage. 

2. Stadium Grounds Advertising Signage 
The NFL will have the option, at its cost, to replace all street pole banners and 
outdoor advertising locations on the stadium grounds, and excluding the architectural 
naming rights signage referenced above, replace or cover any and ail signage at 
Stadium gate entrances, turnstiles, indoor/outdoor parking facilities, Game Day Fan 
Plaza, Tailgate, activity or hospitality areas or any other visible locai.ion on the 
outside of the Stadium or on its grounds. 

3. Electronic Advertising Signage 
The Stadium will be provided free of any host Club or Stadium sponsor obligations 
relating to electronic adve1iising on scoreboards, matrix message boards, LED 
signage, video screens, and marquees. This provision will also apply to any 
advertising, presentation or display technology not cunently in existence, or not yet 
installed in the Stadium as of the date of the Bid. 

4. Concessions & Merchandising Signage 
The NFL will have the option of covering or replacing signage at concessions, 
merchandising, and other points of sale anywhere on the Stadium grounds. 

5. Product & Sponsor Displays 
The NFL will have the option of covering, moving, or replacing static or moving 
displays or product demonstration areas of Stadium or team sponsors. TI1e NFL will 
fmther have the right to install sponsor displays of its own choosing in the Stadium 
during its exclusive tenn~ 

6. No Commercial Exploitation 
The Stadium owner must agree that it will not use the Super Bowl Game in its 
sponsorship sales promotions or otherwise, and will not attempt to C01lli11ercially 
exploit the designated Super Bowl, unless it obtains the NFL's advance written 
approval of such use. 

J. Stadium Naming Rights 

The Stadiui11's naming rights sponsor (i.e. XYZ Stadium) will be recognized in the Stadiun1 
as expressly set forth above provided that (1) the term of the sponsor's exclusivity is of a 
minimum of ten (1 0) years duration, (2) the tem1 of the sponsor's exclusivity begins no later 
than two years before the Super Bowl Game and extends at least five (5) years after the 
Super Bowl Game and (3) the agreement with the naming rights sponsor does not include an 
option to re-open or terminate the ag1·eement with the Stadium until at least (2) t\vo full 
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seasons after the Super Bowl. The recognition of the Stadium naming rights sponsor 
described above applies only to in-stadium advertising and not to any linages of the Stadium 
used in any promotional materials, trademarks, logos or merchandise created for the Super 
Bowl. Consistent with the NFL' s past practice, the NFL has the right to remove any third 
party branding, including, without limitation, the naming lights sponsor branding, from any 
images of the Stadium used for commercial purposes. 

K. Temporary Construction 

1. Super Bowl Stadium Plan 
The NFL shall be responsible for developing and managing the Super Bowl Stadium 
Plan. This document shall serve as the event plan for all facilities for the Super Bowl 
and related activities located within the Stadium and the Stadium grounds, including 
all temporary facilities, details, and fumishiilgs. The NFL shall be responsible for the 
procurement, management and operations of all temporary facilities needed for the 
Super Bowl, the costs for which will be assumed as defined throughout the Super 
Bowl LIT Bid Specifications. 

2. Permit & Approval Priority 
The mm1icipality in which the Stadium is located shall, through the Host Committee, 
provide the NFL with a single high level representative from the appropriate 
governmental agency or department who will assume primary responsibility for 
managing, expediting, and coordinating permits and approvals with all required 
regulatory bodies. 

This representative shall have the authority needed to carry out this function on behalf 
of the Office of the Mayor or other chief regional government officiaL The Bid 
Committee shall provide written assurances, based on agreements with the Mayor's 
office or a silnilar govenunent representative that all permits and approval processes 
for the Super Bowl shall receive the highest status of priority and attention. 

In addition, the city officials who are responsible for pennitiing and approvals shall 
acknowledge that most of the Super Bowl construction is temporary work, utilizing 
rental equipment. Therefoi·e, in absence of specific Jurisdictional Temporary 
Facilities Codes and Regulations, there shall be assurances that the City;· or related 
jurisdictions, will provide full cooperation with the N:FL in finding appropriate and/or 
alternative methods to pennit temporary projects and construction. 

3. Fire Department & Building Department Priority 
The municipality in which the Stadium is located shall, through the Host Committee, · 
provide the NFL with .assurances that Fire Department personnel and Building 
Department personnel shall cooperate with NFL staff and contractors engaged in 
event plarming and implementation, and consider NFL requests relating to Super 
Bowl and its associated events as top priorities. 
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4-. Permits, Review and Approval Fees 
The municipality in which the Stadium is located shall, through the Host Committee, 
provide all permits and review and approval services at no cost to the NFL for all 
NFL related facilities. 

L. Stadium Contractors 

The NFL will have the rightto engage contractors to execute any fonn of work or to provide 
any service or product at the Stadium, in its sole discretion. The Stadium may not engage 
specifically for the Super Bowl Period any contractor, or enter into agreements with 
companies not regularly providing goods or services to the Stadium in its usual course of 
business, without the approval of the NFL. 

M. Entertainment Staging Area 

The NFL requires a site located on, or adjacent to, the stadium grounds that can 
accomi110date approximately twenty-five hundred (2,500) pre-game and halftime 
entertainment cast members for rehearsals during the week immediately prior to the Super 
Bowl Game and on Gameday. Ifthe average historical Game week temperature is below 50 
degrees, this site must be indoors. This site, and any parking required to accommodate the 
cast, must bt< provided to the NFL at no cost. The detemrined area should measure large 
enough to line out a football field, and the ground must be flat or with minimal slope. Any 
obstructions (such as light poles, fencing, etc.) must be removed (and replaced) at no cost to 
the NFL. 

N. Merchandise & Program Sales 

1. Program Sales 
The NFL must have exclusive right, at no cost, to sell programs at the Stadium and in 
its parking and surrounding areas through the NFL' s selected vendor( s) during the 
Exclusive Period. 

2. Novelty Sales 
The NFL must have exclusive rights, at no cost, to all novelty sales at the Stadium 
(including any Stadium retail store), in its parking and sunounding areas, and any 
existing temporary stores, through the NFL' s selected vendor(s) during the Exclusive 
Period. 

3. Novelty Vending Locations 
The NFL, or its selected vendor(s), must have access to existing, permanent, and 
temporary novelty vending stands at the Stadium or on its grounds for use, at its 
discretion, during the Exclusive Period, including without limitation, fixtures and 
hangers. 
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4. Stadium Store 
The NFL, or its selected vendor(s), must have the exclusive access to existing 
Stadium store(s) for use during the Super Bowl Period. At its discretion, the NFL 
may require one or more Stadium merchandise stores to be closed during the Super 
Bowl Period. The Stadium store(s) would remain under the control of the host club 
or stadium open during any NFL Playoff games hosted by the Stadium. 

5. Novelt-y & Program Storage 
The NFL requires a secure, dry, enclosed space of at least 24,000 square feet when 
the NFL Experience (or similar event) is held near the stadium and 14,000 feet when 
it is held elsewhere. This space must be equipped with electricity, HV AC, and 
lighting for 50-foot candles per square foot for secured storage of novelty and 
program inventory. This space must be within the Stadium or immediately adjacent. 
As many stadiums do not have sufficient space to accommodate this requirement, the 
Novelty & Program Storage is often located in a tent. If this space cannot be 
accommodated in existing stadium space, as determined solely by the NFL's stadirnn 
operations plans, an appropriate and secure tent and tent flooring must be provided at 
no cost to the NFL. If the tent is placed on existing asphalt surface, then the tent floor 
shall be two-thirds wood floor. If the tent is placed on existing grass or dirt surface, 
then the tent floor shall be one-third- 3" DOT Type S-1 R rated asphalt with 2" base 
corn·se, including milling and cleaning up, and two-thirds of the tent floor shall be 
wood floor. 

0. Food & Beverage Concessionaire 

1. Subcontracting 
The NFL requires cooperation from the Stadium food & beverage concessionaire (the 
"Concessionaire") during the Super Bowl Period. If the Concessionaire(s) 1vishes to 
subcontract a portion of its rights during the Super Bowl Game, it may do so only 
1vith the prior 1vritten approval of the NFL. Notwithstanding the above, the NFL 
requires the Concessionaire to agree to joint venture a portion of their Gameday 
business to a local certified minority and/or woman-owned business). 

2. Food & Beverage Sales 
The 1\fFL shall be entitled to receive the Stadium's and/or host Clubs' percentage of 
revenues generated by the sales of food & beverage items and catering dming the 
Super Bowl Period. 

3. Scope of Services 
The 1\fFL respects the exclusivity rights of the Stadium and Suite Concessionaire(s) 
within the fom walls of the Stadium building. The NFL shall have the right to select 
and contract with one or more third-party vendors to provide catering and concessions 
services for broadcasting and operational comporn1ds and events on the Stadium 
grounds (e.g., parking lots and pedestrian plazas), including but not limited to NFL 
Experience, Game Day Fan Plaza, Tailgate, and/or NFL On Location-related events 
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and venues without any consideration to the Stadium or Suite Concessionaire(s). The 
incumbent Stadium Concessionaire(s) will be given the opportw1ity to respond to an 
RFP for these events, the contracts for which will be based on factors including, but 
not limited to the Nl"L' s sole judgment regarding quality, price, and capability. To 
the extent allowed by law, the holder of any liquor license will cooperate with the 
NFL and pass-through the NFL or its designated third party such liquor license 
without any additional considerations or surcharge. 

4. Vended Products 
During the Super Bowl Period, the Concessionaire will sell (a) products of NFL 
sponsors, (b) non-branded products, and (c) branded products inproduct categories 
not conflicting with NFL sponsors at the time of the Game. In cases where the 
Stadium's soft drink pouring rights conflict with the NFL's sponsor in that category, 
fountain taps will be covered or replaced with generic taps, and product will be 
dispensed into cups that do not display the soft drink brands or corporate name(s). 
The NFL shall have the right to replace menu items with items sold by NFL sponsors. 
The NFL should have the right to serve beverages of sponsor brands in non-public 
areas (i.e. press box, event level offices and lockers and 1\TFL-designated suites and 
hospitality spaces). The NFL shall also have the right to remove or cover all vending 
machines that conflict with NFL sponsors in both public and operational areas. 

5. l\TFL Approval of Signage, Packaging, Trays & Cups 
The NFL has the right to approve all concession signage, displays and product 
packaging, and the design and sale ofboiiled beverages, souvenir cups, unifmms, and 
other commemor:ative items. The NFL retains all sponsorship and advertising rights 
on concessions trays, cups, and other concessions carrying vehicles. 

6. Alcohol Service 
Subject to applicable local liquor laws, the Concessionaire shall agree at a minimum 
to have the following rules in place as it relates to the service of alcohol: 

a. it will sell only non-branded products, products of NFL sponsors or products 
that differ :from the product category items ofNFL sponsors; 

b. the NFL shali have the right to approve all concession signage, displays and 
product packaging, and the design and sale of bottled beverages, souvenir cups, 
uniforms, and other commemorative items; 

c, it will subcontract a portion of the business to a certified minority and/or 
woman-owned business ; 

d. it will not serve alcoholic beverages after the conclusion of the third quarter of 
the Super Bowl; 

e. it will only sell a maximum of two (2) alcoholic beverages to an individual 
customer at one concession sale; 

f. it will not allow for roaming vendors to sell alcohol, if requested by the NFL; 
g. it will dispense all beer and alcoholic beverages into pouring cups or thwugh 

use of non-glass bottles \vith the cap removed; 
h. it will not serve alcoholic beverages to someone who appears, to a reasonable 

person, to be intoxicated (for example, having difficulty in nonnal activities, 
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including, but not limited to, balance, movement, speech or responsiveness to 
outside stimulation); .{ 

1: it wi.ll not _offer for sale, sell or otherwise distribute any alco~olic beverage in (\ 
servmgs siZes larger than 20 ounces for beer, 6 ounces for wme ai1d 1 ounce 1 

for distilled spirits, which should never be sold in double servings; · 
j. it will ensure that all patrons purchasing alcoholic beverages display a valid 

form of identification confirming their age; 
k. it will not sell or otherwise distribute alcoholic beverages to anyone under the 

age of t\venty-one; 
1. all employees and volunteers hired or otherwise authorized by the stadium 

food and beverage concessionaire to sell, offer for sale or otherwise distribute 
alcoholic beverages in connection with the Super Bowl shall be certified by 
either Training for Intervention Procedures (TIPS) or Techniques for Effective 
Alcohol Management (TEAlvf) Coalition, or Responsible Vendors, or an 
equivalent training organization as approved by NFL in its sole discretion; 

m. it will deploy an "alcohol enforcement team" of a minimum of fifteen (15) 
individuals will perform periodic checks during the Term to ensure compliance 
with all alcohol policies stated herein as well as respond to alcohol-related 
disturbances or issues on Gameday; 

n. it will agree to the extent allowable by law to serve sponsor beverages and 
products in NFL assigned suites; 

o. it vvill pennit the NFL to provide at no charge food and beverage products of 
its own choice or to contract with other third party caterers and suppliers to 
provide for (i) the NFL Tailgate; (ii) the NFL On Location hospitality venues 
located outside the existing walls of the Stadium; (iii) the locker rooms and 
other NFL and team working areas; (v) the media refreshments area; (vi) fan 
entertainment activities, such as Game Day Fan Plaza; (vii) other media 
working areas, without any financial or other obligation with the stipulation 
there will be no corkage fee for beverage products. 

It is acknowledged that the requirements above are current at the time of the 
Bid; provided NFL receives the right to modify based on then-current NFL 
procedures in effect during the season leading up to the game. It is also 
acknowledged that the Concessionaire, if knovm at the time of the Bid, must 
acknowledge support and approval of the Bid as it relates re.<Jponses related to 
concessions· in the Stadium. 

7. Menu & Price List 
The Concessionaire must agree to provide the NFL with the right to approve the fmal 
menu and price list for food and beverages on Gameday. 

a. it will not charge the NFL any prices higher than those charged for regular 
season games to the city's host team and there will be no additional service 
fees or other fees charged to the NFL; provided it is acknowledged and agreed 
that concession sales to the general public may be at higher prices subject to 
the NFL's approval; 
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b. it will provide the NFL the right to approve the fmal menu and price list and if 
applicable, it will allow the NFL to switch out menu items for products sold by 
1\JFL sponsors at no cost to the NFL or the sponsors; 

c. if menu items conflict with NFL sponsors products, it will serve such items in 
generic containers; 

d. it will accept cash, credit caJds and other payment systems in use during the 
season of the game; provided that it will promote the use of the NFL' s 
preferred credit card, if any; 

e. it will provide a special menu and price list for catering the suites allotted to 
the NFL as identified by the NFL to Concessionaire for the NFL' s approval at 
prices 35% less 'd1an prices for the proposed Super Bowl for the use of the 
League, its business units and its member clubs; 

8. Menus for NFL Suites and Hospitality Areas 
The Concessionaire must agree to provide a special menu and p~eferred pricing (a 
minimwn of a 30% non-commissionable discount) for catering the suites allotted to 
the NFL, as well as NFL. working booths, offices, and operational areas. TI1e 
Concessionaire must also agree to the extent allowed by law, to serve NFL-sponsor 
beverages and products in NFL assigned suites. 

9. Sponsor-Provided Products 
T11e NFL frequently receives products as partial payment-in-kind for a sponsor's 
participation in the Super Bowl. The Concessionaire must agree to accept food and 
beverage products arranged by, and at the choice of, the NFL in the media 
refreshment area, locker rooms and other working areas in the Stadium, and for 
private functions held at the Stadium through the Super Bowl Period without any 
financial or other obligation (i.e., no corkage, senrice or delivery charge.) The NFL 
must also have the right to place sponsor provided vending machines and coolers in 
operational areas. TI1is requirement will also apply to Super Bowl related media and 
private NFL events during the 12-month period leading up to the applicable Super 
Bowl and the ten (1 0) days following the game. 

Further, the ability ofNFL sponsors to distribute free product samples will not be 
restricted in any location. 

P. Parking 

1. Gameday Parking 
The NFL requires exclusive, cost-free use of thirty-five thousand (35,000) parking 
spaces outside of the 300-foot security perimeter on Gameday at and/or in close 
proximity to the Stadium [defined as within one mile of the Stadium grounds] for 
various needs including, but not limited to, fan parking, staffi'employee parking, and 
operational compound construction. TI1ese spaces shall be in secured, paved lots, and 
in well-lit areas to accommodate post-game departures up to five (5) hours after the 
Game. If these facilities do not exist on the Stadium grounds, it will be the 
responsibility of the Host Cmmnittee to provide the full complement of parking as 
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described in this section at no cost to the NFL (including, but not limited to secmity, 
paving, lighting, and staffing and the cost of a shuttle bus system if beyond one mile). 

2. Staff Parking 
The NFL must have exclusive, cost-free use of up to three thousand (3,000) parking 
spaces at the Stadium, outside the security pelimeter but within Yz mile of the stadium, 
for aU related NFL staff, contractors and pat--ticipants dming the entirety of the Super 
Bowl Period. 

3. Event Parking 
The NFL must have exclusive, cost-free use ofup to fifteen thousand (15,000) 
parking spaces at the Stadium for all related events, (e.g. Media Day, NFL 
Experience, Media Day, Staff Rally or similar event, etc.) beginning on the opening 
day of NFL Experience, ifheld at the Stadium, or ten (1 0) days prior to Super Bowl, 
whichever is earlier. 

4. Staff Parking for Planning Meetings & Survey§ 
The NFL shall be provided cost-free parking at all times before the Super Bowl 
Period for NFL staff, contractors or partners visiting the Stadium for planning surveys 
and meetings. 

5. Parking Revenue 
The NFL will be entitled to all parking revenue at the Stadium and any NFL operated 
parking facilities during the Exclusive Period. 

6. No Handbills, Flyers or Other Distributed Items 

Q. Media 

The NFL requires that no handbills, flyers, retail redemption coupons, product 
samples, complimentary merchandise, premiums, or any other materials may be 
distributed at the Stadium and its parking and surrounding areas during the Super 
Bowl Period without the prior written approval of the NFL. 

1. Media Work Room 
The NFL requires a suitable location at the Stadium, of at least fomteen thousand 
(14,000) square feet, for an enclosed media work area that includes lighting (50 foot 
candles minimum), HV AC, and hard smface flooring with carpet. If this catJ.Ilot be 
accommodated in existing stadium space, as determined solely by the NFL's stadium 
operations plan, all temporary installations must be provided at no cost to the NFL. 
This includes, but is not limited to, tenti11g, flooring, temporary walls, power, HV AC, 
TV monitors, TV cabling, chairs, tables, voice and data network infrastructure 
including Intemet service (wired and wireless), etc. 
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2. Post-Game Inter,riew Room 
The NFL requires a suitable space at the Stadium, of at least fourteen thousand 
(14,000) square feet, for staging television news crews for postgame press 
conferences. The area must be enclosed, lighted, heated, ventilated, and/or air 
conditioned and soundproofed. If this cannot be accommodated in existing stadium 
space, as deten11ined solely by the NFL's stadium operations plan, all temporary 
installations must be provided at no cost to the NFL. This includes, but is not limited 
to, tenting, flooring, temporary walls, power, HV AC, TV monitors, TV cabling, 
chairs, tables, voice and data net\vork infrastructure including Internet service (wired 
and wireless), etc. 

3. Working Positions for the Media 
The NFL requires a minimum of eleven hundred (1, 1 00) total working positions/seats 
for the media- six hundred (600) seats with writing tabletops and five hundred (500) 
seats without writing tabletops with full view of the field. The 600 seats ·with writing 
tabletops must include a minimum of200 seats in the "main press box." 111e 
remaining seats may be located in an auxiliary press box v1hich may be installed on a 
temporary basis. If a niinirnum of 200 seats are not available in a main press box, or 

· if a main press box does not exist, installation of a temporary main press box will be 
completed at no cost to the NFL with such costs assumed by the Stadium or Host 
Committee. 

a.) Main Press Box 
The Stadium must have a minimum of t\vo hundred (200) press seats in a writing 
press area (the "Press Box"). lfthe Press Box has less than 200 press seats, any 
additional seating required to meet this minimum number of writers, plus their 
tabletop writing surfaces, must be provided at no cost to the NFL. Seats in the press 
area shall be a minimum of 24" wide with a writing surface a minimum of 20" deep. 
They shall have full view of the field, scoreboards and video boards. Wired and 
Wireless Internet service must be available at each seat location and TV monitors (to 
display J\1FL programming including game feed and statistics) must be within view of 
each seating location. The location of the Press Box may be anywhere on the sideline 
beween the goal lines, but may not be in the end zone. All press seating shall 
comply with applicable ADAand Accessibilit-y Codes. If temporary press positions 
need to be provided to reach the-requirement of200, then they are required to be 
covered and protected from rain and inclement weather, including climate control, at 
no cost to the NFL. The cost of additional press seating shall also include any facility 
costs for temporary enclosures, roof structures, and other related service features, as 
well as associated seat kills, the costs for which will be the responsibility of the 
stadium or Host Committee. 

b.) Auxiliary Press Areas 
The NFL will be responsible for costs associated with press seating above the 
minimum 200 working positions in the main press box as described above. 
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4. Press Box Booths 
The NFL requires locations for twenty-one (21) booths at the Press Box level for 
primary NFL operational and broadcast functions listed below. Each booth will be a 
minimum of160 square feet, unless otherwise indicated. All booths should be in a 
sideline location on the press box/main camera side of the stadium. A diagram and 
manifest of booth locations for regular season NFL games should be included in the 
bid submission (all functions listed below that are customary for NFL games should 
be included). 

a. Main Netvvork A1mounce Booth 
b. Two (2) Coaches' Booths 
c. National Radio Booth 
d. One (1) National Hispanic Radio Booth 
e. Two (2) Hispanic Team Radio Booths 
f. NFC Team Radio Booth 
g. AFC Team Radio Booth 
h. One (1) AFC Team Executive Working Booth 
i. One (1) NFC Team Executive Working Booth 
j. Instant Replay Booth 
k. Commissioner's Working Booth 
1. NFL Control Booth containing a minimum of thirty (3 0) seats at tabletops 

with 3 0" minimum spacing 
m. Security Command Booth containing a minimum offomieen (14) seats at 

tabletops with 3 0" minimum spacing 
n. Statistics Booth containing a minimum offomieen (14) seats 
o. World Feed Booth (approximately 300 square feet) 
p. NFL.com Booth (approximately 240 square feet) 
q. Halftime Control 
r. Audio Control 
s. NFL Game Production 
t. Public Address Announcer 
u. NFL Films Booth 
v. Clock Control (six (6) seats) 

Unless otherwise provided for in the Bid, the 1'-JFL will be responsible for the cost and 
construction if some or all of these press box booths must be specially constructed. 

5. International & Domestic Broadcast Booths 
The NFL requires locations for at least twenty (20) additional booths for International 

·and Domestic Broadcasts each in. the range of 120 square feet to 200 square feet 
International Broadcast booths may be built on a temporary basis for the Game. 
Unless otherwise provided for in the Bid, the NFL will be responsible for the cost and 
construction if some or all of these booths must be specially constructed. 

6. MediaDay 
The NFL requires a location at the Stadium that can accommodate fifceen hui1dred 
(1,500) media as a holding and catering area for l'v1edia Day on the Tuesday moming 
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before the Game. This location must be provided at no cost to the NFL. Al11,500 
people shall be accommodated utilizing table rounds with proper access to food and 
beverage service areas within this space. The NFL reserves the right to sell tickets to 
the general public for media day and will retain all revenue from such sales. A 
mutually agreed to number of tickets for Media Day will be made to season ticket 
holders of the host club. 

7. Photographers Trailer Compound 
The NFL requires a suitable location at the Stadium for a photographers' trailer 
compound, with space for twelve (12) standard 12' x 60' trailers and one (1) 24' x 60' 
trailer, as well as power, teleconununications, and water supply, all of which much be 
made available to the NFL at no cost. 
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8. Sideline Broadcast Camera Positions 
The NFL requires camera positions on the sidelines and end zones and in the stands 
including between ten and twelve (1 0-12) camera positions at mid-level in the 
Stadium for NFL Films and NFL International camera positions. 

R. Broadcasting Compounds 

The NFL requires a location at the Stadium (or within or in proximity to the 300-foot secured 
perimeter) with access to substantial power and telecommunications lines that meet the 
following broadcasting requirements, all of which shall be provided at no cost to the l'JFL: 

1. Domestic Broadcasting Compound (outside) 
One hundred twenty thousand (120,000) square feet of contiguous space is required 
adjacent to the Stadium for the domestic broadcast compound. This space should be 
paved flat and have an lillobstructed sight line to the southwestem sky for satellite 
transmission. This area should have space for approximately ten (1 0) standard 12' x 
60' trailers, eight to nine (8- 9) trucks, scaffolding and other miscellaneous 
equipment. It must also have access to power supply, telecommunications, and water 
supply. Domestic compounds will be outside the 300-foot secured perimeter with 
access as close to the perimeter as possible. 

2. International Broadcasting Compound 
An additional eighty thousand (80,000) square feet of contiguous space is required 
adjacent to the Stadium for an international broadcast compound. This space should 
be paved, flat, and have an U11obstructed view of the southwestern sky for satellite 
transmission and access to power, telecommlillications, water, etc. 

3. Network Broadcasting Compound (inside) 
An additional seventy-five thousand (75,000) square feet of space is required inside 
or immediately adjacent to the Stadium for the network broadcast compound. This 
space should be paved, flat, and have an unobstructed view of the southwestern sky 
for satellite transmission. This space shall have access to power supply similar to that 
required for regular NFL television network broadcasts. 

4. Power & Telecommuuications Upgrade Costs 
The existing telecommunications infrastructure at the Stadium will be made available 
for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs encountered to upgrade the 
Stadium's telephone services and switches, increasing the number oftelephone, data 
or fiber lines serving the Stadium, or increasing power service into the Stadium, if 
required, in the NFL' s sole discretion, to host the Super Bowl, will be provided at no 
cost to the NFL. In order to reach the levels outlined earlier, portable or generated 
power as required in the NFL's sole discretion will be provided at no ·cost.to the NFL. 
Labor for power distribution will be the responsibility of the host Stadium or Host 
Committee. 
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5. Temporary Installations 
If temporary installations, generators, and additional cabling or wiring are necessary 
to meet the minimwn requirements outlined above, they will be provided at no cost to 
the NFL or its broadcasters. 

S. Credit Cards 

1. Credit Card Authorization System 
The Stadium will make their credit card authodzation system available to the Nl<L for 
the purpose of ticket sales from both the box office and from the NFL ticket 
distribution office. In addition, the NFL's partners and vendors will have access to 
the Stadium's credit card authorization systems for purposes including, but not 
limited to parking and merchandise sales. The NFL and its pminers and vendors will 
pay all applicable credit card commissions at the rate charged to the Stadium, with no 
added administration or service charges. 

2. Payment & ATM Systems 
At the NFL's discretion, the Stadium and its Concessionaire(s) must accept both cash 
and NFL preferred credit/debit cards or other NFL preferred payment systems for all 
fan transactions during the Super Bowl Period. The NFL will have the option to 
install ATMs that accept NFL preferred credit/debit cards in exchange for cash, and 
may cover or temporarily remove ATMs in the Stadium that conflict with NFL 
prefened payment services, fmancial institutions, and/or sponsors. 

T. Electronic Information Systems 

1. The NFL has the option to install a11d place at its discretion, interactive fan and 
infom1ation systems throughout the stadium and stadium grounds. 

2. The NFL must be provided with unrestricted m1d cost-free use during the Super Bowl 
Period of any Stadium text message systems that are in place for regular season NFL 
games and other events. 

U. Advance Saie Tickets 

The: NFL requires that the Stadium will sell advance tickets to Super Bowl events, including 
but not limited to the Game, NFL Experience, Media Day, stadium tours (if applicable) and 
the Super Bowl Conce1i Series with no service fee to the event or the fan. The NFL will, 
however, pay applicable credit card commissions with no added administration or service 
~~. / 
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V. Trademarks 

TI1e NFL and its designees shall have the right to use the copyrights, trademarks, images and 
logos of the Stadium in cormection with the following applications in all mediums 
(including, but not limited to, television, radio, and the Intemet): sponsorship, promotions, 
marketing, merchandising, and broadcast in any manner throughout the world in 
perpetuity. Licensor ack.tl.owledges that the NFL shall have the right to use and reuse, in the 
NFL's sole discretion, any footage of the Stadium pursuant to this Agreement in ru1y mmmer 
throughout the world in perpei.lJjty, 

W. Stadium Tours 

The NFL reserves the exclusive right to promote and conduct Stadium tours available to the 
general public dm:ing the Super Bowl Period. The Stadium and/or club should include the 
details of any similar fan tour programs cunently in existence in the Bid response. Any 
Stadium or club operated tours must cease operation dur'mg the Super Bowl Period, though 
the NFL may utilize portions of the existing program and staff at the NFL' s discretion. 

X. Staff T~raining 

The Stadium will require all Game day staff including, but not lin1ited to, full time staff, 
concessions, ticket takers, security, and guest services, to attend a staff rally and customer 
service training session organized by the NFL. Any costs associated with attendance by 
stadium staff, including homly wages, will be paid by the Stadium. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section I of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no~', please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: ____________________________________________________ __ 

Name: 
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II. TICI<ET ALLOCATIONS 

A. Control of Ticket Sales 

The NFL will control all ticket sales to the Game. Gameday admittance will be permitted 
only with a Game ticket or NFL-issued Gameday credential. 

As of the release of this document, and subject to several exemptions approved by the NFL 
owners, distribution of tickets for Super Bowl is as follows: 

TICKETED GROUPS 
2 Participating Teams (17.5% Each) 
Host Team 
29 Other Teams (1.2% Each) 
NFL 

TOTALS 
35.0% 

5.0% 
34.8% 
25.2%* 

*Of this number, the Host Committee will have the right to purchase 750 tickets for its 
business use (see further details in Paragraph C). 

If selected as the Super Bowl host, none of the Host Committee, Stadium, the Host Team, or 
any of their respective employees or agents, may re-sell their allotted Game tickets at a price 
exceeding face value, engage in sales of game tickets directly to the public, or enter into a 
sponsorship agreement or hospitality/travel package agreement with any ticket broker, tour 
packager, or other secondary ticket marketer to provide Super Bowl tickets in return for other 
consideration. 

B. Tid{et Revenues 

The NFL will set all ticket prices and will receive 100% of the revenues from ticket sales, 
including tickets for club seats, suites and other premium seating. As further noted in 
"Government Guarantees" section, the Host Committee is required to seek tax exemptions 
for revenue on Super Bowl game tickets and Super Bowl-related event tickets with respect to 
sales, amusement, or entertaim11ent taxes, and other surcharge obligations. If such 
exemptions are not granted, the Host Committee will be obligated to reimburse the NFL for 
any such taxes or surcharges levied on Super Bowl game tickets and other Super Bowl
related event tickets. 

C Club Seats 

The NFL will set the ticket prices for, and must have exclusive access to, all club seats 
without restriction or obligation (whether to season ticketholders, suite owners or otherwise). 
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D. Luxury Suites 

1. Luxury Suite Allocations 
The ]\JFL must be allocated a minimum of one-half (50%) of all luxury suites (suite 
selection to be negotiated between the NFL and Host Commiiiee) existing at the time 
of the Game, and in no case fewer than seventy (70) suites. Of this number: 

a. A minimum of75% ofthe NFL's allotted suites must be between the end
lines. 

b. A :minimum of thirty (30) of the allotted suites must be consecutively 
positioned on the press box side. 

c. A minimum of an additional seven (7) suites, to be used for broadcasting 
partners, must be located on the press box side of the Stadium. 

d. Four (4) 50-yard line locations must be provided for the televising network, 
each of the two pmiicipating teams (each on opposite sides of the field), and 
the illL Commissioner. 

e. The ]\JFL will receive a percentage of all new suites constructed in the 
Stadium after the Bid is accepted, equal to the percentage of suites received by 
the NFL in the accepted Bid. (i.e. If the NFL received 72% of the Stadium's 
suites in the accepted Bid, the NFL will receive 72% of all new suites 
constructed after the Bid has been accepted). 

2. Event or Party Suites 
The ]\JFL will be given the exclusive right to suites sold on a game-by-game basis, or 
hospitality/pmiy suites, regardless of whether constructed prior to the Bid or after the 
Bid has been accepted. T11ese suites are in addition to the luxmy suite allocation 
above. 

3. Suite Licensing Fees 
The illL will set the maximum licensing fee for all suites. Each of the participating 
teams and the Host Team will have the right to retain or waive licensing fees for their. 
allotted suites, at their option, but may not sell the suite in excess of its detennined 
price. The illL will retain all revenue generated from suite licensing fees for NFL
controlled suites. 

4. Suite Holder Obligations 
In the event that the Stadium's contracted suite holders are, by lease agreements 
existing at the time of the Bid, entitled to purchase a pmiion of their allotted seats, the 
NFL will accommodate within its ticket allocation up to 25% of total suite holder 
capacity in other designated areas within the Stadium (not including seats within 
other suites or seats within the Stadium's club seat section) as determined by the 
NFL.. This quantity represents one-half of the suite tickets in one-half of the suites 
within the Stadium, and is consistent with past Super Bowl practice. Any additional 
quantity of tickets required tore-seat suite holders will be the responsibility of the 
Host Team. 
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5. Unsold Suites 
All suites that remain unsold as of September 1st prior to the Game will reve1t to the 
:N'TL' s allocation of suites (in addition to those previously guaranteed in the Bid). 
Copies of all lease agreements for Super Bowl suites must be provided to the 1\T.FL 
upon request by September 14th of the year preceding the Game. 

6. lfFL Suite 
The NFL shall be granted the use of one (1) suite for all regular season Games in the 
season of the designated Super Bowl at no cost. If the NFL does not plan to use the 
suite for any specific game, the NFL will have the option to offer access to the suite 
to the Host Committee for its business use. 

E. Host Committee Ticket Allocation 

The Host Cormnittee will have the option of purchasing up to 750 Super Bowl Game tickets. 
These tickets may be used to accommodate Host Committee guests and may be included in 
sponsorship and hospitality packages sold by the Host Committee directly to end-users in the 
local market only, subject to compliance with the Host Committee sponsorship policies and 
process described further herein and in the agreement entered into by the Host Conunittee 
with the NFL upon the award of the Super Bowl. Host Committee tickets may not be offered 
for public sale or resold in the secondary market. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section II ofthe 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection) 

Signature: __________________________________________________ __ 

Name: 
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m:o HOTEL§ 

A. Regional Hotel Inventory 

A sufficient quantity of quality hotel accommodations is essential to a successful Super Bowl. 
TI1ere must be 35% as many hotel rooms as the number of Stadium seats guamnteed in the 
Bid, located in prope1iies within a 60-minute drive of the Stadium (e.g. for a 75,000-seat 
Stadium, there must be a minimum of 27,000 hotel rooms within the 60-mlimte radius). 
Distance estimates must be based on peak hour drive-times. Evidence of at least 19,000 top
quality, full service rooms inevocably contracted for the NFL and NFL-related groups must 
be included in your Bid. 

Hotel agreements submitted to the National Football League will hold available rooms based 
on a Three (3) Night Minimum stay. 

B. Hotel Room Availability and Rate Commitment 

1. Hotel Commitments 
The NFL requires that the Bid Committee obtain firm, irrevocable and binding 
advance com1nitments from the hotels identified by the Bid Cmruuittee as meeting the 
above qualifications. The form hotel agreement that is required to be executed by the 
hotels is attached as Form ill.3 (the "NFL Hotel Agreement"). Each NFL Hotel 
Agreement must be executed by the General Manager of each hotel. Sales 
managers should NOT sign these agreements if at all possible. It is imperative that 
the entire management chain of the hotel be made aware of the commitments being 
made by the hotel in the NFL Hotel Agreements. Additionally, the hotel owner 
agreement that is attached as arr exhibit to the NFL Hotel Agreement must be 
executed by the entity owning the hotel property. Note that the General Manager 
will generally NOT have authority to sign the hotel owner agreement and efforts 
must be made to identify the hotel owner and have the hotel owner agreement 
properly executed. The hotel owner agreement is necessary as it allows the NFL to 
file evidence ofthese agreements in the local land records to ensure that changes in 
ownership of hotels do not affect the enforceability of these hotel agreements. 

TI1e Bid Committee must supply maps and complete a spreadsheet outlining the 
following infmmation regarding committed hotels: location/region, hotel names, 
total hotel room and suite inventory, NFL room and suite block, contracted rate per 
agreement, total hotel room block per locationfregion, and overall hotel roo1:n block. 

· The NFL Hotel Agreements require the below-listed info1mation from each hotel. 
The NFL Hotel Agreements must be filled out completely and accurately and must be 
signed by both the General Manager of the applicable hotel and the Host Com111ittee. 
Names and titles of the signatories must be inserted on the signature pages. The hotel 
owner agreement must be notarized. The NFL Hotel Agreements should be 
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considered non-negotiable. Any revisions that are made by hotels must be 
handwritten and the NFL will have the right to reject the requested revisions and/or 
remove the revised NFL Hotel Agreement from the bid for purposes of detennining 
the number of cmmnittee hotel rooms offered by the Bid Committee. The J'{FL will 
require any incomplete or improperly completed l"WL Hotel Agreements that 
are submitted with a preliminary bid to be corrected prior to submission of a 
final bid. In each NFL Hotel Agreement, the hotels must: 

a. Disclose the total number of rooms and suites in the hotel 
b. Confrrm the number of rooms and suites being offered in connection with the 

Bid (in most cases, the Super Bowl room block should be no less than 90% of 
the total hotel room inventory) 

c. Provide the February 2014 group room rates offered by the hotel. All hotels 
must agree that the rate disclosed does not exceed the average of the hotel's 
typical Febma:ry rate and will be the best daily convention rate charged during 
February 2014. These rates should be confirmed by the local Convention and 
Visitors Bureau. TI1e rate that will apply to the Super Bowl room block will 

. be calculated based on the February 2014 as described in the Hotel Agreement. 
d. Sign the Anti-Gouging Agreement (Fonn lll.4). 
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2. Hotel Rebate 
The Bid Committee must disclose whether it will seek a rebate from the hotels. Per 
the NFL Hotel Agreement, the NFL will approve up to a 10% room rebate per 
utilized room per night. T11e Host Committee will be responsible for paying 50% of 
the rebates collected to the NFL upon fmal settlement. In the case of the NFL staff, 
team and media hotel rooms, this section is not applicable and no rebates will be 
charged or collected. 

3. Convention & Visitors Bureau Commitment 
The NFL requires a written commitment from all applicable area convention and 
visitors bureaus (CVB) to work cooperatively with the NFL and hotels on the 
assignments for the NFL-related groups. 

C. NFL-Related Hotel Room Blodr 

The Bid Committee should propose recommended hotels, and altemate hotels, to meet the 
specific needs of the NFL as outlined below. The fmal determination as to how individual 
hotels will be designated, assigned, or utilized will be at the sole discretion of the NFL. The 
Bid Committee should identify the following: 

1. NFL Headquarters Hotel 
The NFL requires that at least one hotel must reserve a minimum of one thousand 
(1 ,000) rooms, representing 1 00% of total hotel rooms and all suites in the hotel 
beginning on the Monday prior to the Super Bowl Game to be considered for the NFL 
Headquarters Hotel. A minimum of 100,000 gross square feet of function space is 
also required to house the majority of the NFL's function/office space (see details 
below). Prospective Headquarters Hotels should sign and agree to the attached 
Headquarters RFP. The hotel designated as the NFL Headquarters hotel must consent 
to the following: 

a. A totalminimmn room block of 1,000 rooms beginning the Monday prior to 
Super Bowl; a total of350 rooms beginning two Mondays prior to Super 
Bowl; A minimum of 15 suites; and a total of 100 rooms beginning three 
Mondays prior to the Super BowL 

b. NFL staff room rates should be accommodated at the best available rate 
(approximately 300 rooms) at peak. 

c. Media hotel rates, for approximately 200 rooms, should be competitive for the 
individual Bid Conm1m1ity's respective market and the maximum rate will be 
determined by the NFL once the individual bid cities are determined 
(Approximately 200 rooms). 

e. All function and meeting space must be provided, at no cost to the NFL, for 
use as NFL staff office and event space, beginning nineteen (19) days prior to 
the Game and continuing through the Monday after the Game. A more 
precise schedule of move-in and move-out dates for function space will be 
provided for Super Bowl LIT. The hotel must agree to hold all function space 
in the hotel for use by the NFL at no cost until that date. 
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f. If some sleeping rooms must be used for office space instead of meeting 
rooms, up to thirty-five (35) such rooms will have all furniture, excluding TVs, 
removed from the room at no cost to the l'<lFL. 

g. 

h. 

A minimum of an additional15,000 square feet of securable storage space 
must be provided, beginning January 16111

• 

Exclusive use ofthe hotel's computer/Intemet wireless and cable 
infrastructure including access to all communication rooms/closets at no cost 
to the l'<JFL. 

1. Any applicable telephone, computer/LJ.temet instaHation/usage, wiring and 
service surcharges incurred by the l'<lFL must be waived. 

J. The Host Committee will locate a manned guest infom1ation desk in the 
lobby of each hotel, within line of sight of the Concierge Desk and/or 
Registration area at no cost to the l'<JFL. 

k. Hotels must agree to allow the l'<lFL to arrange for products such as soft 
drinks, beer, and snacks to be provided for NFL offices and fu11ctions by 
sponsor companies at no charge and without corkage fees. Sponsors covered 
by this provision as of the date of this document (and subject to change) 
include Anheuser-Busch, Pepsi, and Frito-Lay. 

I. TI1e headquarter hotel(s) will provide the l'<lFL a total of one hundred fifty 
(150) complimentary room-nights for pre-event planning trips to be applied 
as identified by the NFL between the date of selection as a Headquarter Hotel 
through the end ofDecember immediately precedmgthe applicable Super 
Bowl. All other rooms utilized for pre-event planning will be at an agreed 
upon discounted rate. 

m. On-site or nearby parking for approximately 350 l'<lFL fleet vehicles will be 
provided by the hotel at no cost to the NFL. Parking for 
service vehicles (i.e., media trucks, moving vans, delivery vehicles, etc.) will 
be free of charge (if these parking accommodations cannot be provided by 
the Headquarters Hotel, nearby parking must be provided by the Host 
Committee at no cost to the NFL); and any curb, side street, or metered 
parking, within or adjacent the headquarters hotel will be provided at no cost 
to the NFL. 

n. Hotels shall be required to provide, free of charge or commission to the NFL 
(or its selected vendor) i) a minimum area of one hundred and fifty (150) 
square feet of commonly iTafficked lobby space for the NFL and/or its 
concessionaires, designees or employees to sell Super Bowl novelties and 
merchandise during the reservation period if the NFL elects in its discretion 
to do so; ii) up to four (4) tables; iii) electricity, iv) one (1) phone line or IT 
line with the call-out ability to operate credit card transactions; and (v) an 
internet connection, if requested. 

o. Hotel shall be required to provide, free of charge, to the l'<lFL free Intemet 
service and free use of gym facilities for all NFL staff hosted at the 
headquarters hotel. 

p. l'<lFL must be pem1itted to install decor on the interior and exterior of the 
hotel (final approval of the designs will be approved by the NFL and the 
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Hotel) as early as 2 weeks prior to the Game at no additional costs to the 
:Nt'L. 

2. Additional Media Hotel(s) 
The NFL requires a room block of one thousand (1,000) rooms in the least number of 
hotels possible within close proximity to the Media Center for additional media 
requirements. Many arrivals will be scheduled for the Sunday/Monday prior to the 
Game, with departures on the Monday following the Game. Suggested media rates 
should be competitive for the individual bid city's respective market and the 
maximum rate will be determined by the NFL once the individual bid cities are 
determined. 

3. NFL Staff I Production Teams 
The NFL requires approximately five hundred (500) rooms at one or more properties 
near the Stadium for working staff such as the half-time show production staff, 
security, field preparation crew, and NFL Experience staff (a property similar to a 
Residence Inn or Exec-U-Stay property) for stays often-days to one-month at a 
significantly reduced rate. Additional facilities for long-term stays should be 
identified, as well. One additional hotel providing approximately two hundred (200) 
rooms at a reduced rate for spillover staff should be located in close proximity to the 
NFL Headquarters Hotel. Average length of stay at this property will be eight (8) 
nights. 

The Host Committee should identify long-term housing options as described below. 
Facilities that commit to fulfillment are required to confrrm rates as part of the bid 
process. The NFL requires a commitment of approximately forty ( 40) 3-bedroom, 
fifty (50) 2-bedroom and tvventy (20) 1-bedroom apartments at one or more properties 
within 20-minute drive to the Stadium for working staff such as production and 
security for stays of approximately 30-40 days at a significantly reduced rate. 
These apartments should include such amenities as: Wi-Fi, full kitchens, washed dryer 
facilities, TVs in bedrooms and work-out facilities on-property. The NrL's budget is 
currently $175 per night for a three-bedroom unit, $150 for a two-bedroom unit and 
$125 for a one-bedroom unit. 

D. Team Hotels 

1. Primary Team Hotels- Super Bowl Week 
The NFL requires primary team hotels in close proximity to each of the teams' 
respective practice sites for use by the pmiicipating clubs during Super Bowl week. 
As part of the Bid submission process, the Bid Committee should work with the NFL 
to identify hotels that fit the criteria below. The bid submission should include at 
least two options for the AFC team hotel and two options for the NFC team hotel, and 
all proposed team hotels should sign a letter of suppmi indicating agreement with the 
specification in this section. The NFL will maintain the right to contract with 
different hotels than those reconm1ended by the Bid Committee. The selection of a 
different hotel will not relieve the Host Committee of any obligations outlined in this 
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Bid. If the hotel applies charges for items listed below as complimentary or at no cost 
to the NFL, the Host Committee will be fmancially responsible. 

a. The NFL requires 100% ofthe total room inventory in tvvo (2) top quality 
hotel properties, one for each team, in close proximi-ty to the respective 
practice sites. A minimum of three hundred (300) rooms are required in each 
property. Exclusivity is a key qualifier for consideration as a team hotel. 

b. The NFL requires the following to be provided by the Host Committee at no 
cost to the NFL: 

i. One hundred fifty (150) standard rooms, plus an additional seven (7) 
suites, for eight (8) nights fi·om the Sunday one week prior to the Super 
Bowl thTOugh the Monday following the game (total of 1,256 room 
nights). 
1. This must i11clude two Presidential Suites and/or the two best suites 

in the hotel 
ii. Ten (1 0) rooms for five (5) nights beginning on the Tuesday twelve days 

prior to the Super Bowl for the team's advance staff (total of 50 room 
nights). 

iii. Thirty (30) room nights for NFL and/or team stafffor planning trips to 
be used at the NFL's discretion. 

c. The NFL requires the hotels to provide exclusive and complimentary use of 
ALL meeting/function space, beginning Friday, nine (9) days prior to the 
Super Bowl through 1:00pm on the Monday following the game. Please note 
the regardless of the total amount of meeting/function space, all of it must be 
conunitted exclusively to the NFL. Exclusivity is a key qualifier for 
consideration as a team hotel. Hotels under consideration must meet the 
following minimum meeti-ng space requirements: 

i. A minimum total of 40,000 gross square feet of meeting space, 
including 15,000 square feet for team press conferences. 

ii. A minimum of 25 separate meeting rooms in close proximity to one 
another, i-ncluding large rooms for team meetings and meals. If a 
sufficient number of meeting rooms does not exist, sleeping rooms may 
be utilized. 

iii. All meeting/function space must be provided at no cost to the :NFL and 
with no food and beverage minimum. 

iv. At the NFL's discretion, sleepi-ng rooms may be converted to offices to 
supplement available meeting space at no cost to the NFL. 

d. If alternative locations or tenting is required to accommodate any of the above 
needs, this will be provided by the Host Committee, at no cost to the NFL. 

e. The NFL requires that the hotel provide a waiver allowing the NFL, at its 
option, to deliver sponsor-provided food and beverage into the meeting space 
with no corkage or service fees applied. 

f. On-site or nearby parking for approximately one hundred (1 00) NFL fleet & 
staff vehicles will be provided at no cost to the NFL. Parking for service 
vehicles (i.e., media 1rucks, moving vans, delivery vehicles, etc.) and media 
attending press conferences will be free of charge. Ifthes·e parking 
accommodations cannot be provided by the Team Hotel, nearby parking must 
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be provided by the Host Coinmittee at no cost to the NFL. Any curb side 
street parking (including meter parking) that is in close.proximity to the team 
hotel will be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

g. Exclusive use of the hotel's computer/Internet infrastructure and any 
applicable telephone, computer and Internet installation/usage, wiring, and 
service surcharges incurred by the NFL must be waived and any charges for 
facility space must be waived. 

h. The hotel must agree to televise the NFL Network for one year prior to Super 
Bowl at no cost to the NFL or the team. 

i. If in the NFL's sole discretion, the cellular signal strength is not adequate then 
the Host Committee will be responsible placing a sufficient number of 
p01iable cellular towers or other similar temporary infiastructure at no cost to 
the NFL. 

J. Wireless internet use will be provided free of charge to media attending press 
conferences held at the hotel. 

k. NFL must be permitted to install decor on the interior and exterior ofthe hotel 
(final approval of the designs will be approved by the NFL and the Hotel) as 
early as 2 weeks prior to the game at no additional costs to the NFL. 

2. Team Hotels -Spillover & Saiurday Night Option 
In addition to the primary team hotels described above, the NFL will allocate rooms 
to each participating club at a spillover hotel and a Saturday night stay option hoteL 
The NFL will select these hotels at its discretion. Meeting space at these hotels must 
be provided at no cost and with no food and beverage minimums. Any meeting space 
rental charges and/or food and beverage minimums will be the financial responsibility 
of the Host CoiDIIJ.ittee. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section ill of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no"' please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: ____________________________________________________ __ 

Name: 
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N. TRANSPORTATION 

A. l'WL Transportation Requirements 

The NFL requires firm and binding commitments :fi:om transportation companies, including 
guarantees on the availability and rates for buses, limousines, taxis, and rental cars. 

1. Minimum Vehicle Availability 
The Host Community must be able to provide a minimum ofthe following types of 
rental and for-hire vehicles: 

a. Buses (750) 
b. Limousines (500) 
c. Taxis (1,000) 
d. Rental cars (1 0,000) 

2. NFL Transportation Needs 
The NFL requires at least: 

a. Three hundred (300) top quality buses and sixty-five (65) limousines (models 
no older than five years from the date of the Ga,me) for its exclusive use. 

b. Five (5) premier quality buses per participating team for eight (8) days 
provided by the Host Committee at no cost to the NFL. 

c. Two hundred and fifty (250) additional "school" buses will be required for use 
by the pre-Game and half-time shows, crews, and staff. 

3. Commitment Terms 
The NFL requires that: 

a. Buses must be available for four (4) hour minimums. 
Monday-Saturday, with a ten (10) hour minimum on Gameday. 

b. Limousines should be available for thirty (30) hour minimums, spread out 
over five days. 

4. Stadium Transport Commitment 
The NFL requires that: 

a. 14 days prior to Super Bowl Sunday, 5,000 parking spaces, outside the secure 
perimeter but on campus (within walking distance) must be made available. 
Should public transportation exist at the campus the number of parking spaces 
may be able to be reduced. 

b. Super Bowl Sunday, 5,000 parking spaces off-site of the Stadium with 
transportation to & from for 8,000 accredited personneL 25,000 parking 
spaces on-site and/or 15,000 parking spaces on -site and public transportation 
capabilities for 20,000 fans. 
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B. Anti-Gouging Commitments 

The NFL requires fum and bit1ding anti-gouging commitments from bus, taxi, and rental car 
companies. Rates for buses and limousines may not exceed existing tariff rates as of June 1 
of the year prior to the Super Bowl Game, where tariffs apply. 

C. Transportation Operations 

The NFL requires the Host Committee to provide space for both the Transportation 
Operations Center to accom:"Ilodate 250 staff, as well as an adjacent Bus Yard able to 
accommodate overnight parking for up to 300 buses within close proximity to the Stadium 
(not to exceed 15 miles) at no cost to the NFL. 

The Transportation Operations Center must be equipped with power, telephone lines, and 
Internet access for 25 0 staff at no cost to the NFL. This facility is required for exclusive use 
as of January 1st and will be under the control of the NFL until one week-after the Super 
Bowl Game. The facility must supply office fumiture consistent with temporary offices
tables (at least 150 eight foot tables), chairs (400 folding chairs at a minimum), adequate 
office lighting (or supplemental lighting as the operations run 24/7), "sound mufflers" 
·(should the space be open and not dividecl!carpeted) and HV AC. There also needs to be 
lockable space of at least 1,000 square feet (it can be broken up into a few areas). Should the 
selected site not be set up in a way that the Transportation provider deems functional, the 
costs associated with making the site usable will be borne by the Host Committee and agreed 
upon by the NFL and/or their Transportation provider. 

The space should contain individual offices as well as a large meeting space no less than 
15,000 square feet are needed. These offices must be broken into at least three areas -large 
bus operations area (4,000 square feet of dividable space), 3 smaller offices ·of at least 600 
square feet and a conference room that has wall space to project plans and a telephone that 
has conference capabilities. There needs to be at least 120 complementary parking spaces 
associated with the office space (in addition to the space needed for the bus parking) for 
Transportation Operations Staff. 

The NFL requires the Bus Yard be paved, lit for night time operations and include 24 hour 
security. The Bus Yard is required for exclusive use beg:ilmingten (10) days prior to Super 
Bowl Gameday and will remain under the exclusive control of the NFL until five (5) days 
after the Super Bowl Game. A trailer is necessary as well and needs to be placed within the 
Bus Yard. The trailer will need to have power to operate at least 5 laptops, ari industrial size 
copier/printer and be large enough for 12 people to work within. It will need tables, chairs, 
lockable storage and will have to be cleaned.( or a dumpster provided) daily._ There will also 
need to be Port 0 Johns located in the Bus Yard- at ieast 3 standard and 1 ADA type. A 20' 
x 20' tent with side walls and HV AC is also necessary for d1iver briefings. There will need 
to be power to the tent with a sound system for broadcasting messages and conducting 
training sessions. There will need to be at least ten (1 0) eight foot tables and 250 folding 
chairs. There will need to be trash receptacles placed within and a floor that muffles sound 
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must be placed. The area cannot be prone to flooding. If there is indoor office space that can 
host training sessions for 250 people (and all of the specifications mentioned above cari be 
met) that is also acceptable. 

Should the NFL choose to co-locate their parking permit operations with the Transportation 
Operations Center, additional space may be needed. This space should be no less than 
15,000 square feet broken into at least two offices (one front of house and one back of house). 
There will also need to be an area that is easily accessible to the public and contains parking 
space for the public (1 00 spaces) for when they come to the area to pick up their parking 
passes. 

D. Traffic Management Plan 

Under the supervision of the National Football League and its contracted vendor, the Super 
Bowl Host Cow.mittee will be responsible for and provide Traffic Management Plan support 
for the Super Bowl and related events at no cost to the National Football League. This plan 
will include but not be limited to: 

The development of a traffic management plan (TlvJ:P) which Jays out a set of coordinated 
traffic management strategies and describes how they will be used to manage the roadway 
it-npacts caused by a special event Traffic management strategies for a special event include 
street & lane closure permitting, temporary traffic control measures and devices, public 
information and outreach, and operational s'lTategies such as travel demand management, 
signals retiming, and traffic incident management in support of all official NFL venues 
and/or events for Super Bowl. The scope, content, and level of detail of a TMP may vary 
based on the State or local transportation agency's special event traffic zone policy and the 
anticipated traffic zone impacts of the event. 

Some of the key benefits of a 1MP are to help: 
• Address the broader safety and mobility impacts of special event traffic zones at the 

corridor and network levels. 
• Promote more efficient and effective roadway restrictions and roadway closure phasing 

and compound build-out staging, minimize roadway impact contract duration, and 
control costs . 

.. Improve traffic zone safety for event compound construction workers and the traveling 
public. 

& Minimize the traffic and mobility impacts of a special event traffic zone . 
.. Improve public awareness. 
~Minimize complaints from the traveling public and local businesses and communities. 
~ Minimize circulation, access, and mobility impacts to local communities and 

businesses. 
~Improve intra- and inter-agency coordination. 
• Identify responsibilities and actions. 

TMP development begins during Super Bowl transportation systems plmmi11g and progresses 
through the venue design phase of the special event project. Existing project development 
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processes can provide valuable information to guide TMP development. Developing the 
TIA:P will involve the identification of applicable transportation management strategies to 
manage the impacts of the special event project. The costs for the management strategies 
needs to be incmvorated in early project estimates and the budgeting process to ensure that 
funding is available for TMP implementation. The IMP development process is iterative 
and evolves through project design. As the TMP evolves, it is important to reassess the 
management strategies to confinn that the special event traffic zone impacts are addressed 
and the necessary funding is available. The TM.P may be reevaluated and revised prior to 
and during implementation and monito1ing. Finally, both project level and program level 
assessments of the TMP are recommended to evaluate the effectiveness of the management 
strategies and improve TMP policies, processes, and procedures. 

K Variable Message Signs (VMS) 

The municipalities, counties, and/or states in which major Super Bowl hotel room blocks, 
events, and activities are proposed must commit to provide, at no cost to the NFL, their 
permanent and temporary VMS traffic signage for the purpose of traffic management and 
public messaging during Super Bowl week. A minimum ofthirty (30) VMS signage units 
must be available at no cost to the NFL fourteen (14) days p1ior to Super Bowl Sunday and 
fifty (50) available on Super Bowl Sunday. All costs to transport the VMS to their 
designated location and all fueling will be bome by the Host Committee. 

F. Park and Ride Public Transportation System 

The municipality(ies) hosting NFL Experience and/or the Super Bowl Game will operate a 
Park and Ride shuttle system durit1g the operating days and hours of NFL Experience and on 
Gameday, respectively, at no cost to the NFL, either fiee or at a reasonable cost to the public. 
Media must have the ability to ride the Public Transportation System for free with their 
Super Bowl Credential. 

G. Airport Merchandise Sales 

The NFL will have the exclusive right to select a vendor(s) to operate the sale of Super Bowl 
merchandise in all airports. The NFL must have the unrestricted ability to place kiosks in 
public areas ofthe airports, both within the secured area (air side) and outside of the secured 
area (land side). The vending space must be provided at no cost to the NFL, and kiosks may 
be placed in multiple locations. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section IV ofthe 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. \TES NO 
(If"no", please attach a detailed ·description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A2.) 

Signature: ______________________________________________ _ 

Name: -----------------------------------------------------
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V. PRACTICE SITES 

A. Practice Facilitie§ 

The NFL Rule of Equity ("Equity Rule") is i11e underlying policy of all matters related to the 
Super Bowl practice sites. The Host Committee wiii be responsible for providing facilities, 
accommodations, and equipment equivalent to those available to the local NFL team. The 
specifications listed below are a minimUD1 standard that must be met by the Host Comm.ittee, 
however any additional accommodations that exist at the local NFL team's facility must be 
replicated at both Super Bowl practice sites to ensure compliance with the Equity Rule. 

The NFL requires two practice facilities for the participating clubs' exclusive use, from the 
Saturday eight (8) days prior to the Super Bowl through Gameday. All facilities and 
accommodations must be provided at no cost to i11e NFL and/or participating teams, with 
rental fees and all operational expenses waived or paid by the Host Committee. Operational 
expenses include, but are not limited to: security, host facility staff, power and infrastructure, 
IT support, water, ice, basic locker room catering, and rental of additional equipment 
required to comply with the Equity Rule. 

The Super Bowl Bid should include proposed practice facilities that meet the specifications 
listed below, and all proposed practice facilities should sign a letter indicating their 
agreement with this document. If a college facility is being proposed as a practice site, their 
letter should indicate an agreement to provide the Super Bowl team with a level of 
accommodation equal to or greater than what their football program receives. The final 
decision on practice site selection will be made by the NFL. The NFL will maintain the right 
to select a new practice site at any time if the proposed facilities are determined, in the NFL's 
sole discretion, to be insufficient. The selection of a different facility will not relieve the 
Host Committee of any obligations outlined in this document. 

1. Fields 
A minimum of two high-quality, NFL-standard playing fields in each location. At 
least one field should be natural grass, and at least one field must have the same field 
surface composition as the Stadium's field. If the StadiUD1's playing surface is an 
NFL-authorized synthetic surface, at least one field at each practice facility must be 
the same surface as the Stadium playing surface. If the practice site includes an 
indoor practice field it must be provided at no cost to the NFL. (Refer to section V.D) 

The NFL will work with the Host Committee and host facility on a maintenance plan 
to ensure that all practice fields meet N"'FL standards. If, in the NFL's sole discretion, 
the fields need to be re-sodded or refurbished in any way the Host Cmmnittee will be 
financially responsible, with the l'TFL or its designee responsible for the process. This 
may include a full re-sodding of the field(s) and/or the installation of an artificial 
surface, if necessary as determined by the NFL. 
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2. Locke·r Rooms 
The facility must include NFL quality locker rooms and related facilities (showers, 
toilets, etc.) with lockers for at least sixty-five (65) players. A.ny necessary build-out 
or renovation of the locker rooms will be at no cost the NFL. The NFL and the 
participating teams must have exclusive use of the locker rooms for the duration of 
Super Bowl week. 

3. Coaches Locker Room & Head Coaches Office 
Exclusive use of a second, separate, locker room and related facilities for at least 
twenty (20) coaches and other team personnel. The football coaches locker room is 
strongly preferred. 

A separate area must also be provided in proximity to the NFL team locker rooms for 
the head coach to use as an office/changing area. This area should include a 
refrigerator, desk, phone, Internet access, and locker/changing space with showers 
and restroom conveniently adjacent. 

4. Meeting Facilities 
Exclusive use of all football team meeting rooms, which at a minimum must meet the 
specifications listed below. All meeting rooms must include power, chairs, and desk
tops to accommodate the following, all in school room configuration: 

a. 1 Room: 100 
b. 2 Rooms: 50 
c. 6 Rooms: 20 
e. 2 conference rooms for the coaching staff 

Teams may prefer to host meetings at the team hotel, but meeting space at each 
practice facility must be provided for the team's option. 

5. Training Room 
Adequate space and equipment identical to that used by the local NFL team will be 
provided at no cost to the NFL. If the facility has a professional quality training room 
it must be made available to the NFL and team for their exclusive use for a minimum 
of three (3) hours per day. The time period will be detem1ined at the team's 
discretion, but it is anticipated to be 90 minutes before practice and 90 minutes after 
practice. The available quantity/quality of equipment should be equal to or exceed 
what is available at the facility of the local NFL team. 

6. Weight Room 
At a minimum, an adequate space and equipment identical to that used by the local 
NFL team will be provided at no cost to the NFL If the facility has a professional 
quality weight room it must be made available to the NFL and team for their 
exclusive use for a minimum of three (3) hours per day. The time period will be 
determined at the team's discretion, but it is anticipated to be 90 minutes before 
practice and 90 minutes after practice. The available quantity/quality of equipment 
should be equal to or exceed what is available at the facility of the local NFL team. 
An adequate space and equipment identical to that used by the local 1'IFL team will be 

. provided at no cost to the NFL. 
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7. Security/Privacy 
Each practice facility must be configured such that teams may practice in privacy 
without access by, and out of view of, unauthorized individuals. A suitable amount 
of security will be provided at no cost to the NFL or the teams to ensure there is no 
unauthorized access to the facility or viewing by individuals from locations outside of 
the facility of any team activities occurring in the facility, including practice. If, in 
the NFL's discretion, additional security or other measures (i.e., fencing with opaque 
covering, window covering, etc.) are required to provide a suitable amount of security 
and privacy, such costs will be absorbed by the Host Committee. If there are any 
offices or other facilities with windows facing the practice fields, the Host Committee 
will be responsible for the costs of covering the windows (to the NFL and team's 
satisfaction) to prevent unauthorized viewing of team practices. Any fields or 
recreational facilities (:i.e. basketball courts) in close proximity to practice fields must 
be vacated while the team is practicing. The areas of and the route between the 
locker room and meeting space must be completely secure with access only permitted 
by team and NFL personnel. 

8. Catering 
Basic cate1ing needs for the team practices will be provided at no cost to the NFL. 
This includes, but is not limited to, water (estimated 12 cases per day), ice (estimated 
800 pounds per day), soda, fruit, gum, coffee, etc. Adequate ice storage must be 
available in close proximity to the practice fields. If an ice merchandiser must be 
rented, the service will be provided at no cost to the NFL. The NFL or the 
participating team, at its option, must be able to provide its own food and beverage 
service with no additional service charges or corkage fees. 

9. Practice and Field Equipment 
Each facility must come equipped with the minimum amount of standard NFL Game 
and field equipment provided at no expense to the NFL or the teams. The list 
available in the questi01maire should be considered a guideline, though the available 
equipment must be equal to that used by the local NFL team. The Host Committee 
will be responsible for reimbursing the NFL for the rental of any equipment required 
to meet this standard. 

Please reference the questionnaire for the minimum requirements. 

10. Team Meal Area 
The participating teams will have the option of holding team meals at the practice site 
or team hotel. Accordingly, each practice site should include approximately 3,000 
square feet for team meals. The space should be located in close proximity to the 
locker room and team meeting rooms. If the space is in an adjacent building, 
additional security as well as golf carts to transport players benveen buildings will be 
provided at no cost to the NFL. This space must be provided to the NFL with no 
rental fees or food & beverage minimums. If, in the NFL's sole discretion, the 
available space is not sufficient for the team meals then tent instaJiation will be 
provided at no cost to the NFL. 
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11. Press Conferences 
Large press conferences to include every coach and player on the participating teams 
will be held on Wednesday and Thursday of Super Bowl week (exact dates and times 
are subject to change at the NFL's discretion), with approximately 24 hours required 
for setup. The teams will have the option of holding their respective press 
conferences at the practice site which should include approximately 12,000 square 
feet for this activity. If the proposed practice site is a college facility, this may be 
accommodated in a gymnasium or similar facility. The press conference space 
should be located in close proximity, but not adjacent, to the locker room and team 
meeting rooms. Ifthe space is in an adjacent building, additional security, as well as 
golf carts to transport players between buildings will be provided at no cost to the 
NFL. TI1is space must be provided to the NFL with no rental fees or food & beverage 
minimums. If, in the NFL's sole discretion, the available space is not sufficient for 
the press conferences then tent installation will be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

12. Parking 
On-site parking for team buses and approximately one hundred (100) NFL fleet & 
staff vehicles must be available at no cost to the NFL. This must include a minimum 
off:r.fteen (15) VlP parking spaces immediately adjacentto the facility entrance and/or 
practice field. Parking for service vehicles (i.e. media trucks, moving vans, delivery 
vehicles, etc.) will be free of charge. Parking will be provided at no cost to media 
attending press conferences at the practice facilities. 

If there is street parking (including metered spaces) in close proximity to the practice 
facility, control of those spaces must be secured at no cost if the NFL determines that 
they are necessary. Considerations include security and adequate space for bus 
staging. 

13. Laundry Facilities &.Towels 
Laundry facilities should be available on-site at no cost to the NFL. The team will 
require approximately 500 towels per day for practice. The use oflaundry facilities, 
towels, and/or a professional laundry service (if necessary), must be provided at no 
cost to the NFL. 

14. Internet, Wiring & Communications 
Each facility will be equipped with a basic, standard video distribution system 
accessible to the participating teams. If there are any charges associated with the 
installation/wiring for video systems the charges will not be assumed by the NFL. 

The existing voice and data communications network infrastructure (wired and 
wireless) including the use of the facility's Internet and telephone services will be 
made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs encountered to 
upgrade the facility's infrastructure and services including new or updated switches, 
increasing the number of telephone, data or fiber lines serving the facility, or 
increasing Internet service into the facility, if required, in the NFL's sole discretion, 
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to host the participating teams, will be provided at no cost to the NFL. Wireless 
Internet use will be provided free of charge to media attending press conferences held 
at the practice site. No branding related to the abovementioned items will be allowed 
unless approved by the NFL. 

The facility must meet the NFL's 2016-2017 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi 
coverage and capacity. TI1e standard is expected to be carrier and device agnostic 
infrastructure delivering ubiquitous coverage and capacity for both cellular and Wi-Fi 
networks. The NFL wi11 control the installation of any temporary methods to increase 
cellular and/or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage for Super Bowl and related events, which 
must be provided at no cost to the NFL. As part of the Bid response, the facility 
should submit the details oftheir current cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including 
cmrent coverage and capacity. 

B. Practice Location 

1. Travel Time 
The NFL requir~s that each team's practice facility be no more than twenty (20) 
minutes travel time (during peak hours) from that team's hotel and nci more than 
thirty (30) minutes travel time (during peak hours) from the other team's hotel and 
practice site. 

2. Practice Site Proximity 
The NFL requires the practice sites for the two (2) teams not be shared or adjacent. 

C. Practice Facility Exclusivity 

1. Exclusivity Period - Fields 
The NFL must retain exclusive use ofthe fields for forty-five ( 45) days prior to the 
team's arrival (with exceptions only if a university or high school facility is offered as 
an option and the facility is still being utilized by the host football program based on a 
continuing season (i.e. playoffs, Bowl Garnes, high school championships)). No 
activity will be permitted on the fields for at least two weeks prior to the first day of 
Super Bowl practice. This period may be extended at the sole discretion of the NFL 
if it is necessary to maintain an NFL quality playing surface. 

2. Exclusivity- NFL Team Facility 
The NFL requires that if a team facility is offered as a practice site, it must be 
reserved exclusively for the NFL for two weeks prior to the Super Bowl Game. If the 
host club does not pmiicipate in the Super Bowl, it must vacate the practice site to the 
satisfaction of the participating club, enSuring adequate p1ivacy as outlined in A.7 
above. This provision applies to a high school or university field as well. 
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D. \Veather Provisions 

I. Indoor Practice Facilities -Warm Weather Climates 
The 1\fFL requires that two (2) indoor practice facilities be identified in close 
proximity to each practice facility in case of inclement weather, at no cost to the NFL 
If the proposed primary practice site includes an indoor practice field, it must be 
provided to the NFL at no cost. The surface should be NFL quality artificial turf with 
dimensions similar to that of an NFL field. The ceilings should be at least 40 feet 
high, though 70 feet is preferable. If a suitable existing facility is not available, . 
installation of an NFL quality miificial turf field in a gymnasium, airport hangar, or 
other similar venue, approved by the NFL, must be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

2. Indoor Practice Facilities -Cold Weather Climates 
If the average game week temperature is below 50 degrees, each proposed practice 
site must include an NFL quality indoor practice facility. The facility should include 
a full NFL field with a ceiling clearance of at least 60 feet. Fulfillment of the above 
described requirements are to be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section V of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature:---------------------

Name: ___________________________________________ _ 
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VI. GOVERNMEl~T GUARANTEES 

Although the Game is played at the host Stadium, the vast number of in-bound guests, activities 
and required hotel facilities truly make Super Bowl an event of region-wide impact. As such, a 
number of government guarantees are required, to preserve a world-class event environment and 
to protect the rights of the National Football League. 

A. Clean Zones 

The Host Committee will be required to work with the applicable local or regional 
govemment, and with area airports, to establish "Clean Zones" within designated areas, 
including a minimum one-mile radius surrounding the Stadium, and a 6-block radius 
around the NFL Headquarters Hotel and the location of the NFL Experience (ifthe latter 
is not already located within the Stadium Clean Zone). Clean Zones are an important tool 
in protecting the public health, safety and welfare during major public events. 

Clean Zones are most often established by the enactment of a temporary city ordinance 
that restricts ceriain activities within a Clean Zone and provides for the temporary 
suspension of new, and possibly existing, permits for certain activities. The duration of 
the ordinance is typically the week prior to the Super Bowl until the Monday or Tuesday 
following the gan1e. Clean Zone ordinances may involve temporary prohibitions on 
certain activities or may put in place special permitting procedures. To the extent a Clean 
Zone ordinance involves a permitting process, the municipality should be permitted to 
consult with the NFL, as event operator, in connection with issuing permits. This will 
enable the NFL to help minimize any unnecessary or unintended affects that may arise 
from enforcement of the Clean Zone ordinance. 

Clean Zone ordinances generally should address: 

<> Temporary Structures and Inflatables -Restrictions on temporary structures, 
including, but not limited to, temporary retail locations. This should also include 
restrictions on installation or display of "inflatables". 

o Temporary Signage and Building Wraps - Restrictions on temporary advertising 
signage (generally excluding signage advertising goods or services served on-site), 
barmers, video screens, electronic message boards, projections on buildings, or 
building "wraps" (temporarily wrapping buildings in advertising banners or 
signage) . 

., Temporary Sales Permits -A suspension of the issuance of sales permits for 
consumable or. non-consumable items. 

.. Enforcement- Local Jaw enforcement should be expressly permitted to enforce 
the ordinance by removing prohibited signage and structures, in addition to any 
fines that may be imposed. 
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B. Anti-Counterfeit Merchandise Enforcement 

The NFL requires that resolutions be obtained fi:om local law enforcement expressing 
support for the NFL's anti-counterfeit merchandise and anti-cmmterfeit ticket 
enforcement programs during Super Bowl. Local enforcement officers will be 
provided to the NFL for use on anti-counterfeit enforcement teams during Super 
Bowl week, fi·om at least the Tuesday prior to the Game to the Monday after the 
Game, at no cost to the NFL. 

C. Public Safety/Security 

1. Event Safety Resolutions 
The NFL requires resolutions from agencies responsible for public safety confirming 
that there will be no charge for any public security/safety services provided in or 
outside the Stadium during event days as well as build out and tear down, at NFL 
Experience including build out and tear down, and with regard to all other facilities 
used for NFL Official Events as described in this Bid. 

2. Fire and Medical Emergency Agencies 
The NFL requires that resolutions be obtained from fire and medical emergency 
agencies expressing support of the NFL in or outside the Stadium during event days 
as well as build out and tear down, at NFL Experience including build out and tear 
down, and with regard to all other facilities used for NFL Official Events Local and 
regional public safety, including but not limited to, fire EMS, hazmat response and 
life safety services will be provided to the NFL during Super Bowl week at no cost to 
the NFL. 

3. Public Safety Costs 
The NFL requires that all necessary and recommended public safety and security 
deployments at the Stadium and sites/venues of NFL Official Events as described in 

· this Bid will be provided at no cost to the NFL. This includes public safety 
deployments necessary for ingress and egress to the Stadium and NFL Official Event 
venues, including, but not limited to, the NFL Experience, Media Center, Media Day, 
Tailgate, etc. Any costs associated with these deployments will be the responsibility 
of the Host Committee, local government authorities or otherwise provided at no cost. 
In addition a list of services and functions that must be provided to the NFL at no cost 
(any cost associated with these services and functions shall be the responsibility of 
the Host Committee) can be found in the exhibits. 
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4. Medical I Emergency Preparedness 
After a Super Bowl has been awarded, the Host Community will submit an integrated 
unified multi-discipline emergency plan or concept of operations that includes all 
elements of planning, prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery for Super 
Bowl Gameday and other major NFL events. The Host Community will be required 
to integrate the activities of law enforcement, emergency medical services (EMS), 
fire-rescue, public health, emergency management organizations, and health care 
organizations from the locals, state and federal levels in this plan. The plan shall be 
in accordance with the guidelines in Appendix X. Any costs associated with the 
development and implementation of this plan, including the deployment of required 
services, will be at no cost to the NFL. The plan shall be submitted for review by the 
NFL by October 1. 
Public safety agencies shall complete daily unified Incident Action Plans as outlined 
by the National Incident management System (NIMS). 

5. Security Contractor 
The NFL, at its sole discretion, must be permitted to contract with orie or more 
secm·ity organizations of its choice, at the Stadium, NFL Headquarters hotel, team 
hotels, family/spillover hotels, Media Center, NFL Experience, Tailgate, NFL House 
and any other Super Bowl-related areas or events as designated by the NFL. 

D. Airport Personnel Support 

The NFL requires resolutions evidencing the commitment of high level management at 
the Host Community-area airports to cooperate with those needing special services in 
connection with the Game, including, but not limited to arrival/departure of team charters, 
private planes, and special fan charters. 

E. Ticket Resale Law§ 

The NFL requires disclosure of any current city and state ticket resale laws. 

F. Tax Exemption§ 

The NFL requires that none of the National Football League, its Affiliates (as defined 
below), or any of the Member Clubs, be subject to any state, county, city or other local 
taxes, including income, gross receipt, franchise, payroll, sales, use, adnlission, or 
occupancy taxes as a result of holding the Game at the Stadium and in the Host 
Community and making preparatory advance site visits up to one year before the staging 
of the Game. The NFL shall also be entitled to file for refund with the applicable 
governmental taxing authority for any of the aforementioned taxes that it paid through 
invoicing from its vendors that were subject to the taxes ("pass-through taxes"). Tickets 

· to the Gan1e, NFL Experience, NFL House, NFL Honors, NFL On Location (including 
all travel, entertainment, hospitality and gift package components) and other NFL 
Officia.l Events, as well as parking to such events, must be exempt from any state, county 
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or local sales taxes, admissions or amusement taxes, or other tax obligations, and exempt 
from any facility surcharges, such as, but not limited to, replacement fees. In order to 
fully implement the above tax exemptions, the relevant govemmental taxing authority 
must promulgate the necessary legislation, regulations or other formal written guidance at 
least two years before the staging of the Game. As previously noted in "Ticket 
~ations," if the relevant governmental taxin2: authority does not grant the abov~ 
tax exemptions on tickets, the Host Committee will be obligated to reimburse the 
NFL for anv such taxes or surcharges levied on tickets for the Super Bowl Game 
and all Super Bowl-related events. In addition, ifthe relevant governmental taxin2: 
authority does not grant the National Football League and its affiliates, or its 
JVIember Clubs, the other reguested tax exemptions and/or refund opportunities as a 
.result of holding the Game at the site (and preparatory visits), the Host Committee 
will be obligated to reimburse the l\1--:FL for anv such taxes or surcharges levied:. 

The National Football League m1d its Affiliates are defined as follows: 

o National Football League- A not-for-profit trade association under Section 501 ( c )(6) of 
the Intemal Revenue Code. 

o National Football League Management Council- A not-for-profit trade association under 
Section 501 ( c )(6) of the Interual Revenue Code. 

o NFL Ventures, L.P.-A Delaware partnership taxable under Subchapter K ofthe Intemal 
Revenue Code. 

o NFL Ventures, Inc. -A Delaware cmporation taxable under Subchapter C of the Internal 
Revenue Code. 

a NFL Productions, LLC- A Delaware single-member lin1ited liability company wholly 
owned by Ventures, L.P. 

o NFL Enterprises, LLC- A Delaware single-member limited liability company wholly 
owned by Ventures, L.P. 

"' NFL Properties, LLC- A Delaware single-member limited liability company wholly 
owned by Ventures, L.P. 

a NFL International LLC- A Delaware single-member limited liability company wholly 
owned by Ventures, L.P. 

o NFL Productions, Inc.- A Delaware corporation taxable under Subchapter C of the 
Internal Revenue Code 

o NFL Netvvork Services, Inc. -A Delaware corporation taxable under Subchapter C of the 
Internal Revenue Code 

· o 1\TFL Combine Prope1iies, Inc.- A Delaware corporation taxable under Subchapter C of 
the Intemal Revenue Code 

o National Football League Foundation- A Disnict of Columbia not-for-profit 
organization under Section 50l(c)(3) ofthe Internal Revenue Code 

o 32 Equity, LLC- A Delaware partnership taxable under Subchapter K of the Intemal 
Revenue Code 

o 1332 Equity, LLC- A Delaware partnership taxable under Subchapter K of the Intemal 
Revenue Code. 
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G. Vehicle Licensing 

1. DlVIV Contact 
The NFL requires that an authorized representative be designated as a contact for the 
Departii1ent of Motor Vehicles. 

2. Licensing Fees 
The NFL requires a resolution waiving fees for special licensing for up to four 
hundred fifty (450) courtesy cars and shuttle buses. 

H. Transportation System Signage 

The NFL requires the city/state transit authority to grant the NFL the right of first refusal, to 
purchase all advertising signage at standard rate card, on the city/state transportation and 
mechanisms such as vehicles, buses, trolleys, light rail service, subways, monorails, and 
water taxis. The NFL must have the right to subcontract such space to its sponsors or other 
designees at no additional charge. 

I. Air Space 

The J\TFL requires that the all-space above and surrounding the Stadium be protected by 
restricting access to all aircrafts and other vessels, with the exception of the aircraf((s) used 
by military and public safety. The Host Committee shall ensure that the proper protocol is 
followed to obtain a temporary flight restriction for the Super Bowl. 

J. Alcohol Ordinance Waiver 

The NFL requires assistance from the Host Committee in obtaining waivers or exemptions 
from any laws and/or ordinances that prohibit the serving of alcoholic beverages such that 
beverages may be served until at least 4:00AM following the Game at the sites of the NFL 
and Teams post-game parties. 

K. Open Records/Public Information Laws 

The NFL requires the disclosure of all state and/or local Open Records/Public Information 
Acts laws which could apply to any agreements or documents entered into or supplied to the 
Bid and/or Host Committees. 
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L. Winter Weather 

Any services and equipment necessitated by winter weather conditions will be provided 
at no cost to the NFL. This includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

"' Snow and ice removal in and around the Stadium, including temporary support 
facilities and operational areas within the secured perimeter (as described in the 

Stadium section). 

o Procurement of snow removal equipment, and staging of such equipment inside the 
secured perimeter. 

e Clearing walkways and parking of snow and ice at all NFL facilities, including but 

not limited to the Stadium, NFL Headqumiers Hotel, team hotels, team practice sites, 
media center, NFL Experience and other hotels and facilities as determined by the 

NFL 

<> Clearing snow and ice at tea.tJ.1 practice facilities, including the playing surface. 

"' The NFL and Super Bowl shall receive priority over all other ice and snow removal 
projects, except those that directly threaten life or public safety. The NFL, in 
consultation with local officials, shall determine which key venues, routes, etc. should 
be considered priorities. Key NFL venues (including parking lots, sidewalks, routes 

to/from, etc.) include, but are not limited to, the Stadium, NFL Headquarters Hotel, 

team hotels, team practice sites, media center, NFL Experience and other hotels and 

facilities as determined by the NFL 

"' Providing, at no cost to the NFL, a sufficient quantity of equipment, road salt, and 
other snow clearing and de-icing measures, as determined by the NFL. 

"' Any/all additional heati11g costs associated with the Stadium and key NFL facilities . 

. If applicable, the Host Committee will be responsible for submitting a detailed winter weather 
plan to the NFL no later than 18 months prior to the date of the Game. All elements of the 

winter weather plan are subject to the approval of the NFL An outline of this plan should be 
included as part ofthe bid submission 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section VI of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: ____________________________________________________ __ 

Name: 
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VII. 
~ ,) 

SUPER BOWL BOtrlJ~V ARJ)
1 

The Host Committee will offer area fans an interactive football themed event known as "Super 
Bowl Boulevard," for multiple days prior to the ganie, designed as the central social and 
ente1tainment hub for fans in celebration of the Super Bowl. 

The Host Committee must recommend an appropriate site for "Super Bowl Boulevard". Final 
selection of proposed locations is at the sole discretion of the NFL. 

The location of Super Bowl Boulevm:d will link multiple blocks; in a downtown or city center 
location, and Super Bowl venues, such as the NFL Experience, the Media Center, etc. 
By linking several key downtown streets and venues, the event will provide a unique and 
centralized experience for fans and guests. TI1e location will accommodate entertainment stages, 
broadcast pmtner broadcast positions, sponsor activation, etc. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section VII of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no~', please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: -----------------------------------------

Name: 
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Vllil NFL EXPERIENCE 

TI1e NFL offers area fans an interactive football theme park known as "NFL Experience" at or 
near the site of the Stadium for multiple days begin11ing approximately ten (1 0) days prior to the 
Game. A portion of the proceeds of the NFL Experience held during the Super Bowl Period 
suppmt the NFL Foundation Super Bowl Legacy Grant Initiative. The Bid must recommend an 
appropriate. site for "NFL Experience" based on the minimum specifications outlined below. 
Final selection of proposed locations is at the sole discretion of the NFL. 

A. Venue 

NFL Experience has been successfully staged in parking lots within close proximity to the 
stadium, in convention centers and in other facilities suitable for attendance and parking for 
more than 150,000 visitors up to ten (1 0) days of operation. This facility, whether indoor or 
outdoor, should be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

1. Minimum Square Footage (Indoor) 
If proposed as an indoor event, the NFL will require a minimum space of eight 
hundred fifty thousand (850,000) square feet. Al1 indoor facility is required if the 
average daily Game Week temperature is below 50 degrees. 

2. Minimum Square Footage (Outdoor) 
TI1e :N"J'L requires a location with at least one million (1,000,000) square feet, if the 
location is an outdoor facility to be tented. The NFL will require approximately t\>,ro 

hundred thousand (200,000) square feet of tenting. If the location is an outdoor 
facility, it must include a minimum of seven (7) acres of grass and thirteen (13) acres 
of asphalt, with adequate drainage. If the location must be paved, the asphalt and 
paving must be provided by the Host Committee at no cost to the NFL. 

In the case of outdoor locations, the Host Committee would be financially responsible 
for any property rental expenses as well as cost of tenting and temporary structures. 

3. Lease Exclusivity 
The NFL must be the lessee of, and have exclusive control over the site. 

B. Access 

1. Load In I Load Out 
If the NFL Experience location is indoors, the site must be available for set-up one (1) 
week prior to the public opening (approximately 17 days before the Super Bowl 
Game) and one (1) week after closing for tear-down. If the NFL Experience location 
is outdoors, then the site must be available for set-up one (1) month prior to opening 
and for two (2) weeks after closing. 
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2. Access Control 
The NFL must have the exclusive right to control access to the facility during the 
entire period from set-up through tear down. 

C. Staffing 

The NFL must retain the option to use its own staff for its operational requirements, rather 
than existing faciiity staff. Union contracts in force at the NFL Experience site are the 
exception, the jurisdictions of which must be disclosed at the time of the Bid. 

D. Additional Staffing 

The Host Committee must confnm a minimum of fifty (50) hired staff a day, working in 
approximately four (4) hour shifts for up to twelve (12) hours per day, at no cost to the NFL, 
to be supplemented by volunteers as needed. These staff should be able to fulfill roles that 
require medium to high impact involvement and be capable of managing between five and 
ten (5-10) volunteers at a time. 

E. Security 

The NFL must be penniited to provide securii)' personnel for the NFL Experience. 

R Utilities 

· In the case of an outdoor location, the NFL requires ample power (three [3] one megawatt 
transformers) and water supply for use at the NFL Experience location at no cost to the NFL 
The NFL requires that if temporary installations are necessary to provide utilities, they be 
implemented at no cost to the NFL. 

G. Communications Requirements 

1. Voice, Data and Internet 
The existing voice and data conununications network infrastructure (wired and 
wireless) including the use of the facility's Internet and telephone services will be 
made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs encountered to 
upgrade the faciHty's infrastructure and services including new or updated switches, 
increasing the number of telephone, data or fiber lines serving the facility, or 
increasing Internet service into the facility, if required, in the NFL's sole discretion, 
to host tl}e Super Bowl, will be provided at no cost to the NFL. No branding related 
to the abovementioned items will be allowed unless approved by the NFL. 
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2. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The facility must meet the NFL's 2016-17 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi coverage 
and capacity. The standard is expected to be carrier and device agnostic 
infrastructure deliverit1g ubiquitous coverage and capacity for both cellular and Wi-Fi 
networks. The NFL will control the installation of any temporary methods to increase 
cellular ancl!or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage for Super Bowl and related events, which 
must be provided at no cost to the NFL. As part of the Bid response, the facility 
should submit the details of their current cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including 
current coverage and capacity. 

3. Television/Broadcast Signal Distribution 
a. The NFL requires the use of the television CAPTV/IPTV distribution system and 

the ability to extend tbe television broadcast signal for the NFL Network and our 
other broadcast p3l-tners via cable to support all Super Bowl use areas at no cost to 
the NFL. Such costs may include, but are not limited to, expansion of the current 
system to allow for additional television monitors at the NFL' s discretion. The 
NFL reserves the right to add or replace existing monitors with NFL-branded or 
sponsor-branded monitors at the NFL's option and expense. 

H. Food and Beverage 

The NFL must retain rights to designate the caterers and food and beverage providers and to 
retain 100% of all proceeds from food and beverage concession sales at the NFL Experience. 
If a food and beverage licensee exists on property, the licensee will agree to relinquish their 
license for the duration of the NFL Experience event NFL requests fmmal (independent) 
documentation agreeing to these tenns [specifically, a letter from concessionaire(s)]. 

I. Merchandise Sales 

The NFL must retain rights to designate vendors 3lld to retain 1 00% of all proceeds from 
novelty sales at the NFL Experience. 

J. Signage and Advertising Exclusivity 

1. Exclusivity 
The NFL must have the exclusive and unlimited right to place signage at the site, not 
subject to any limitations on adveliising, sponsorships, or other Commercial 
Exploitation throughout the site. The NFL must be granted the right to cover or 
replace all existing billboards or other advertising signage cin the NFL Experience site 
at its sole discretion. 

Exploitation & Aifiliates llights 
The NFL requires a release of any contractual obligations that may conflict with its 
Commercial Exploitation rights and/or Commercial Affiliates' rights at the site. 
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K Parking 

1. Parking Facilities 
The N1'L requires at least I 0,000 parking spaces as close in proximity to NFL 
Experience as possible for visitor and staff parking. Staff and contractor parking will 
be provided throughout the installation, event, and dismantle periods at no cost to the 
NFL. The NFL requires approximately 200 spaces two weeks prior to the event for 
build-out and two weeks post event for load-out and 300 spaces during the event 

2. Parking Revenue 
The NFL requires the right to retain 100% of the proceeds if the Stadium parking lots 
are utilized, or the NFL is required to manage parking facilities, and 50% of the 
parking gross proceeds for public or privately managed lots. Policies and prices 
charged for parking for the NFL Experience will be detennined by the NFL. NFL 
requests formal (independent) docwnentation agreeing to these tenns. Provide detail 
on parking in response questionnaire. 

3. Media/Satellite Parking Locations 
The NFL requires a suitable adjacent location with unobstructed access to the 
southwest sky large enough to park required television trailers, at no cost to the NFL. 

4. Metered Parking 
Any curbside/metered parking within the NFL Experience perimeter must be secured 
and provided at no cost to the NFL for the period that the NFL Experience is open to 
the public. 

L. Operations 

1. Period of Operation 
The NFL must have the option to operate NFL Experience beguming the Thursday 
ten (1 0) days prior to the Game. NFL has no obligation to operate all ten days. 

2. Business Licensing 
The event must be treated as one entity for business licensing. 

3. Permit & Approval Priority 
The municipality in which NFL Experience is located shall, through the Host 
Committee, provide the NFL with a single high level representative from the 
appropriate govenunental agency or department who will assume primary 
responsibility for managing, expediting, and coordinating permits and approvals with 
all required regulatory bodies. 

This representative shall have the authority needed to cmTy out this function on behalf 
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of the Office of the Mayor or other chief regional government officiaL The Bid 
Committee shall provide written assurances, based on agreements with the Mayor's 
office or a similar government representative that all permits and approval processes 
for NFL Experience shall receive the highest status of priority and attention. 

In addition, the City Officials who are responsible for pem1itting and approvals shall 
provide full cooperation with the NFL in finding appropriate and /or alternative 
methods to permit temporary projects. 

Fire Department & Building Department Priority 
The mwlicipality in which the NFL Experience is located shall, through the Host 
Committee, provide the NFL with assurances that Fire Department persom1el and 
Building Department personnel shall cooperate with NFL staff and contractors 
engaged in event planning and implementation, and consider NFL requests relating to 
NFL Experience as a top priority. 

4. Permits, Review and Approval Fees 
The municipality in which NFL Experience is located shall, through the Host 
Comll.1ittee, provide all permits and review and approval services at no cost to the 
NFL for all NFL related facilities. 

M. Local Media Support 

The NFL requires written proposals from local newspapers, television and radio stations, and 
outdoor advertising (billboard) companies to provide significant advertising and promotional 
time and/or space for the NFL Experience during the month leading up to the Super Bowl 
Game at no cost to the NFL, including: 

1. At least fifteen hundred (1 ,500) gross rating points on each of, a minimmn of, two 
television stations (including the Super Bowl broadcast network and the local 
member club flagship station); 

2. At least twenty (20) color pages of space, in aggregate, in leading daily newspaper(s) 
and at least twelve (12) page color NFL Experience Fan Guide with a focus on the 
Event to be inserted in two (2) drops; 

3. Four ( 4) week promotions on at least six (6) format-exclusive radio stations, each 
including a minimum of two-hundred flfty (250) live or pre-recorded 30-second spots 
which may include recognition of one or more NFL Experience sponsors at the 
NFL's option, plus a commitment to live remote broadcasts from NFL Experience. 
An affidavit of performance will be required by the NFL after the promotions have · 
concluded; 

4. At least ten (10) billboard positions in high-traffic areas near the airport(s) and on 
main freeway arteries. The Host Committee will be responsible for the production 
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and installation, of the billboard at no cost to the NFL. [Note: See additional 
billboard position requirements in Section XII.I.l.] 

N. Ge:IIeral Liability Insurance 

If not covered by the stadium agreement, the NFL requires that each venue must provide a 
certificate evidencing commercial general liability coverage with a limit of no less than 
twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) indemnifying and naming the NFL, NFL Properties, 
LLC, the Member Clubs, NFL Ventures, Inc., NFL Ventures L.P, NFL International LLC, 
NFL Enterprises LLC, NFL Productions LLC, NFL Foundation, Inc., and each of those 
entities respective affiliates, and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents, 
representatives and employees as additional insureds. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section VIII of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: ______________________________________________ _ 

Name: 
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IX" NFL TAILGATE PARTY 

The NFL hosts a pre-game party for up to 10,000 invited guests, including team owners, 
sponsors, broadcast rights holders, and other special guests, on the day of the Game (the 
"Tailgate Party"). The Tailgate Party often plays host to a portion of the broadcasting network's 
televised pre-game show. 

A. Venue 

The NFL requires an indoor or outdoor location of at least 400,000 square feet in immediate 
proximity (i.e. a short walk) to the Stadium for the Tailgate Party. Whether indoor or 
outdoor, the location must be provided at no cost to the NFL. If the average daily 
temperature is below 50 degrees, the Tailgate Party must be in an indoor facility. The NFL 
must be the lessee of and have exclusive control over the site. 

B. Access 

The NFL requires that outdoor Tailgate Party locations be available for set-up one (I) month 
prior and for two (2) weeks after the Game. Indoor facilities must be available for one (1) 
week prior to, and one (1) week after Gameday. Although the Tailgate Party is held the day 
of the Game, the NFL must have the option to use the site the week prior to the Game for 
other special events. 

C. Staffing 

The NFL must retain the option to use its own staff for its operational requirements i.11 place 
of existing facility staff: Union contacts relating to the Tailgate Party site are the exception, 
and must be disclosed at the time of the Bid. 

D. Security 

The NFL must be pennitted to provide its own contracted security personnel for the NFL 
Tailgate Party. 
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E. Utilities 

The NFL requires ample power and water supplies for use by the NFL at the Tailgate Party 
location. 

F. Communications Requirements 

1. Voice, Data and Internet 
The existing voice and data communications network infrastructure (wired and 
wireless) including the use of the facility's Internet and telephone services will be 
made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs encountered to 
upgrade the facility's infrastructure and services including new or updated switches, 
increasing the number of telephone, data or fiber lines serving the facility, or 
increasing Internet service into the facility, if required, in the NFL's sole discretion, 
to host Tailgate, will be provided at no cost to the NFL. No branding related to the 
abovementioned items will be allowed unless approved by the NFL. 

2. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The facility must meet the NFL's 2016-2017 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi 
coverage and capacity. The standard is expected to be carrier and device agnostic 
infrastructure delivering ubiquitous coverage and capacity for both cellular and Wi-Fi 
networks. The NFL will control the installation of any temporary methods to increase 
cellular and/or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage for Super Bowl and related events, which 
must be provided at no cost to the NFL. As part of the Bid response, the facility 
should submit the details of their current cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including 
current coverage and capacity. 

3. Television/Broadcast Signal Distribution 
a. The NFL requires the use of the television CAPTV IIPTV distribution system and 
the ability to extend the television broadcast signal for the NFL Network and our 
other broadcast partners via cable to support all Super Bowl use areas at no cost to the 
NFL. Such costs may include, but are not limited to, expansion of the current system 
to allow for additional television monitors at the NFL's discretion. The NFL reserves 
the right to add or replace existing monitors with NFL--branded or sponsor-branded 
monitors at the NFL's option and expense. 

G. Food and Beverage 

The NFL must retain the right to designate the caterers and food and beverage providers. If a 
food and beverage licensee exists on property, the licensee must agree to relinquish their 
license for the duration of the Tailgate Party event. 

The in-house caterer must also release alcoholic beverage rights to the NFL. If this is not 
permitted under law, the in-house caterer must provide alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage 
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service (in accordance with the designated NFL beverage sponsor) to the NFL's caterer at 
cost plus a reasonable management fee to be negotiated bei.-ween the in-house caterer and the 
NFL caterer. 

H. Merchandise Sales 

The NFL must retain rights to designate vendors and to retain 100% of all proceeds from 
merchandise sales at the Tailgate Party. 

I. Signage and Advertising Exclusivity 

1. Exclusivity 
The NFL must have the exclusive and unlimited right to place signage at the site, not 
subject to any limitations on advertising, sponsorships, or other commercial 
exploitation throughout the site. The NFL must be granted the right to cover or 
replace all existing billboards or other advertising signage on the Tailgate Party site at 
its sole discretion. 

2. Exploitation & Mfrliates Rights 
The NFL requires a release of any contractual obligations that may conflict with its 
commercial exploitation rights and/or commercial affiliates' rights. 

J. General Liability Insurance 

If not covered by the stadium agreement, the NFL requires that each venue must provide a 
certificate evidencing commercial general liability coverage with a limit of no less than 
tv;renty million dollars ($20,000,000) indemnifying and naming the NFL, NFL Properties 
LLC, the Member Clubs, NFL Ventures, Inc., NFL Ventures L.P, NFL International LLC, 
NFL Enterprises LLC, NFL Productions LLC; NFL Foundation, Inc., and each ofthose 
entities respective affiliates, and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents, 
representatives and· employees as additional insureds. 

K Permit & Approval Priority 

The municipality in which Tailgate is located shall, through the Host Conunittee, provide the 
NFL with a single high level representative from the appropriate governmental agency or 
depa1iment who will assume primary responsibility for managing, expediting, and 
coordinating permits and approvals with all required regulatory bodies. 

This representative shall have the authority needed to carry out this function on behalf of the 
Office of the Mayor or other chief regional government official. The Bid Committee shall 
provide written assurances, based on agreements with the mayor's office or a similar 
govenm1ent representative that all permits and approval processes for Tailgate shall receive 
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the highest status of priority and attention. 

In addition, the City Officials who are responsible for permitting and approvals shall provide 
full cooperation with the NFL in finding appropriate and /or alternative methods to permit 
temporary projects.· 

L. Fire Department & Building Department Priority 

The municipality in which Tailgate is located shall, through the Host Committee, provide the 
NFL with assurances that Fire Department personnel and Building Department pers01mel 
shall cooperate with NFL staff and contractors engaged in event planning and implementation, 
and consider NFL requests relating to Tailgate as a top priority. 

M. Permits, Review & Approval Fees 

The municipality in which Tailgate is located shall, through the Host Committee, provide all 
permits and review and approval services at no cost to the NFL for all NFL related facilities. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section JX of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: ------------------------------------

Name: 
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JL NFL HONORS 

A televised event, the NFL salutes its best players and plays with "NFL Honors," a star-studded 
footbaJJ and entertainment event. The two-hour primetime awards special wiii air nationally and 
will feature live performances and player appearances. 

A" Venue 
1. I\1inimum Square footage (Indoor) Dimensions for stage and backstage areas are: 

Tech: 35 x 35 
Green Room: 15 x 35 
Interview, Producer, Teleprompter, etc.: 30 x 35 
Stage: 70'w x 60'd; 
Working Office Space inside Venue: 2650 sq. ft. 

2. Minimum Square footage (outdoor) For Red Carpet- 185' continuous feet. 

3. Lease Exclusivity 
Lease Exclusivity must be the lesee of, and have exclusive control over the site. 

B. Access 

1. Load In/Load Out 
9 days prior to air date and 2-3 days after airdate 

2. Access Control 
The NFL must have the exclusive right to control access to the facility during the 
entire period from set-up through tear down. 

C. Stafrmg 

The NFL must retain the option to use its own staff for its operational requirements, 
rather than existing facility staff. Union contracts in force at the event site are the 
exception, the jurisdictions of which must be disclosed at the time of the Bid. 

D. Security 

The NFL must be permitted to provide security personnel for the event. 
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E. Utilities 

The NFL requires access to ample power (provide minimum of what is needed) and water 
supply for use at the event location. The NFL requires that if temporary installations are 
:necessary to provide utilities, they be implemented at no cost to the NFL. 

F. Communications Requirements 

1. Voice, Data and Internet 
The existing voice and data communications network infrastmctnre (wired and 
wireless) including the use of the facility's Intemet and telephone services will be 
made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs encountered to 
upgrade the facility's infrastructure and services including new or updated switches, 
increasing the number of telephone, data or fiber lines serving the facility, or 
increasing Internet service into the facility, if required, in the NFL's sole discretion, 
to host the Super Bowl, will be provided at no cost to the NFL. No branding related 
to the abovementioned items will be allowed unless approved by the 1\IFL. 

Minimum of 50 megs of bandwidth and prefer 100rnegs. This is for all uses, 
office, media, edit bays, etc. 

2. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The facility must meet the NFL's 2015 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi coverage and 
capacity. The 2015 standard is expected to be carrier and device agnostic 

. infrastructure delivering ubiquitous coverage and capacity for both cellular and Wi-Fi 
networks. The NFL will control the installation of any temporary methods to increase 
cellular and/or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage for Super Bowl and related events, which 
must be provided at no cost to the NFL. As part of the Bid response, the facility 
should submit the details of their cun·ent ·cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including 
current coverage and capacity. 

3. Television/Broadcast Signal Distribution 
The NFL requires the use of the television CATV/IP distribution system and the 
ability to extend the television broadcast signal for the NFL Network and our other 
broadcast partners via cable to support all Super Bowl use areas at no cost to the 
NFL. Such a system may require expansion for additional television monitors at no 
cost to the NFL. The NFL reserves the right to add or replace existing monitors with 
NFL-branded or sponsor-branded monitors atthe NFL's option and expense. 
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G. Food and Beverage 

· The NFL must retain rights to designate the caterers and food and beverage providers and 
to retain 100% of all proceeds from food and beverage concession sales at the event, if 
applicable. If a food and beverage licensee exists on property, the licensee will agree to 
relinquish their license for the duration of the event. NFL requests formal (independent) 
documentation agreeing to these terms [specifically, a letter fi:om concessionaire(s)]. 

H. Merchandise and Sales 

The NFL must retain rights to designate vendors Emd to retain 100% of all proceeds from 
novelty sales at the event. 

I. Signage and Advertising Exclusivity 

1. Exclusivity 
The NFL must have the exclusive and unlimited right to place signage at the site, not 
subject to any limitations on advertising, sponsorships, or other Commercial 
Exploitation throughout the site. The NFL must be granted the right to cover or 
replace all existing billboards or other advertising signage on the (event/program) site 
at its sole discretion. 

Exploitation & Affiliates Rights 
The NFL requires a release of any contractual obligations that may conflict with its 
Commercial Exploitation rights and/or Commercial Affiliates' rights at the site. 

J. Parking 

1. The NFL requires a minimum of 600 parking spaces for staff, media, contractors, and 
guests. 

K. General Liability Insurance 

If not covered by the stadium agreement, the NFL requires that each venue must provide 
a certificate evidencing commercial general liability coverage with a limit of no less than 
twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) indemnifying and naming the NFL, NFL Prope1iies, 
LLC, the Member Clubs, NFL Ventures, Inc., NFL Ventures L.P, NFL International LLC, 
NFL Enterprises LLC, NFL Productions LLC, NFL Foundation, Inc., and each of those 
entities respective affiliates, and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents, 
representatives and employees as additional insureds. 
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The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section X ofthe 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
LA.2.) 

Signature:------------------------

Name: 
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2. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The facility must meet the NFL's 2015 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi coverage 
and capacity. The 2015 standard is expected to be canier and device agnostic 
infrastructure delivering ubiquitous coverage lli"'1d capacity for both cellular and 
Wi-Fi networks. The NFL will control the installation of any temporary methods 
to increase cellular and! or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage for Super Bowl and 
related events, which must be provided at no cost to the NFL. As part of the Bid 
response, the facility should submit the details of their cunent cellular and Wi-Fi 
capabilities including current coverage and capacity. 

3. Television!Broadcast Signal Distribution 
The NFL requires the use of the television CAPTV/IPTV distribution system 
and the ability to extend the television broadcast signal for the NFL Network 
and our other broadcast partners via cable to support all Super Bowl use m:eas 
at no cost to the NFL. Such costs may include, but are not limited to, expansion 
of the current system to allow for additional television monitors at the NFL's 
discretion. The NFL reserves the right to add or replace existing monitors with 
NFL-branded or sponsor-branded monitors at the NFL' s option and expense. 

K Merchandise and Sales 

The NFL must retain rights .to designate vendors and to retain 100% of all proceeds fi"orn 
novelty sales at NFL HOUSE. 

F. Parking 

1. Parking Facilities 
The NFL requires at least 20 parking spaces as close in proximity to NFL HOUSE as 
possible for visitor and staff parking. Staff and co:btractor parking will be provided 
throughout the installation, event, and dismantle periods at no cost to the NFL. 

2. :Metered Parking 
.A_ny curbside/metered parking within the NFL HOUSE perirneter must be secured and 
provided at no cost to the NFL for the period that NFL HOUSE is open to the public. 

G. Operations 

1. Fire Department & Building Department Priority 
The municipality in \Vhich N"'FL HOUSE is located shall, through the Host Commii:tee, 
provide the NFL with assurances that Fire Department personnel and Building 
Department personnel shall cooperate with NFL staff and contractors engaged in 
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X:t NFL HOUSE 

NFL HOUSE is a high-end, exclusive drop-in hospitality facility for our most valued and 
influential guests to meet, unwind, network and conduct business. 

A. Venue 

·NFL HOUSE is looking for a unique space that captures the essence of the local 
environment. The venue should offer a large gathering area that can accommodate 
approximately eight hundred- one thousand (800-1,000) guests. Additional features 
would include a smaller area for private parties of approxin1ately two hundred fifty
three hundred (250-300) people, private meeting spaces and an area for amenities. 

1. Minimum Square footage (Indoor) 
The NFL requires a location with at least fifteen thousand (15,000) square feet. 

2. Lease Exclusivity 
Lease Exclusivity must be the lessee of, and have exclusive control over the site. 

B. Access 

1. Load In/Load Out 
The site must be available for set-up five (5) days prior to opening (approximately 
10 days before Super Bowl Game) and three (3) days after closing for tear-down. 

C. Security 

The NFL must be permitted to provide security personnel for NFL HOUSE. 

D. Communications Requirements 

1. Voice, Data and Internet 
The existing voice and data communications network infrastructure (wired and 
wireless) including the use of the facility's Intemet and telephone services will be 
made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs encountered to 
upgrade the facility's infrastructure and services including new or updated switches, 
increasing the number of telephone, data or fiber lines serving the facility, or 
increasing Intemet service into the facility, if required, in the NFL' s sole discretion, to 
host the Super Bowl, will be provided at no cost to the NFL. No branding related to 
the abovementioned items will be allowed unless approved by the NFL. 
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event plaDiling and implementation, and consider NFL requests relating to Super 
Bowl and its associated events as top priorities. 

2. Permits, Review and Approval Fees ~ 
The municipality in which NFL HOUSE is located shaii, through the Host Committee, 
provide all permits and review and approval services at no cost to the NFL for all 
1-\TFL related facilities. 

H. General Liability Insurance 
If not covered by the stadium agreement, the NFL requires that each venue must provide 
a certificate evidencing commercial general liability coverage with a limit of no less than 
twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) indemnifying and naming the NFL, NFL Properties, 
LLC, the Member Clubs, NFL Ventures, Inc., NFL Ventures L.P, NFL International LLC, 
NFL Enterprises LLC, NFL Productions LLC, NFL Foundation, Inc., and each of those 
entities respective affiliates, and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents, 
representatives and employees as additional insureds. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to ail conditions as outlined in Section XI ofthe 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature:~---------------------------------------------

Name: 
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XII. NFL FRIDAY NIGHT PARTY 

The NFL hosts a party for the NFL 0\vners, NFL Teams, media, sponsors, business partners, 
broadcasters, regional dignitaries, and other Super Bowl guests on the Friday Night before the 
Game. 

A. Venue 

The NFL requires a rent-free venue of its choice at least 75,000 square feet of unobstructed 
space for a party on the Friday prior to the Game to accommodate approximately 1,200-
1,400 guests. Host Commiiiee to provide 3 options. 

B. Access 

The venue must be available on an exclusive basis starting on the Friday, one (1) week prior 
to the Game through the Monday following the Game. 

C. Staffing 

The NFL must retain the option to use its own staff for its operational requirements in place 
of existing facility staff. Union contracts relating to the 1\TFL Friday Night Party site are the 
exception, and must be disclosed at the time of the Bid. 

D. Food & Beverage 

The existing in-house caterer will be used for recoillluended venues in hotels. For proposed 
non-hotel venues, the following conditions apply: 

1. The NFL must retain the right to negotiate the designation of its own caterer and 
provide its own food and non-alcoholic beverage service during the events, with no 
additional service charges or corkage fees. 

2. The venue's kitchen must be available on a non-exclusive, cost free basis three days 
prior to event and on an exclusive basis the day prior and on event day; and 

3. The in-house caterer must release alcoholic beverage rights to the NFL. If this is not 
permitted under law, the in-house caterer must provide alcoholic and non-alcoholic 
beverage service (in accordance with the designated NFL beverage sponsor) to the 
NFL's caterer at cost plus a reasonable management fee to be negotiated between the 
in-house caterer and the NFL caterer. 
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E. Security 

The NFL must be permitted to provide its own contracted security personnel for the NFL 
Super Bowl Party. Any local reinforcement, such as traffic police, to be provided at no cost 
to the NFL -

F. Parking 

Parking and shuttle operation areas for staff, conn-actors, and guests must be provided free of 
charge during the entire period of access, including the event. Any curbside/ metered 
parking within the pelimeter of the NFL Friday Night Party should be secured and provided 
at no cost to the NFL. · 

G. Utilities 
Additional utility power, as deemed necessary by the NFL, must be provided at no cost to the 
NFL. 

H. Communications Requirements 
1. Voice, Data and Internet 

The existing voice and data communications network infrastructure (wired and 
wireless) including the use of the facility's Intemet and telephone services will be 
made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the )'.J-pL. Any costs encountered to 
upgrade the facility's infrastructure and services including new or updated switches, 
increasing the number of telephone, data or fiber lines serving the facility, or 
increasing Internet service into the facility, if required, in the NFL's sole discretion, 
to host 'the NFL Friday Night Party, will be provided at no cost to the NFL. No 
branding related to the abovementioned items will be allowed unless approved by the 
NFL. 

2. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The facility must meet the NFL's 2016-2017 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi 
coverage and capacity. The standard is expected to be carrier and device agnostic 
infrastructure delivering ubiquitous coverage and capacity for both cellular and Wi-Fi 
networks. The NFL will control the installation of any temporary methods to increase 
cellular ancllor Wi-Fi capacity and coverage for Super Bowl and related events, which 
must be provided at no cost to the NFL. As part of the Bid response, the facility 
should submit the details of their current cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including 
culTent coverage and capacity. 

3. Television/Broadcast Signal Distribution 
The NFL requires the use of the television CATV liP distribution system and the 
ability to extend the television broadcast signal for the NFL Network and our other 
broadcast pa1iners via cable to suppo1i all Super Bowl use areas at no cost to the 
NFL. Such a system may require expansion for additional television monitors at no 
cost to the NFL. The NFL reserves the right to add or replace existing monitors with 
NFL-branded or sponsor-branded monitors at the NFL's option and expense. 
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Should the NFL choose to broadcast the event, the facility shall enable the NFL 
and/or N""FL's designated broadcasters and its deisgnees to telecast, radio broadcast or 
otherwise distribute accounts and descriptions of the Events from the Premises, 
including, but not limited to, by providi11g the NFL and its designees with production 
truck and trailer locations that they may require at no cost to the NFL or broadcaster 
and by waiving any origination or other Premises fees that may typically be imposed 
by the facility on a telecaster, broadcaster, distributor or member ofthe media. 

I. Siguage and Advertising Exclusivity 

1. Exclusivity 
The NFL must have the exclusive and unlimited right to place signage at the site, not 
subject to any limitations on advertising, sponsorships, or other Commercial Exploitation 
throughout the site. The NFL must be granted the right to cover or replace all existing 
billboards or other advertising signage at the NFL Friday Night Party site at its sole 
discretion. ' 

2. Exploitation & Affiliates' Rights 
The NFL requires a release of any contractual obligations that may conflict with its 
commercial exploitation rights and/or commercial affiliates' rights. 

J. General Liability Insurance 

The NFL requires that each venue must provide a certificate evidencing commercial general 
liability coverage with a limit of no less than twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) 
indemnifYing and naming the NFL, NFL Properties LLC, the Member Clubs, NFL Ventures, 

. Inc., NFL Ventures L.P, NFL International LLC, NFL Enterprises LLC, NFL Productions · 
LLC, NFL Foundation, Inc., and each of those entities respective affiliates, and their 
respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents, representatives and employees as 
additional insureds. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section XII of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
LA.2.) 

Signature: ------------------------------------

Name: 
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XllJL NFL ON LOCATION 

NFL On Location is the League's official source for business-to-business and fan event 
experiences, hospitality and travel programs. · 

NFL On Location offers complete Super Bowl hospitality programs that include various 
combinations of Game tickets, hotel rooms, Gameday hospitality, and other elements. 

To accommodate up to 15,000 NFL On Location patrons, usable space in and around the 
Stadium is required for Gameday hospitality. Designated space and infrastructure must be 
provided at no cost to the NFL. 

A. Venue 

Usable hospitality space must meet the following requirements: 

1. Minimum Square Footage 
A minimum of225,000 sq. ft. of space in, at, or near the stadium is required to 
·accommodate these Gameday hospitality needs. The NFL must be the lessee of and 
have exclusive control over the site. 

2. Proximity 

a. NFL On Location (hospitality space for 6,000 complete program patrons): Indoor 
(in-stadium or on stadium grounds in tented venues) must be within the 300ft. 
stadium security perimeter. In stadium is prefe1Ted. . 

b. Additional Hospitality Space (hospitality for 9,000 stand-alone patrons): Tented 
or permanent venues located outside the Stadium security perimeter, but no 
further than an unobstructed ~mile walk from the security perimeter. 

3. Usable Space 
Any indoor (in-stadium) space proposed must be provided with electricity, heating or 
cooling systems, sprinkler systems, plumbing, etc., at no cost to the NFL, and 
conform to all occupancy and ADA codes. 

Any outdoor space proposed must be able to accommodate tented structures outfitted 
with sides and floors. Tenting costs will be the expense of the Host Committee. Any 
existing, permanent structure proposed must conform to all occupancy and ADA 
codes, and provided to the NFL at no rental cost. 
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B. Access 

The NFL requires that all NFL On Location Hospitality locations be available for -no less 
than two (2) weeks prior and for one (1) week after the Game. Although NFL On Location 
Hospitality is held the day of the Game, the NFL must have the option to use the site at any 
time during the hold period for other special events. 

C. Staffing 

The NFL must retain the option to use its own staff for its operational requirements in place 
of existing facility staff. Union contracts relating to the NFL On Location site are the 
exception, and must be disclosed at the time of the Bid. 

D. Additional Staffing 

The Host Committee must confirm a minimum of fifty (50) hired staff, for up to 12 hours on 
Gameday and for designated hours (to be determined at a later date) for a number of training 
sessions at no cost to the NFL. 

E. Food and Beverage 

The existing Stadium caterer will be used for pennanent venues within the Stadium walls; 
provided the Stadium caterer must agree to a fair and reasonable pricing structure for services 
provided to NFL On Location. For NFL On Location hospitality events outside of the 
stadium walls, or in non-stadium venues, the NFL must be able to negotiate the designation 
of its own caterer and provide its own food and beverage service (alcoholic and non
alcoholic) distribution. However, stadium caterer will have the opportunity to Bid if desired. 
Where applicable, the in-house caterer must provide alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage 
service to the NFL's caterer at cost. 

F." General Liability Insurance 

The NFL requires that in the utilization of existing venues the facility owners or management 
companies must each provide a certificate evidencing commercial general liability coverage 
with a limit of no less than.twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) indemnifying and naming 
the NFL, NFL Properties LLC, the Member Clubs, NFL Ventures, Inc., NFL Ventures L.P, 
NFL International LLC, NFL Enterprises LLC, NFL Productions LLC, the National Football 
League Foundation, and each of those entities respective affiliates, and their respective 
officers, directors, shareholders, members, partners, agents, representatives and employees as 
additional insureds. 
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G. Merchandise Sales 

The NFL must retain rights to designate vendors and to retain 100% of aU proceeds from 
merchandise sales at NFL On Location venues. 

H. Parking 

Parking for staff, contractors, and guests must be provided at no cost to the NFL during the 
entire period of access, including the event. 

I. Signage and Advertising Exclusivity 

The NFL must have the exclusive and unlimited right to place signage at the site, not subject 
to any limitations on advertising, sponsorship, or other commercial exploitation throughout 
the site. The NFL must be granted the right to cover or replace all existing billboards or 
other advertising signage on the NFL On Location sites at its sole discretion. 

J. Exploitation & Affiliate Rights 

The NFL requires a release of any contractual obligations that may conflict with its 
commercial exploitation rights and/or commercial affiliates' rights. 

K Utilities 

Additional utility power, as deemed necessary by the NFL, must be provided at no cost to the 
NFL. 

L. Communications Requirements 

1. Voice, Data and Internet 
The existing voice and data communications network infrasimcture (wired and 
wireless) including the use ofthe facility's Internet andtelephone services will be 
made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs encountered to 
upgrade the facility's infi_-astructure and services including new or updated switches, 
increasing the number of telephone, data or fiber lines serving the facility, or 
increasing Internet service into the facility, if required, will be provided at no cost to 
the NFL. No branding related to the abovementioned items will be allowed unless 
approved bythe NFL. 
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2. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The facilit-y must meet the NFL' s 2016-17 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi coverage 
and capacity. The standard is expected to be carrier and device agnostic 
infrastructure delivering ubiquitous coverage and capacity for both cellular and Wi-Fi 
networks. The NFL will control the installation of any temporary methods to increase 
cellular and/or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage for Super Bowl and related events, which 
must be provided at no cost to the NFL. As part of the Bid response, the facility 
should submit the details of their current cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including 
current coverage and capacity. 

3. Television/Broadcast Signal Distribution _ 
The NFL requires the use of the television CATV liP distribution system and the 
ability to extend the television broadcast signal for the NFL Network and our other 
broadcast partners yia cable to support all Super Bowl use areas at no cost to the 
NFL. Such a system may require expansion for additional television monitors at no 
cost to the NFL. The NFL reserves the right to add or replace existing monitors with 
NFL-branded or sponsor-branded monitors at the NFL's option and expense. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section Xlli of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: -----------------------------------------

Name: 
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XIV. MEDIA CENTER & ADDITIONAL FACILITIES 

The NFL requires a number of additional facilities to support Super Bowl, as well as to stage a 
variety of additional Super Bowl-related events during the week leading up to the Game. 

A. Media Center 

An attractive, comfortable, and secure Media Center will help to generate positive news 
stories that position the host community as a world-class host to the !:)uper Bowl. Media 
Centers for previous Super Bowl events have been housed in hotels, convention centers, 
entertainment facilities, and installed in unusual locations such as the atrium of a major office 
complex. 

The ideal Media Center will feature the space requrrements as listed below: 

1. Lease 
The Media Center facility will begin operation on the Sunday one week prior to Super 
Bowl Gameday and must be available at least five days prior to opening for 
installation, through the Wednesday following Gameday for dismantle. T11e facility 
must be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

2. Space & Power Requirements 
A minimum of 80,000 gross square feet of contiguous space is required as outlined 
below to include all electrical power at no cost to the NFL: 

a. At least 25,000 square feet with space to accommodate up to two hundred 
(200) work positions, and separate communication areas for fax machines, 
copy machines, Internet access, and telephones. This area will require 200 
amps of power, at no cost to the NFL, for general office use to support 
computers, lamps, and televisions. 

b. At least 5,000 square feet for NFL offices and NFL Network offices that must 
be located immediately adjacent to the Media Center workroom. Ibis space 
will require 1 00 amps of power (at no cost to the NFL) for general office use 
to support computers, lamps, and televisions. 

c. At least 20,000 square feet of adjacent area space for reception and 
information areas. This area will require 300 amps of power (at no costto the 
NFL) for general office use to support high speed copiers, computers, lamps, 
and televisions. 

d. At least 5,000 square feet for the hospitality lounge_ This space will require 
100 amps of power (at no cost to the NFL) to support games, vending food 
services and large screen, high-definition televisions. 

e. At least 25,000 square feet for live radio and NFL Network broadca$tS. The 
live radio ar~a, which consists of remote locations for approximately 100 
different stations, will requrre 200 amps of power (at no cost to the NFL). 
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The NFL Network space will require 200 amps/3 phase service of power (at 
no cost to the NFL) and we will position approximately 8-10 large screen hlgh 
defmition televisions in this area. 

f. On-site parking for approximately three hundred (3 00) NFL fleet & staff 
vehicles will be provided at no cost to the NFL. Parking for service vehicles 
(i.e., media trucks, moving vans, delivery vehicles, etc.) will be free of charge. 
If on-site parking is not available, nearby parking must be provided by the 
Host Committee at no cost to the NFL; and any curb side street parking (meter 
parking) that is near the Media Center will be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

3. Media Credential Center 
At least 5,000 square feet is required for a media credential center. This space will 
require 1 00 amps of power at no cost to the NFL to support computers, printers, 
photo identification processing equipment, and televisions. 

4. Press Conference Rooms 
The facility must include a total of at least 15,000 square feet of ballroom space in 3 
individual rooms for major press conferences and events. Seating and power 
requirements, which must be accommodated at no cost to the NFL, include: 

a. Large Press Conference- Seating layout for approximately 500-600 people. 
Room requires 125 amps/3 phase service of power. 

b. Medium Press Conference- Seating layout for approximately 200 people. 
Room requires eight (8) 20A electrical circuits to power video equipment 
including television monitors. 

c. Small Press Conference - Seating layout for approximately 100 people. 

5. Decor 

Room requires eight (8) 20A electrical circuits to power video equipment 
including television monitors. 

Installation of the NFL's decor program must be provided at no cost to the NFL. In 
addition, if any lighting is required it will be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

6. Shipping & Receiving 
All shipping, receiving, and storage services must be provided at no cost to the NFL. 

7. Office Space 
Fifteen (15) separate office spaces that are proximate to the Media Center workroom. 
These offices can be located on another floor, and may range in size from between 
800 square feet to 1 ,500 square feet. Each room will require approximately 50 amps 
of power forgeneral office work, computers, and television monitors. Starting 
January 91

\ three (3) office spaces to be made available at no cost to the NFL (to 
accommodate telecommunication and accreditation staff early arrival). 

8. Power, Communications & Television Services 
The existing telecommunications and television infi"astructure at the Media Center will 
be made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. The Media Center 
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1. Lease Term 
The facility should be provided to the NFL rent-free with access for set-up beginning 
25 days prior to the Game through tile dismantle period ending 4 days after the Game. 
The space will need to be accessible to the NFL at all times of the lease term. 

2. Space and Utility Requirements 
T11e facility should consist of approximately 9,000 square feet of usable space with 
adequate power for thirty (30) desktop computers, two (2) copiers, and two (2) fax 
machines. This would consist of a minimum of 100 amp 120/208 volt, 3 phase 
window panel. The NFL will require the ability to install a minimum of six ( 6) phone 
lines, high speed Internet service, and dedicated high speed data circuits. Space must 
be climate controlled, and include sufficient restroom facilities and numing water for 
a staff of fifty people; The staffrestrooms must be separate from and in addition to 
publically accessible restrooms for people pickn1g up credentials. 

a. Communications Requirements Voice, Data and Internet 
The existing voice and data communications network infrastructure (wired 
and wireless) including the use ofthe facility's Internet and telephone services 
will be made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs 
encountered to upgrade the facility's infrastructure and services n1cluding new 
or updated switches, mcreasing the nun1ber of telephone, data or fiber lines 
serving the facility, or increasing Internet service into the facility, if required, 
in the NFL's sole discretion, to host the Super Bowl, will be provided at no 
cost to the NFL. No branding related to the abovementioned items will be 
allowed unless approved by the NFL. 

b. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The facility must meet the NFL's 2016-17 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi 
coverage and capacity. The standard is expected to be carrier and device 
agnostic infrastructure delivering ubiquitous coverage and capacity for both 
cellular and Wi-Fi networks. The NFL will control the installation of any 
temporary methods to mcrease cellular and/or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage 
for Super Bowl and related events, which must be provided at no cost to the 
NFL. As part of the Bid response, the facility should submit the details of 
their current cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including current coverage and 
capacity. 

c. Television/Broadcast Signal Distribution 
The NFL requires the use ofthe television CATV liP distribution system and 
the ability to extend the television broadcast signal for the NFL Network and 
our other broadcast partners via cable to support all Super Bowl use areas at 
no cost to the NFL. Such a system may require expansion for additional 
television monitors at no cost to the NFL. The NFL reserves the right to add 
or replace existmg monitors with NFL-branded or sponsor-branded monitors 
at the NFL's option and expense. 
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This representative shall have the authority needed to carry out this function on behalf 
of the Office of the Mayor or other chief regional government official. The Bid 
Committee shall provide written assurances, based on agreements with the mayor's 
office or a similar government representative that all pem1its and approval processes 
for the Media Center shall receive the highest status of priority and attention. 

In addition, the City Officials who are responsible for permitting and approvals shall 
provide full cooperation with the NFL in finding appropriate and /or alternative 
methods to permit temporary projects. 

14. Fire Depatiment & Building Department Priority 
The municipality in which the Media Center is located shall, through the Host 
Committee, provide the NFL with assurances that Fire Department persmmel and 
Building Department personnel shall cooperate with NFL staff and contractors 
engaged in event planning and implementation, and consider NFL requests relating to 
the Media Center as a top priority. 

15. Permits, Review and Approval Fees 
The municipality in which the Media Center is located shall, through the Host 
Committee, provide all permits and review and approval services at no cost to the 
NFL for all NFL related facilities. 

B. Accreditation Center 

The NFL requires a suitable facility to serve as the Super Bowl Accreditation Center with 
any rental costs paid by the Host Committee. The Host Committee is responsible for 
providing a facility that in the NFL's sole discretion meets the specifications detailed 
below. The bid response should identify a minimum of three (3) recommendations that 
meet these specifications. If at any point during the Super Bowl planning process the 
NFL determines that the recommended facilities do not adhere to these requirements, the 
NFL may request that the Host Committee identify additional options. The NFL reserves 
the right to select their preferred facility. The selection of a facility beyond those 
recommended by the Bid Committee and/or Host Committee will not eliminate the Host 
Conm1ittee' s responsibility to provide the facility at no rental cost to the NFL. 

The Accreditation Center is ideally located within walking distance to the Stadium, and 
may be located in a street-level office space, vacant retail location,_ or other suitable 
facility. TI1e site must be clean, lockable, in move-in condition, and must conform to all 
building codes. Any proposed facility must have a valid certificate of occupancy, or 
prepared for a temporary certificate of occupancy at the expense of the Host Committee. 
Though not required, it is preferred that Gameday Staff Check In be located in the same 
venue or adjacent to the Accreditation Center. 
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location will require a minimum of 500 phone lines, up to 1GB of high-speed 
bandwidth for Internet access including 802.11x Wi-Fi service or equivalent, cable TV 
dish·ibution for up to 50 televisions and sufficient power to provide a minimum service 
indicated in Section ill.E.l. The NFL will require exclusive use of the Media Center 
facility computer/Internet and telephone infrastructure, including access to all 
communication equipment rooms/closets. The NFL will also install private data 
circuits linking our headquarters and other remote venues into the Media Center and 
Media Credential Center. Any service upgrade to enable the facility to meet these 
minimum requirements will be provided at no cost to the NFL, and the facility will 
waive any applicable telephone, computer, and Internet installation and wiring 
surcharges. In addition, the facility will waive any individual per use charge to the 
media, the NFL and the NFL's business partners. The Bid should define all service 
providers and costs for telephone service, Internet access, and Wi-Fi service. The 
NFL will work directly with the NFL's exclusive sponsors or vendors and/or the local 
phone service provider to install the necessary phone lines and data circuits in the 
facility. The Media Center facility will be required to extend the phone lines from the 
local phone service provider at no cost to the NFL. The NFL will be responsible for 
facility labor and material to extend the phone lines, with any per line charge from the 
facility or other entity will be waived. Television and print media may require 
additional communication services, such as ISDN or DSL or equivalent technology for 
broadcasting and these services are to be provided at reasonable and/or customary 
rates equivalent to Local Exchange Carrier monthly charges. Facilities for these 
services are separate from the NFL requirements listed above. Phone Lines and high 
speed bandwidth for Intemet access and service are to be provided at no cost to the 
NFL and Media Outlets. 

I. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The facility must meet the NFL's 2016-2017 standards for cellular and Wi-Fi 
coverage and capacity. The standard is expected to be carrier and device 
agnostic infrastructure delivering ubiquitous coverage and capacity for both 
cellular and Wi-Fi networks. The NFL will control the installation of any 
temporary methods to increase cellular and/or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage for 
Super Bowl and related events, which must be provided at no cost to the NFL. 
As part of the Bid response, the facility should submit the details of their 
current cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including current coverage and capacity. 

2. TelevisionJBroadcast Signal Distribution 
The NFL requires the use ofthe television CATV/IP distribution system and 
the ability to extend the television broadcast signal for the NFL Network and 
our other broadcast partners via cable to support all Super Bowl use areas at no 
cost to the'NFL. Such a system may require expansion for additional 
television monitors at no cost to the NFL. The NFL reserves the right to add or 
replace existing monitors with NFL-bra11ded or sponsor-branded monitors at 

, the NFL's option and expense. 
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9. Primary Tenant 
The NFL shall be deemed the primary tenant of the Media Center host facility during 
Super Bowl Week. The facility shall maintain one entrance exclusively for Super 
Bowl media, and shall permit only Super Bowl decor and signage on the public 
interior spaces and on the exterior of the building. In addition, the NFL shall have the 
right to cover existing signage and display logos with signage and products 
representing all League business partners in the venue during the event. Other tenants 
can be pursued for Super Bowl Week only with the approval of the NFL. 

10. Exclusivity 
The NFL must be granted exclusive rights for the sale of merchandise at the Media 
Center location. 

11. Sponsor-Provided Products 
The NFL frequently receives products as partial payment-in-kind for a sponsor's 
participation in the Super Bowl. The Media Center venue must agree to accept food 
and beverage products arranged by, and at the choice of the NFL, in the media lounge, 
press conference areas, and other working spaces throughout the lease term without 
any financial or other obligation (i.e., no corkage, service or delivery charge). 

12. General Liability Coverage 
The NFL requires that each venue must provide a certificate evidencing commercial 
general liability coverage with a limit of no less than twenty million dollars 
($20,000,000) indemnifYing and naming the League, NFLP, the Member Clubs, NFL 
Ventures, Inc., NFL Ventures L.P, NFL International LLC, NFL Enterprises LLC, 
NFL Productions LLC, NFL Foundation, Inc., PLP Ventures Inc. and each of those 
entities respective affiliates, and their respective officers, directors, agents, 
shareholders, employees, sponsors and licensees as additional insureds. 

Such policy will be provided by insurers rated A.M., A-VII or better and must contain 
express conditions that: 1) NFL be given written notice within thirty (30) days of any 
modification or termination of any program of insurance, and 2) Insurance providers 
agree to waive any rights of subrogation they may have against the NFL. Such 
insurance will be primary and the NFL' s insurance, if any will be non-contributory 
and excess. 

13. Permit & Approval Priority 
The municipality in which the Media Center is located shall, tlu·ough the Host 
Committee, provide the NFL with a single high level representative from the 
appropriate governmental agency or department who will assume primary 
responsibility for managing, expediting, and coordinating permits and approvals with 
all required regulatory bodies. 
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3. Parking 
Facility must have free on-site parking available to accommodate a minimum of 
one hundred and fifty (150) cars during hours of operation. 

4. Sponsor Donated Prod nets 
The NFL frequently receives products as partial payment-in-kind for a sponsor's 
participation in the Super Bowl. The Concessionaire must agree to accept food and 
beverage products ananged by, and at the choice of the NFL without any fmancial 
or other obligation (i.e. no corkage, service, ox delivery charges). 

5. Permit & Approval Priority 
The municipality in which the Accreditation Center is located shall, through the 
Host Committee, provide the NFL with a single high level representative from 'the 
appropriate governmental agency or department who will assume primary 
responsibility for managing, expediting, and coordinating permits and approvals 
with all required regulatory bodies. 

This representative shall have the authority needed to carry out this function on 
behalf ofthe Office ofthe Mayor or other chief regional government official. The 
Bid Committee shaH provide written assurances, based on agreements with the 
mayor's office or a similar government representative that ail permits and approval 
processes for the Accreditation Center shaH receive the highest status of priority 
and attention. 

In addition, the City Officials who are responsible for permitting and approvals 
shall provide full cooperation with the NFL in finding appropriate and /or 
alternative methods to permit temporat-y projects. 

6. Fire Department & Building.Department Priority 
The municipality in which the Accreditation Center is located shall, through the 
Host Committee, provide the NFL with assurances that Fire Department personnel 

- and Building Department personnel shall cooperate with NFL staff and contractors 
engaged in event planning and implementation, and consider NFL requests relating 
to the Accreditation Center as a top priority. 

7. Permits, Review and Approval Fees 
The municipality in which the Accreditation Center is located shall, through the 
Host Committee, provide all permits and review and approval services at no cost to 
the NFL for all NFL related facilities. 

C. Gameday Staff Check-In 

The Bid Committee must identifY any arena, amphitheater, racetrack, hotel, convention 
center space, government facility or similar indoor sports or entertainment venue( s) 
within five (5) miles from the stadium for the NFL to consider for Gameday Staff Check 
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In. The NFL reserves the right to select their preferred facility, with any rental costs paid 
for by the Host Committee. Though not required, it is preferred that Gameday Staff 
Check In be located in the same venue or adjacent to the Accreditation Center. The bid 
response should identify a minimum of two (2) recommendations that meet the following 
requirements. 

1. Lease Term 
The space should be provided to the NFL rent free with access for set up starting ten 
(10) days prior to Gameday and three (3) days after Gameday for load out. Acces.s 
must be made available to the site twenty-four (24) hours/day during entire lease term. 

2. Space and Utility Requirements 
A permanent building with a minimum of fifty thousand contiguous net square feet is 
required, and sixty-five thousand square feet is preferred. If a permanent building is 
not available then the site must have the space to accommodate the installation of a 
temporary structure ofthirty-five thousand (35,000) contiguous net square feet with 
lights and power. A temporary wood floor would be requir.ed if there is not an 
existing hard surface. Electrical power requirements consist of 100 amp 3 phase 480 
volt spare breaker or 200 amp 3 phase 120/208 volt spare breaker. If power is not 
available at the facility, then temporary generated power must be provided at no cost 
to !the NFL. The generator will need to be parked outdoors with reasonable cable 
access to the interior check in space. 

3. Communications Requirements 
a. Voice, Data and Internet 

The existing voice and data communications network infrastructure (wired 
and wireless) including the use of the facility's Internet and telephone services 
will be made available for use by the NFL, at no cost to the NFL. Any costs 
encountered to upgrade the facility's infrastructure and services including new 
or updated switches, increasing the number of telephone, data or fiber lines 
serving the facility, or increasing Internet service into the facility, if required, 
in the NFL's sole discretion, to host the Super Bowl, will be provided at no 
cost to the NFL. No branding related to the abovementioned items will be 
allowed unless approved by the NFL. 

b. Cellular & Wi-Fi Coverage & Capacity 
The facility must meet the NFL' s 2016-17 standards for cellular and Wi -Fi 
coverage and capacity. The standard is expected to be carrier and device 
agnostic infrastructure delivering ubiquitous coverage and capacity for both 
cellular and Wi-Fi networks. The NFL will control the installation of any 
temporary methods to increase cellular and/or Wi-Fi capacity and coverage 
for Super Bowl and related events, which must be provided at no cost to the 
NFL. As part of the Bid response, the facility should submit the details of 
their current cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including current coverage and 
capacity. · 
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c. Television/Broadcast Signal Distribution 
The NFL requires the use of the television CATV liP distribution system and 
the ability to extend the television broadcast signal for the NFL Network and 
our other broadcast partners via cable to support all Super Bowl use areas at 
no cost to the NFL. Such a system may require expansion for additional 
television monitors at no cost to the NFL. The NFL reserves the right to add 
or replace existing monitors with NFL-branded or sponsor-branded monitors 
at the NFL' s option and expense. 

4. Parking/Shuttle Staging 
The facility must have free car parking for five thousand (5,000) spaces in a garage 
and/or surface parking lots. Parking must be adjacent to existing building or tent 
check in location. In addition, there must be five thousand (5,000) square feet of hard 
surface available for bus staging and loading zone. 

D. Golf Courses 

The NFL requires the reservation of three (3) top quality 18-hole golf courses, at the same 
site or in close proximity to one another, for use by the NFL Foundation Golf Classic, 
scheduled for the Saturday prior to the Game. Greens and cart fees at these three courses 
must be waived, or otherwise provided at no cost to the NFL. For deep winter locations, the 
NFL reserves the right to stage this event in the summer or fall of the regular season 
preceding the applicable Super Bowl. 

The NFL requires the reservation of one (1) top quaEty 18-hole golf course, for use by the 
NFL, to host a NFL Network golf event in early March following the Super BowL 

E. Bowling Lanes 

The NFL requires the resen,ation of up to two (2) top quality bowling venues at no rental 
cost for use by NFL Foundation for hosting the NFL Foundation Super Bowl Celebrity 
Bowling Classic events on the Wednesday and/or Thursday evening before the Game. 

F. Rehearsal Practice Fields 

The Bid Committee must reserve two (2) practice fields for use on a periodic basis for pre
game and half-time show rehearsals. A nearby indoor facility must be reserved and 
identified for use in inclement weather, and in regions where the average Game Week 
temperature is below 50-d.egrees. The practice fields and the indoor facility must be 
provided at no cost to the NFL. The sites must also be able to provide no-cost securable 
storage for props, costumes, and sets. The sites should not be adjacent to Super Bowl team 
practice facilities. 
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a. Venue Access 
TI1e sites must be available for the three weeks preceding the Game for rehearsals. 

b. Additional Venue Usage 
The rehearsal sites must be available in October and November preceding the Game 
for auditioning performers. 

G. Convention Centers, Arenas and Concert Sites 

All convention centers, arenas, and concert sites in the Host Community with one thousand 
(1, 000) or more seats, and outdoor parks and other facilities that can accommodate major 
public events, must be reserved until September 1 of the year prior to the Designated Super 
Bowl, for potential events during the week leading up to the Game, including, but not limited 
to a Super Bowl Concert Series and NFL-sponsored entertainment and sporting events. 

1. VenueHold 
The NFL must be able to assign, lease or release each reserved site (without any 
financial obligation) up through September 1st prior to the Game. 

2. Notification of Public Events 
The NFL must be consulted regarding any potential events to be held during the 
Super Bowl Period at listed sites or at public areas operated by a governmental entity 
upon which tenting may be placed. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section XIV of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: ------------------------------------

Name: 
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XV" HOST COMMITTEE 

A. Establishment of Host Committee 

The NFL requires the establishment of a local Host Committee consisting of, but not limited 
to influential local business leaders, senior local government representatives, local 
Convention and Visitors Bureau personnel, local host team personnel, and local Stadium 
ownership. 

B. Super Bowl Legacies Program 

The NFL will require the Host Committee to develop and coordinate a fonnal plan describing 
municipal, regional and state projects and initiatives that will be undertaken in preparation 
for Super Bowl Land LI. In this regard, the Bid Committee and local govemments should 
describe what infrastructure and quality-of-life legacies it will propose to fund and undertake 
in advance of Super Bowl (e.g., highway and street improvements, beautification programs, 
permanent way-finding signage installation, park improvements, establishment of a 
community clean-ups corps). The appointment of a Super Bowl Legacies Committee is 
strongly encouraged once the Super Bowl is awarded to develop and manage these important 
contributions to the community. 

C. Performance Bond 

<> Jbe NFL requires the Host Committee to deliver to the NFL a payment and 
performance bond or letter of credit issued by a surety company authorized to do 
business in the Community in the amount of the greater of the following: the amount 
ofthe portion of the Host Committee's budget allocated to the paying expenses on the 
NFL's behalf plus all reimbursement due to the NFL :fi·om the Host Committee on 
NFL-bome expenses plus any sales tax obligations on Game tickets, borne by the 
Host Committee pursuant to the Bid, or 

o Thirty Million dollars ($30,000,000) 

The bond must be valid through the tenn concluding six months following the Super Bowl 
and in a fonn approved in writing by the NFL. 

D. Social Media and Communications Technology 

a. Use of Social Media and Communications Technology 
To ensure consistency in the use of social medja and digital media across vmious 
channels, the NFL reserves the right to approve any/all plans for the Host 
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Committee's use of fan/public facing social media, digital media, mobile 
applications, websites, and related communications technology. The Host 
Committee should develop a plan for the use of social media and related 
technology that will be reviewed with the NFL. 

b. Social Media Monitoring and Response Center 
The Host Committee will staff and operate a Social Media Monitoring and 
Response Center (the "SMMRC") that will utilize social media to enhance the 
level of customer service provided to fans in the Super Bowl region: The 
SMRRC will be operational for up to fifteen days prior to Gameday and at least 
two days following the game. Operating plans for the S:MRRC will be developed 
in collaboration between the NFL and Host Committee, with all aspects subject to 
final approval by the NFL. At the NFL's discretion, this function may be 
incorporated into a broader, fan facing, social media activation venue. The 
location must be approved by the NFL and provided at no cost to the NFL. 

c. Internet Domain Names 
The NFL requires the Bid Committee to register Internet domain names no later 
than the time the Bid is submitted to protect potential designations, using the 
extensions org, net, and com. 

K Cable Channel Access 

The NFL requires the Host Committee to obtain a commitment by local cable operators to 
provide the NFL Network or another channel of the NFL's choosing, with access to hotels 
for Super Bowl. 

F. Host Committee Events 

The NFL will have fmal approval over all Host Committee events, including the 
programming and promotion thereof, as well as operating hours, location, and business plan. 
Local Super Bowl-themed quality-of-life programs will be strongly encouraged. The staging 
of public events by the Host Committee, if any, must be undertaken with the approval of the 
NFL, which may be withheld at its sole discretion. 

G. Business Connect- Diversity. Development. Opportunity. 

The NFL requires the Host Committee establish a minority and women-owned business 
development program to support the NFL's goal of preparing local minority and women
owned business entities ("MWBEs") for consideration for Super Bowl business opportunities. 
The Host Committee is required to hire a full-time staff member to work closely with the 
NFL's Director of Events Business Development on the planning, implementation, and 
oversight of the NFL Business Connect program. The Host Committee will host, manage, 
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and maintain an on-line database of certified MWBEs in the local community qualified to 
work with the NFL, NFL contractors, and the Host Committee and wili work closely with the 
Director ofEvents Business Development on the planning and execution of the business 
development component of the NFL Business Connect program, including the Playbook 
Workshop Series and the Business Leadership Forum. The Host Committee is responsible 
for the budget for the entire Business Connect program, including the Playbook Workshop 
Series and Business Leadership Forum. The Host Committee will be required to submit a 
comprehensive Business Connect Report, which will be created with the NFL's Director of 
Events Business Development, within 30 days of the Super Bowl game to evaluate the 
impact of the program. 

H. Environmental Program 

As part of the positive legacy of Super Bowl L and LI, the NFL requires that a member of the 
Host Committee staff be responsible, as part of his/her job responsibilities, for active 
involvement and participation in the planning and implementation of the Super Bowl 
Environmental Program. This staff person will work closely with the NFL's Environmental 
Program Director to implement sound environmental procedures, including, but not limited to, 
maximizing landfill diversion through recycling, donation of (extra) prepared food from 
events, recovery and donation of construction and decor materials from Super Bowl event 
venues, coiiection of books and sports equipment for local children in need, renewable energy. 
offsets to mitigate the greenhouse gas impact of Super Bowl activities, urban forestry projects 
(part of the Super Bowl legacy), l.ntegration ofbiofuels where available and other appropriate 
strategies. The Host Committee will be required to submit a comprehensive Environmental 
Program report vyithin thirty (30) days of the Super Bowl to allow the NFL to evaluate the 
impact of the Environmental Program. · 

I. Welcome Signage 

The NFL requires the Bid Committee assist in the procurement of outdoor advertising and 
decor in various locations that welcome Super Bowl and incoming fans to the community. 

1. Billboards 
The Bid Committee must reserve a minimum of twenty (20) biiiboards in NFL 
designated areas in the community (including the vicinities of the Stadium, NFL 
headquarters hotel, team hotels, practice sites, and airports) at no cost to the NFL. 
Two of the 20 billboards need to be made available from September preceding the 
Super Bowl through the day following the game. [See Section VIII.M.4. for 
additional requirements on the location of billboards] Billboards from January 1 -
Post Game. First installation at no cost to the NFL, any additional vinyl changes at 
cost. These billboards may or may not include Super Bowl sponsor messaging in 
addition to welcome messages. Additional billboards not contracted by the HC or 
NFL within the Stadium vicinity should be reserved for purchase or first right of 
refusal by NFL sponsors at the standard rate card with no mark-up. 
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2. Airpoli Banners 
The Bid Committee must reserve standard banner locations in airport terrninal(s) and 
on approach roads for NFL use, at no cost to the NFL. The Host Committee is to 
commit a minimum of $60,000 to overall Airport Decor Program. Additional airport 
advertising locations, such as electronic, backlit, and other signage, must be reserved 
and made available for NFL use, at no cost. 

3. Mass Transportation Signage & Promotion 
The Bid Committee must obtain commitments to ali ow the NFL to place welcoming 
signage on mass transportation vehicles and station stops, and on passenger and 
commuter rail rolling stock and stations at no cost to the NFL. The local mass 
trat1sportation system must participate in a cross-promotion with the NFL during the 
NFL season leading up to the Super Bowl to enyourage ridership and attendance at 
NFL Experience. 

· J. Street Banner & Decor Program 

The Host Committee, in conjunction with the NFL, is required to undertake an area-wide 
street banner program, consisting of at least two thousand (2,000) banner locations hung at 
the airport(s), Stadium area, downtown(s), and in high traffic areas, etc. 

1. · Design and Installation 
The NFL will design and print all street pole banners, which will be installed by the 
city no later than the frrst week of January prior to Super BowL The Bid Commiliee 
will ensure that the street pole banners will be permitted to include NFL trademarks 
(including, but not limited to, the NFL Shield and Super Bowl logo), as well as 
branding and identification of NFL sponsors, as determined by the NFL. 

2. LocationB 
The Host Committee must work with local cities/counties to identify, permit and 
reserve street pole banner placement. Banner installation and de-installation will be 
provided at no cost to the NFL. 

3. Additional Decor Elements 
The Bid Committee must obtain other commitments from local govenunents, 
building ovmers, and other stakeholders to allow the NFL to decorate their facilities 
with welcoming signage and/or night-time lighting at no cost to the NFL. The NFL 
will have fmal approval over the design of all such signage and/or lighting. 

In addition, no other entity shall be permitted to do decor or building wraps on NFL
designated buildings (i.e. hotels, team facilities, media center) without the prior 
written approval of the NFL (See Section VI.A., which describes the Clean Zone 
ordinance). Buildings to provide space for decor at no additional fee. 
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K. Temporary Seating 

The Host Cori:Jmittee will be fmancially responsible for any costs associated with compliance 
with the requirements in section I.A.2 regarding temporary seating. Any fmancial 
responsibilities agreed to by the host Club or Stadium must be guaranteed by the Host 
Committee. (See I:A.2 for more detail) 

L. Temporary Construction 

The NFL shall be responsible for managing temporary construction, including tent structures 
and additional seating at the Stadium and the venues of the Official Events. The NFL shall 
be responsible for the procurement, management and operations of all temporary facilities 
needed for the Super Bowl, the costs for which wi1l be assumed as defined throughout the 
Super Bowl L and LI Bid Specifications. 

M. Inclement Weather Planning 

The Host Committee will be financially responsible for any costs associated with compliance 
with any/all inclement weather planning and implementation requirements in this document. 
(See Section VI.L for more detail) 

Note: Define how the 10 year average is calculated in the response questionnaire. 

N. Public Safety Costs 

The Host Committee will be financially responsible for any costs associated with compliance 
with the requirements for public safety indicated in this document. (See Section VI.C for 
more detail) 

0. NFL Right to Alter Aspects ofthe Bid 

The actual award of Super Bowl L and LI does not constitute the wholesale acceptance of 
every aspect of a Bid. The NFL retains the right to adjust or alter the selection of hotels; 
Official Event venues, and reconnnendations made by the Bid Committee. In instances 
where changes are made, the Host Committee will be responsible for only the financial 
impact anticipated by the Bid as it was accepted by the NFL Owners (Le., if additional costs 
are incmred as a result of the NFL's alterations to the accepted Bid, the incremental cost will 
be paid by the NFL). No representations or commitments should be made by the Bid 
Committee or Host Committee to any third party on behalf of the NFL, whether or not 
contained in the Bid, without the express written consent of the National Football League. 
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P. Risk Management Function 

Each Host Committee must implement formal Risk Management procedures to support the 
financial and operational objectives of the Host Committee. In addition to managing all 
insurance requirements, the Risk Management Function will assess significant operational 
risks and identifY mitigation plans to address them. The Risk Management function will be 
responsible for continuously monitoring the status of mitigation plans, and report regularly 
with the NFL' s Event Management team. 

Q. Additional Planning Elements (Optional) 

a. Media Party- A party hosted and funded by Host Committee to entertain local and 
national media, typically held the Tuesday before Gameday. 

b. Familiarization Trip- A F AM trip is traditionally hosted by the host committee in the 
Fall 16 months prior to the Super Bowl. The Host Committee would be responsible for 
all travel expenses and development of the three day FAM for the NFL, Sponsors, 
Broadcasters and other partners. Approximately 180 people. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section XV ofthe 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications. YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: -----------------------------------------

Name: 
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XVI" SUPER BOWL LEGACY GRANT 

A. NFL Super Bowl Legacy Grant- A Major Grant Initiative 

The NFL intends to leave a legacy to youth in the Super Bowl Host Community via the NFL 
Super Bowl Legacy Grant initiative. The NFL will make commercially reasonable efforts to 
donate a total of one million dollars ($1,000,000) in cash tbrough an RFP & selection process 
among invited non-profit youth service providers (as well as existing NFL Youth Education 
Towns) in the Host Community leading up to the start of the football season each Super Bowl 
year/. 

Super Bowl Legacy Grant(s) will be announced and presented by the National Football 
League Foundation (the league's charitable organization) during Super Bowl Week. At its 
option and discretion, the NFL FoUJ.1dation may elect to provide this total level of funding to a 
singular non-profit youth serving organization in the Host Community or designate this gift to 
multiple non-profit recipients for maximized community impact. Grant recipient 
organizations are required to report back to the NFL Foundation on the use of Super Bowl 
Legacy Grant funds. . 

The contributions will be used at the NFL Foundation's sole discretion and may focus on 
youth football field refurbishment projects, capital improvements, youth football suppmi and 
development initiatives and/or and impactful youth health & wellness program campaigns in 
conjunction with the NFL team(s) in any Super Bowl market 

1. Matching Funds 
The NFL requires the Host Committee to raise funds to match or exceed the one 
million dollar ($1,000,000) NFL Super Bowl Legacy Grant,. The contributions 
will be used at the NFL Foundation's sole discretion, but may include for 
pmposes of ex:ample, youth football field refurbishment projects, capital 
improvements, youth football suppmi and development, and impactful youth 
health & wellness program campaigns in conjunction with the NFL team and the 
Super Bowl Host Committee that is making the donation. The resulting 
combined two million dollar ($2,000,000) gift will be adm:iJ1istered to grantees 
tbrough an NFL Foundation award selection process. 

2. Fundraising Coordination 
The NFL will require the Host Committee to coordinate with local non-profit 
organizations, school districts and any other appropriate government agencies to 
access resources that can contribute to the initial matching funds as well as 
program development. 
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3. Operating Plan & Managing Agents 
Except as otherwise described herein, the NFL and the NFL Foundation will not 
assume any role for long-term governance or partner with any local managing 
agents in relation to these one-time gifts. 

4. Grant Advisory Board 
The NFL may require the Host Committee to convene an NFL Super Bowl 
Legacy Grant Advisory Board that will consist of no more than seven members -
includmg representation by the NFL Foundation and the local member 
professional football club -to discuss grant criteria, oversee the RFP grant 
distribution process, review grant applications, select award winners and plan and 
execute the Super Bowl Legacy Grant Initiative press conference and award 
presentation. 

5. Legacy Grant Award Press Conference 
The NFL Foundation and the NFL Super Bowl Legacy Grant Advisory Board, 
Host Committee, and NFL member club will jointly participate in identifying a 
site for the culminating press conference and award presentation to take place 
during Super Bowl. Week, typically on the Thursday before the Game. 

B. NFL Commm;tity Outreach and Super Bowl Fundraising Events 

Each year, the NFL hosts numerous community events in the Host Community during Super 
Bowl week, including fundraising events for the NFL FolliJ.dation. Such fundraising events 
include a Celebrity Golf Classic which typically is held on the Friday or Saturday prior to the 
Game, and a Super Bowl Celebrity Bowling Classic which generally is held on Wednesday or 
Saturday (or both) during Super Bowl Week. Host Committee commitments have included 
venue rental fees for two (2) 18-hole golf courses and up to two (2) bowling centers for these 
events. A free NFL Youth Bowling Clinic typically occurs during the day on the Wednesday 
prior to the Super Bowl for local underserved youngsters. It is generally held at the same 
venue as one of the Super Bowl Celebrity Bowling Classic events. 

The Host Cormnittee will work with NFL and NFL Foundation staff on all NFL community 
outreach and fundraising events in order to best reach and support youngsters in the Host 
Community. 

The Super Bowl Bid Committee agrees to all conditions as outlined in Section XVI of the 
Super Bowl Bid Specifications" YES NO 
(If "no", please attach a detailed description of exceptions by section and subsection, i.e. 
I.A.2.) 

Signature: ______________________________________________ _ 

Name: 
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BID RESPONSE QUESTIONNAIRE 
SUPER BOWL Lll 

for 

J{ost CR.fgion 

BID COMMITTEE 

Please provide full contact infonnation for the Bid Committee members as indicated. The "Bid 
Preparer" is the key individual to whom the NFL will direct questions, seek clarifications, and 
coordinate meetings. At least one senior representative from the NFL member club, the Stadium, 
the host regional government, and the convention & visitors bureau must be included. The Bid 
Committee will function as the Super Bowl LI Host Committee if the event is awarded. 

Chairperson 
Title 
Company 
Address 

Phone 
Cell 
E-Mail 
Signature 

Bid Preparer 
Title 
Company 
Address 

Phone 
Cell 
E-Mail 
Signature 

Team Contact 
Title 
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Company 
Address 

Phone 
Cell 
E-Mail 
Signature 

Stadium Contact 
Title 
Company 
Address 

Phone 
Cell 
E-Mail 
Signature 

Regional Government Rep 
Title 
Agency/Company 
Address 

Phone 
Cell 
E-Mail 
Signature 

Add additional government representatives as "Additional Members" if needed 

CVB Representative 
Title 
Company 
Address 

Phone 
Cell 
E-Mail 
Signature 

Additional Member 
Title 
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Company 
Address 

Phone 
Cell 
E-Mail 
Signature 

Additional Member 
Title 
Company 
Address 

Phone 
Cell 
E-Mail 
Signature 

Additional Member 
Title 
Company 
Address 

Phone 
Cell 
E-Mail 
Signature 

BID REGIONJNFORMATION 

City's Major Airports: 
Number of FBO's within a 25mi radius of the Stadium: -------

Please complete the following charts with accurate weather records (high temperatures, 
lows and precipitation) for the dates/timeframe indicated. 

Average Game Day High/Low- please provide the average high and low temperature over the 
past 20 years for each possible game date: 

February 4, 2018 
High: __ Low: __ _ 
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February 11, 2018 
High: __ Low: ---

February 18, 2018 
High: __ Low: __ _ 

Daily Highs -Please provide the daily high temperatures between February 1 & 15 for each of 
the 10 listed years. 

FEB 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

2005 
2006 

2007 
2008 

2009 

2010 
2011 
2012 

2013 

2014 I I 
Daily Lows- Please provide the daily low temperatures from February 1 & 15 for each of the 10 
listed years. 

FEB 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

2005 I 
2006 I I 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 I I 
2014 l I I I 
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Precipitation- Please provide the daily precipitation between February 1 & 15 for the 10 listed 
years 

FEB I 1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 I 
2009 
2010 
2011 I 
2012 
2013 I 
2014 I 
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NFL SEASON EXTENSION CONTINGENCY 
If the NFL regular season is extended and/or the Super Bowl date changes, will the 
Stadium and all key venues (team hotels, team practice sites, media center, NFL HQ 
hotel) be available for the next two consecutive Sundays? If not, please provide 
details. 

STADIUM DESCRIPTION 

Stadium Name 
Stadium Address 

Stadium Owner 
Owner Address 
(if different from above) 

Stadium Management 
Contact Name 
Address 
(if different from above) 

Year Opened 

Previous Stadium Names 

Year(s) & Description(s) of Last Major Renovation(s) 
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Descripi:ion(s) of Planned Major Renovation(s) prior to the 2015 season (include 
targeted completion dates) 

STADIUM FLOOR INFORMATION: 

Dimensions of the Stadium floor 

Existing square footage under Stadium for workrooms 

FIELD INFORMATION: 

Type of Surface 

If Artificial, Date Installed 

GUARANTEED NUMBER OF SALABLE SEATS (I.A.l.) 

· Please indicate the number of seats the Bid Committee will guarantee to be available for 
Super Bowl LII. To calculate tbis number, add the number of permanent seats in the 
Stadium bowl, club seats, and penna.J;lent seats in all suites. Add the number of 
temporary seats the Bid Committee proposes to install for the Game, if any, as a separate 
line item. 

Permanent Stadium Seating (non-club) 
Permanent Club Seats 
Permanent Suite Seating 

In addition: 
Proposed Temporary Suite Seating to be added 
Proposed Temporary Stadium Seating to be added 
Proposed Standing Room Only to be added · 
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TOTAL NUMBER OF SALABLE SEATS 
Note: Consider the number entered above carefully, as it will represent seating 
guaranteed in the regular game day seating manifest, to be available for Super Bowl LII 
Any additional proposed seating will be further evaluated by the NFL and addressed with 
each individual Bid Committee during the Super Bowl Bid Process. Number of Seat 
Kills will also be part of the broader seating discussion. Any revenue shmifaU due to an 
overestimation of seating will be paid to the NFL by the Host Committee. If the needs of 
Super Bowl LII require killing more than 3,000 permanent seats, the Host Committee 
will not be responsible for these incremental reductions. 

In Addition, the NFL requests independent documentation that supports the Bid 
Conunittees proposed temporary seating (standing) submission to include the following 
information: 

Proven successful installation/completion of proposed number of seats 
Breakdown of previously executed plan 
If not previously done, propose a plan of execution if awarded Bid 
Identify standing room capacity (opportunity) 
Review and sign-off from Fire Department 

Host Committee will be responsible for funding of temporary seat install, however, the 
NFL will manage all aspects of the installation to include by not limited to: 

RFP process 
Vendor selection 
All aspects of operations including scheduling, installation, inspection and de
installation 

SUITES (II.D) 

Number of luxury suites and suite seats available to the NFL 

Luxury suites and suite seats retained by the team 

TOTAL NUMBER OF LUXURY SUITES 

Number of Event (rental) suites 

J\1inimum number of 'suite seats' guaranteed 
within the number ofluxury suites offered to NFL 

+ 

! __ 

! __ 
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SEATING 

Describe seating (e.g. cup holders, padding) 

ADA SEATING (I.A.4) 

State total number of ADA seats (include companion seating) 

(See "Exhibits & Descriptive Information" for further ADA seating disclosure) 

PRESS BOX SEATING (I.Q.3.a) 

State total number of working media seats in the press box 

Describe wiring of existing media positions with respect to power supply, 
telecommrmications and high speed Internet access. Also identify all service 
providers for telephone lines, Internet access, and Wi-Fi. 

FIELD LIGHTING (I.A.9) 

#Foot-Candles 

Warm-up Time from Cold Strike 
Time to Re-Strike to Broadcast Temp. 

Does the Lighting System Have Shutters? 

Identify positions in the stands for placement of spotlights for Gameday entertainment. 
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PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM (I.A.lO) 
ReasonablePA System standards: 

3. Uniform coverage throughout the seating area of 110 db, +/-6 db; 
4. Distortion-free and capable of being zoned for maximum control and equalized 

for maximum intelligibility; 
5. Separate "feeds" for the concourses, concession areas, elevators, restrooms and 

exterior plazas; 
6. A perimeter sound system capable of supporting local microphone input at each 

gate; 
7. An override security microphone input at each gate; 

. 8. Paging capability in the entrance tunnels;, 
9. Field monitors for cheerleaders and other event activities; and 
10. Automatic backup power for the main stadium public address system and the 

security system(s). 

PRESS BOX SOUND SYSTEM (I.A.ll) 
Describe the system 

VIDEO CONTROL ROOM (I.A.l2) 
The following or equivalent brands as determined by the NFL is a minimm;n Super Bowl 
ready equipment list: 

1. 4 ME HD Switcher 
2. (2) 6-Channel liD EVS Replay Devices (Configured as 4 in , 2 out) 
3. 2 Cham1el HD Chyron Duet 
4. 2 Channel HD Crossfire or similar file server for playback 
5,. SonyHD Cam Deck 
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6. DVCPRO BD Deck 
7. 6 HD Studio Config Cameras with minimum of 55 x lens 
8. 2 I-ID ENG Config Cameras with minimum of22x lens 
9. 1 HD RF ENG Config Camera with minimum of22x lens 
10. Heavy Duty Tripods for Sled Configs 
11. Pan Heads 
12. Telecast Shed Adapters 
13. S:MPTE CABLE 
14. Batteries 
15. Fiber Camera Converters 
16. Fiber Jumper Cables 
17. Full RTS, Clearcorn or Reidel Intercom systems between director, crew and 

camera positions. 
18. HD Screen processor that will allow reconfiguration of the screen 
19. Minimum 24- channel digital Audio Board 
20. HD Fran1e Synchs that will allow up to 12 HD feeds from Truck Bay 
21. 2 HD/SD Up/Down/Cross Converters 
22. 12 Fiber lines from Control Room to Truck Bay 
23. 12 Sets of Fiber Converters for these lines 
24. 4 IFB In ear devices 
25. 4 Anncr Headsets w/ Cough Boxes 
26. 27" Monitor for playback 
27.2 Teleprompters 
28. 8 Channel Telecast Pythons with the WDM Option 
29. 8 Aja FS 1 's or other HD frame sync devices 
30. 1 Evertz Frame w/ 2 VIP Multiviewers (They need to have the HD-SDI Output 

Option 
31.2 1 x 4 HD -SDI DA's 
32. 1 Panasonic 450 or similar Switcher 
33. 9mm or better HD video boards 

ANCilLARY SPACE (1.A.14) 
Ancillary space requirements include: 

1. Cheerleaders- space for two (2) separate team cheerleader units of 30 
cheerleaders each. Tlus will include seaiing areas and restrooms. 

2. Grounds Crew- Turf Room capable of holding necessary turf supplies and 
equipment plus a crew of twenty (20), approximately 1,500 sq. feet. Access to 
paint mixing area (either existing or temporary) with proper ventilation, access to 
water, and floor drain. 

3. Game Officials- Standard sized NFL Officials Room, with lockers, showers, and 
restrooms. 

4. Chain Crew- Standard sized NFL Chain Room, with lockers, showers, and 
restrooms. 

5. Ball boys and Oxygen Crew Room- Holding room with space for twelve (12). 
6. NFL Operations Field Office- Approximately 600 square feet for NFL game and 

field operations. 
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7. NFL Staff/Guest Green Room- Approximately 600 square feet in close 
proximity to the NFL Operations Field Office. 

8. Show Talent Rooms- All talent rooms in good condition with good finishes: 
a. Pregame Show- Six (6) rooms, with space for individual performers plus 

attendants, private restrooms, plus one (1) additional room large enough to 
accommodate a band with eight (8) members. 

b. Halftime Show- Six (6) rooms, with space and accommodations similar to 
the Pregame Show talent rooms. 

c. Coin Toss Talent Holding Room- Room large enough for four (4) to eight (8) 
people with close access to restrooms. 

CELLlrrtAR & Wi-Fi COVERAGE & CAPACITY (I.B.S.b) 

Describe current cellular and Wi-Fi capabilities including current coverage and capacity, 
as well as a description of what would be required to provide ubiquitous coverage 
throughout the stadium. The Super Bowl requires a robust wireless (cellular DAS and 
Wi-Fi) network that can provide ubiquitous voice and data coverage and capacity to 
support all fans, media and supporting staff in attendance. The system should be open 
and available free of charge to all attendees. The DAS and Wi-Fi systems should be 
maintained to meet the then current wireless industry standards for delivering the latest 
mobile applications and video streaming technology. 
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SUPER BOWL STAFFING AND EXPENSES (I.D) 
Please indicate Super Bowl Staffmg and Expenses anticipated contribution. 

CLUB/RESTAURANT FACILITIES (I.H) 
Describe all club, restaurant, meeting, and hospitality facilities at the Stadium. 

SIGNAGE AND ADVERTISING (I.I) 
Disclose the nature and duration of all advertising, signage, and/or sponsorship 
contracts at the Stadium. 
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STADIUl\1 NAMJNG RIGHTS (I.J) 
Describe any existing naming rights contracts relating to the Stadium (including 
parking and surrounding areas). 

TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION (I.K) 

Provide list of recommended contractors for temporary construction at the Stadium for 
NFL and television needs. Identify any available minority vendors. 

ENTERTAINMENT STAGING AREA (I.M) 
Identify suitable location 

PERMANENT/TEMPORARY NOVELTY VENDING STANDS (I.N.3) 
State the number of permanent and temporary novelty vending stands at the 
Stadium, and describe their size and location. 

Describe any code restrictions for the installation of additional temporary stands. 
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EXISITING STADIUM STORE(S) (I.N.4) 

State the number of Stadium stores, and describe their size and location. 

CONCESSIONAIRE (I.O) 

Provide the following information for any existing contract(s) for food and 
beverage sales: 
a. Name & Contact 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Term of Agreement 

Percentage of revenues payable to Stadium owner or Team __ 

Any other relevant information, including provisions relating to 
the Game 

SU1TE & OTHER CATERING 

Is the Concessionaire also contracted to provide food and beverage service to suites and 
on-site restaurants or catering facilities? 

If"no", provide the following infonnation for any existing contract(s) for food suite and 
catering sales: 

a. Name & Contact 
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b. Term of Agreement 

c. Percentage of revenues payable to Stadium owner or tenant 

d. Any other relevant information, including provisions relating to 
the Game 

STADIUM PARKING (loP) 

Provide number of all Stadium-owned or- controlled parking spaces (Provide maps or 
diagrams and manifest in "Exhibits & Descriptive Information"} 

Prices charged for parking 
Regular Season 
Playoffs 

Provide the number and location of parking spaces for disabled patrons in close 
proximity to seat assignments. Demonstrate on a stadium map the entrances closest to 
the existing Disability Services 

The entity responsible for parking operations, and principal contact person. 

POSTGAME MEDIA WORK AREA (I.Qo2) 

Describe the exact nature and location if temporary installation is required (Provide plans 
or diagrams :in "Exhibits & Descriptive Information"). 
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POST-GAlVffi PRESS CONFERENCE (I.Q.2) 

If a temporary installation is required for postgame press conferences, describe exact 
nature and location (Provide plans or diagrams in "Exhibits & Descriptive Information"). 

WORKING POSITIONS FOR MEDIA (I.Q.3) 

Describe the exact nature and location of any temporary construction necessary to meet 
the working space and booth requirements (Provide plans or diagrams in "Exhibits & 
Descriptive Information"). 
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Describe wiring plans for power supply, telecommunications, and high speed 
Intemet access for this area. 

Describe location and number of seats obstructed by or eliminated as a result of 
meeting this specification and any resulting temporary construction. 

UNION CONTRACTS: 
List and .describe the status of any union contracts relating to the Stadium, 
including: 

a. The work and workers covered by each contract 
b. The expiration date of each contract 
c. Any "no-strike" or similar clauses 
d. Other relevant clauses 
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DOMESTIC BROADCAST COMPOUND (l.R.1) 
Identify a suitable location 

INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST COMPOUND (I.R.2) 
Identify a suitable location 

NETWORK BROADCAST COMPOUND (I.R.3) 
Identify a suitable location 

SCOREBOARDS, VIDEO AND MARQUEE BOARDS 

Stadium Scoreboard Screens (#/Locations/Size) 

Electronic Message & Display Boards inside Stadium (#/Type/Locations/Size) 

Electronic Message & Display Boards, Stadium Exterior (#/Type/Locations/Size) 

STADIUM SERVICE PROVIDERS 

Describe any circumstances for which the NFL could be made financially liable for 
displacing existing service providers, lessees or other third parties with rights at the 
Stadium (e.g. parking, novelties, and concessions): 

Confirm that Host Committee agrees to be held liable in place of the NFL for any such 
liability not fully disclosed in these Bid Specifications .. _________ _ 

STADfUMTOURS (I.W) 
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Describe any regular stadium tour business, if applicable, including details on the 
management and staffing (club or stadium controlled, etc.) 

HOTELS (III.B.Ld) 

State the percentage of required hotel rooms that have signed an anti-gouging agree1i1ent 
(Form JII.4) 

Provide the date by which 100% of the required hotel rooms will be committed 
pursuant to fully signed anti-gouging agreements 

Describe the methods that will be taken to enforce the anti-gouging agreement. 

NFL/MEDIA HEADQUATERS (DI.C.l) 
Identify a suitable hotel and provide star ratings (using Diamond Star Rating system) 

HOTEL(s) DIAMOND STAR RATING 
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TELEVISION NETWORKS 
Identify a suitable hotel 

HOTEL(s) 

NFL AFFLIATED ORGANIZATIONS 
Identify 3 -5 suitable hotels. 

HOTEL(s) 

NFL STAFF 
Identify a suitable hotel. 

HOTEL(s) 

NFL STAFF 
Identify suitable apartments 

DIAMOND STAll. RATING 

DL<\MOND STAR RATING 

DIAMOND STAR RATING 

Indicate proximity to the Stadium, the quantity of secured one-bedroom, two bedroom 
and three bedroom apartments for each complex that meet the specifications and their 
corresponding room rates. 
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PARTICIPATING TEAMS (III.D.1) 
Identify suitable locations for each team 

(AFC) ROTEL(s) 

(NFC) 

Indicate proximity to the Stadium 

TEAM SPILLOVER (III.D.2) 
Identify suitable locations for each team. 

(AFC) HOTEL(s) 

(NFC) 

Indicate proximity to the Stadium 

DIAMOND STAR RATING 

(AFC) ____ _ 
(NFC) ____ _ 

DIAMOND STAR RATING 

(AFC) ____ _ 
(NFC) ____ _ 
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SATURDAY NIGHT STAY (III.D.2) 
Identify two 'suitable hotels. 

(AFC) HOTEL(s) 

(NFC) 

Indicate proximity to the Stadium 

TRANSPORTATION (IV.A.2) 

DIAMOl'ID STAR RATING 

(AFC) __ ~--
(NFC) ____ _ 

Percentage of required buses and limousines committed under the attached fully signed 
agreements. 

Identify the maximum prices to be charged to the NFL to satisfy its bus requirements. 

PRACTICE SITES (V.A) 
Identify two practices sites for participating teams. 

(AFC) 

(NFC) 
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Indicate proximity to the Team Hotels (AFC) _____ _ 

(NFC) ------

PRACTICE AND FIELD EQUIPMENT (V.A.9) 
The following or equivalent items as determined by the NFL is a minimum Super Bowl 
ready practice and field equipment list: 

a. Field Tarpaulins 
b. Aerial lifts for filming practice - 3 lifts with heights of at least 60 feet 
c. Blocking sleds 
d. Professional goal posts 
e. Sleds: 

Rae Crowder Reaction Sled 
2- Two-man Crowders (with sand bags) 
Four-man Sled 
2- One-man Popsicle Sled 
One-man Sled 
Seven-man Sled 

f. Pop-ups: 
22- Large Titan Pop Ups 

· 10 -Scout Pop Ups 
3 - Cut Dummies 
2- Sets ofQB Arms 
4- Sets of Rip Arms 
4- Large Square Pop Ups 

g. Shields: 
8-Large 
24-Medium 

h. Step Overs: 
24 -Agile 1 
5 -Agile 2 

i. Additional Equipment: 
2- 25/40 Second Clocks 
4 digit game clock with period indicator 
Water Caddies 
2 - Jugs Machines 
Extension Chords 
Down Markers and Chains 
10- 0-Line Boards (8-feet long) 
2- Scrimmage Lines 
2- Running Ropes 
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Kicking Net 
Cones ofVarious Sizes 
2 -Dry Erase Boards 
6- 55-Gallon Trash Cans 
Hurdles- Adjustable Height 
18 -.Dots- Throw Down Disk Markers 
Colored Helmet Hats 
Wall Mounted digital time of day Clock 
4- Sets Forearm Slippers · 
Long Shiver Ball (28-inch diameter) 
Assorted Medicine Balls 
Gilman Quickstep Ropes 

Describe applicable state, city and local laws peliaining to service of alcoholic beverages, 
including the hour at which such service must Qease every night. 

PUBLIC SAFETY COSTS (VI.C.3) 
The following services and functions must be provided at no cost to the NFL (any cost 
associated with these services and functions shall be the responsibility of the Host 
Committee): 

1. A dedicated senior police officer must be assigned to each competing tean1 
during its stay at no cost to the NFL or the teams; 

2. Police escorts must be provided to move teams to/from the airport, to/from 
practice facilities, aud to/from the Stadium at no cost to the NFL or the teams; 

3. Police escorts must be provided to move team OW11ers to/from the Game at no 
cost to the NFL or the teams; 

4. Police escorts must be provided to move the media to/from mterview sessions 
at no cost to the NFL or the media; 

5. Police escorts must be provided to move the Game officials to/from the 
Stadium on Ga~eday at no cost to the NFL or the officials; 

6. If any transportation management plans must be filed with local officials, any 
associated costs or fees must be waived or paid by the Host Committee; 

7. If any public safety/security authority seeks payment for its services related to 
the Super Bowl Game or NFL Official Events, the Host Committee will 
negotiate with the authority and if required, will pay the negotiated amount for 
the required or recommended security and 

8. Access to video surveillance systems in the Stadium and all NFL Official 
Events shall be provided at no cost to the NFL. 
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Disclose all state or local Open Records/Public Infonnation Acts laws which could apply 
to any agreements or documents entered into or supplied to the Host Committee (VI.J). 

NFL EXPERIENCE (VIIT.A.) 
· Recommend a suitable location. 

List and describe the status of any union contracts relating to the NFL Experience 
location, including (VIII.A/VIII.C):' 

a. The work and workers covered by each contract 
b. The expiration date of each contract 
c. Any "no-strike" or similar clauses 
d. Other relevant clauses 
e. Confirm/clarify availability 
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Parking 
Identify a suitable adjacent location with unobstructed access to park required visitors 
and staff(Vill.K.l). 

Identify a suitable adjacent location with unobstructed access to park required 
television trailers at no cost (VIIl.K.3). 

NFL TAILGATE (IX.A) 
Recommend a suitable location. 

List and describe the status of any union contracts relating to the Tailgate 
Party, including (IX. C): 

a. The work and workers covered by each contract 
b. The expiration date of each contract 
c. Any "no-strike" or similar clauses 
d. Other relevant clauses 
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NFL FRIDAY NIGHT PARTY (XlloA) 
Recommend a suitable location. 

List and describe the status of any union contracts relating to the Friday Night Party, 
including (XII.C): 

a. The work and workers covered by each contract 
b. The expiration date of each contract 
c. Any "no-strike" or similar clauses 
d. Other relevant clauses 

NFL ON LOCATION (Xlll.A) 
Recommend a suitable location for On Location. 

List and describe the status of any union contracts relating to NFL On Location, 
including (XIII. C): 
a. The work and workers covered by each contract 
b. The expiration date of each contract 
c. Any "no-strike;' or similar clauses 
d. Other relevant clauses . 
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MEDIA CENTER (XIV.A) 
Identify a suitable location. 

List all service providers and costs for telephone lines, Internet access and Wi-Fi 
(XIV.A.8). 
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~REDITA'_fiON CENTER CXIV.B) & GAMEDAY ~F CHECK-IN (Xly.q 
Identify suitable locations 

Recommend at least three golf facilities pursuant to the Bid (XlV.D) 

Recommend suitable locations for bowling lanes (XIV.E). 

Recommend suitable locations for rehearsal practice fields (XIV.F). 

All convention centers, arenas and concert sites in the Host Community with one 
thousand (1,000) or more seats must be reserved until September 1 of the year prior to the 
Designated Super Bowl, for potential events during the week leadD.1g up to the Game, 
including a Super Bowl Concert Series, NFL-sponsored sporting events, etc. List each 
site and state whether it has been reserved (XIV.G.l). 
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HOST COMMITTEE INFORMATION (XV.A) 

Describe the Host Committee, its corporate legal structure, mission, staffing, budget and 
source of :funding. 
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EXHIBITS & DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION 

Please provide the following documents, plans, and photographs in Section 5 of your proposal: 

I. STADIDM 

Exhibit# DescriQtion 

I. I. Stadium Exterior Photographs 

1.2. Stadium Interior Floor plans (by level) 

I.3. Stadium Interior Photographs 

1.4. Stadium Property Exterior Floor plans, including Stadium-Owned Parking, including car 
parking capacities in each section of the facility 

1.5. Additional Parking Facilities Required to Meet Minlinum Bid Specifications 

1.6. Field Layout with Sideline Dimensions 

I. 7. Stadium Seating PIan with Manifest by Section 

1.8. ADA Seating Plan for Regular Season with Manifest and Total 

1.9. ADA compliance history & disclosure of previous or pending actions 

1.10. Architectural Plans for Temporary Seating Locations 

I.ll. Press Box Seating Plans 

1.12. Architectural plans/diagrams for temporary working spaces and booths 

1.13. Architectural plans/diagrams for temporary post-Game press conference area 

I.l4. Architectural plans/diagrams for temporary post-Game media work area 

1.15. Existing or proposed noise abatement laws, ordinances, or restrictions on 
operation of Stadium sound systems on Gameday and during installation days 

1.16. Description of arena(s) and/or similar venue(s) adjacent to the Stadium (including 
reservation agreement 
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1.17. Description of normal staffing requirements and hourly rates for Stadium 
personnel and personDel for all related areas such as traffic control, private security, 

public safety officers, ushers, parking attendants, ticket takers, etc 

1.18. Description of all existing Stadium advertising and signage contracts 

1.19. Sample suite lease 

1.20. Statement of permit & approval priority 

1.21. Statement of cooperation from the fire marshal acknowledging the UDique status of the 
event. 

1.22. An original document, identical to Form 1.22, signed by the Stadium owner indicating an 
agreement to the matters described above relating to the Stadium and its other areas of 
authority, responsibility or control 

L23. Original documents signed by the owner of each team housed or playing at the Stadium 
indicating agreement to the matters described above relating to its respective areas of 
authority, responsibility or control 

1.24. Copies of agreements with approximate venues to the stadium for use by the NFL on 
Game day 

II. TIC:KET ALLOCATION 

Exhibit# Descri.Qtion 

N/A 

ill. HOTELS 

Exhibit# Descri.Qtion 

III. 1. Disclose the total number of top quality, full-service hotel s Ieeping rooms within a 6 0-
minute drive of the Stadium and provide the following information for each hotel in a 
five-colwnn table with headings as indicated below. Hotels should be organized by 
geographic region (e.g., Stadium Area, Downtown, North Suburbs, etc.) 
a. Hotel Name and Address 
b. Total number of rooms and suites (exclude properties which have less than Fifty (50) 

rooms, unless the properties are considered premier-quality). 
c. Indicate the number of rooms committed exclusively to the NFL (1 00% of total room 

inventory required for headquarters and team hotels; 90%+ for all others) 
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d. Indicate whether hotel has signed the anti-gouging agreement refened to in item B.4 
below 

e. Rate being proposed in hotel contract. 

Please follow the below template for hotel submissions: 

NFL 
liotei Block Room/Suite/Unit/ 2012 Diamond Anti-

Name and Address 
Phone/Fax Contact 

#of Total Inventory Rate Rating Gouging 
rooms 

ill.2. Map of the Region indicating location of hotels 

III.3. Copies of the agreements, including rates, signed by each hotel using the Hotel 
Agreement (Use Form ID.3). 

Yes/No 

IU.4. Copies of firm and binding, adva1we commitments from the hotels identified above, using 
the "anti-gouging agreement" (Use Form ill.4). 

III.5. Complete floor plans of all function space reserved for Super Bowl Lll at the proposed 
headquarters hotel(s). 

III.6. Letter of support from the general mauager(s) of the proposed headqu(lrters hotel(s), 
agreeing to provide top-quality service and to meet the specifications for a Super Bowl 
Headquarters Hotel. 

III. 7. Complete floor plans of all function space reserved for Super Bowl LII at the proposed 
team hotel(s). 

III.8. Letter of support from the general manager(s) of each proposed team hotel, agreeing to 
provide top-quality service and meet the specifications for a Super Bowl team hotel. 

III.9. Written commitments from all applicable area convention and visito~s bureaus to work 
with the NFL on the hotel assignments for the NFL-related groups. 
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IV. TRANSPORTATION 

Exhibit# Descrintion 

IV.l. Copies of firm and binding commitments from transportation companies, including 
guarantees on rates, availability and numbers of buses and limousines using the 
Transportation Agreement (Use Form IV.l). 

IV.2. Copies of :firm and binding commitments from taxi companies, using the anti-gouging 
agreement (Use Form N.2), agreeing that the rate during the Super Bowl Period will be 
no more than 10% above the regularly charged rate for the end of January/February of the 
year prior to the Game. 

IV.3. Copies of firm and binding commitments from rental car companies, using the anti
gouging agreement (Use Form IV.3)., agreeing that the rate during the Super Bowl Period 
will be no more than 10% above the regularly charged rate for the end of January of the 
year pdor to the Gan1e. 

V. PRACTICE SITES 

Exhibit# DescriQtion 

V.l Letters of support from senior executives of the proposed practice facilities agreeing to 
provide top-quality service and meet the specifications in this document. Specifically, they 
should commit to providing the same level of support and accommodation that is provided to the 
football team that normally uses the facility. In the case of an NFL team, these letters should be 
from the O·vmer and operating head of the Club. Ill the case of a local university, the letter 
should be from the Athletic Director. 
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VI. GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES 

Exhibit# Descrintion 

VI.l. Ambush M3lketing: Obtain and attach resolutions from each state and municipality or 
county whose services may be required in c01mection with the Game continuing their 
cooperation and promising not to engage in unauthorized promotional activities during 
the Super Bowl Period relating to the city or otherwise which detract from, or interfere 
with, the promotional activities of the NFL in connection with the Game ("Ambush 
Marketing"). (Use Fonn VI.l.) 

VI.2. Public Safety: Obtain and attach resolutions from agencies responsible for public safety 
confirming that there will be no charge for any public security/safety services provided 
outside the Stadium, the NFL Experience and all other facilities used for NFL Official 
Events. (Use Form VL2) 

VI.3. Medical I Emergency Preparedness: Provide coordinated written plan for emergency 
preparedness and response, including planning, prevention, preparedness, response and 
recovery. (There are federal response templates that can be adhered to, as well as 
substantial federal funding streams available in the development of such plans). 

VI.4. Obtain and attach resolutions evidenci.t-:tg the comrpitment of high level management at 
the airport to cooperate with those needing special services in connection with the Game, 
including arrival/departure of team charters, private planes, special fan charters, etc. (Use 
Form VI.4) 

V1.5. Ticket Resale Laws: Identify any, and attach copies of, anti-scalping laws. 

V1.6. Tax Exemptions: Please provide evidence of tax exemptions requested in Section VI of 
the Bid Specifications (Use Form VI.6). 

V1.7. Vehicle Licensing: Identify a contact person atthe Department ofMotor Vehicles. 
Obtain and attach (Use Form VI. 7) resolutions waiving fees for special licensing for up to 
four hundred fifty (450) comiesy cars and shuttle buses. 

VI.8. Air Space: The airspace above and surrounding the Stadium must restrict access by all 
aircraft and other vessels, with the exception of the air ship(s) used for television/security. 
Describe steps that will be taken to restrict: 
1. Temporary signs and inflatables near the Stadium 
2. Airspace use over the Stadium 
Obtain and attach appropriate resolutions as (Use Form Vl8). 

V1.9. Fire and Medical Emergencies: Obtain and attach resolutions from fire and medical 
emergency agencies as (Use Fonn VI.9). 
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Vlll. NFL EXPERIENCE 

Exhibit# DescriQtion 

VIJI.L Full Description, including Map and/or Floor Plans of the Recommended Location(s). 

VIII.2. Letter from the Most Senior Executive in charge of the Facility indicating Support for the 
Event and agreement to meet the Bid specifications for the host site of NFL Experience. 

VIII.3. Sample Lease for the Facility, indicating the NFL as the lessee. 

VIII.4. Description of normal staffing requirements and the hourly rates for all required 
operational staff are attached. 

VIII.5. Written proposals from local newspapers, television and radio stations, and billboard 
companies to provide significant advertising and promotional-time and/or space for the 
NFL Experience during the month leading up to the Super Game, at no cost to the NFL. 

IX. NFL TAILGATE 

Exhibit# DescriQtion 

IX.l. Full Description, including Map and Floor Plans of the Recommended Location(s). 

IX.2. Letter from the Most Senior Executive in charge of the Facility indicating Support for the 
Event and agreement to meet the Bid specifications for the host site of the NFL Tailgate 
Party. · 

IX.3. Sample Lease for the Facility, indicating the NFL as the lessee. 

IX.4. Description of nonnal staffmg requirements and the hourly rates for all required 
operational staff are attached. 

X NFLHONORS 

Exhibit# DescriQtion 

N/A 

XI. NFL HOUSE 

Exhibit# DescriQtion 

filA 
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Xll. NFL FRIDAY NIGHT PARTY 

Exhibit # . Descrigtion 

XII. I. Full Description, including Map and Floor Plans of the Recommended Location(s). 

XIL2. Letter from the Most Senior Executive in charge of the Facility indicating Support for the 
Event and agreement to meet the Bid specifications for the host site of the NFL Super 
Bowl Party. 

XIL3. Sample Lease for the Facility, indicating the NFL as the lessee. 

XII.4. Description of normal staffing requirements and the hourly rates for all required 
operationai staff are attached. 

XII.5. Written proposals from local newspapers, television and radio stations, and billboard 
companies to provide significant advertising and promotional time 
and/or space for the NFL Experience during the month leading up to the Super Game, at 
no cost to the NFL. 

XII.6. Written letters of support from the city/regional government confmning the appropriate 
and adequate support of city/regional services, including but not limited to, police . 
department, fire department, EMS, sanitation, etc. 

Xlll. NFL ON LOCATION 

Exhibit# DescriQtion 

N/A 

XIV. MEDIA CENTER & ADDITIONAL FACILITIES 

Exhibit# DescriQtion 

XIV. I. Map ofthe Region indicating location ofMedia Center 

XIV.2. Floor plans, maps and pertinent information for the proposed Media Center facility. 

XIV.3. Lease agreement for Media Center facility, in accordance with the Bid specifications 
(Section XII.A. 7) 

XIV.4.Attach copies of the reservation agreements signed by the sites, which specifically include 
the estimated rental charges for the facilities. 
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XV. HOST COMMITTEE 

Exhibit# · DescriQtion 

XV.l. Host Committee Agreement (Use Form XIII.l) 

XV.2. Organization chart of the Host Committee 

XV.3. Description of components for the proposed Super Bowl Legacies Program 

XV.4. List of all registered Internet domain names 

XV.5. List of billboard locations and commitment letter from billboard owner(s) 

XV.6. Commitment letter from local cable operators to provide a free channel to the NFL, with 
access to hotels should the NFL desire to establish a local television channel. 

XVI. NFL SUPER BOWL LEGACY GRANT 

Exhibit# Descri_Qtion 

N/A 

BIDDING COMMITTEE 

Exhibit# Descri.Qtion 

Bidding Coll1ll1ittee License (Use ;Form XV.l) 
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